5.ÊANCIENT & MIDDLE GREEK
In the preceding chapters, we have seen an outline of the synchronic distribution of pu in CSMG. The ensuing chapters characterise its diatopic diversification. This chapter addresses an essential aspect of the grammaticalisation: the
development of ho@pou up to its becoming a general relativiser around vÊAD. This
account is vital in situating the beginnings of the grammaticalisation, within
which much of the present range of meanings was determined. This account
also includes some mention of the functional antecedents of puÑincluding the
participle and hoùsÑand the provenance of its major functional competitor, na.
The chapter concludes with what remains to date the only detailed examination of the post-relativiser diachrony of pu: TzartzanosÕ (1991 [1946, 1963]) internal reconstruction of its various functions. There are some problems with
TzartzanosÕ diachronic account, and it does not call on historical or dialect texts.
Furthermore, his account is not synchronically complete or faultless. Nevertheless, his internal reconstruction represents a starting point for the type of account intended in this study.
In a few instances (indicated in the text) I have drawn data from texts included in the Thesaurus Linguae Graecae CD-ROM. In the remainder of instances, all of the data, and indeed much of the analysis, has been drawn from
the major references in the field (Bakker 1974; Bechtel 1924; Buck 1955; Jannaris 1897; Mandilaras 1973; Monteil 1963; Robertson 1934 [1923]; Schwyzer
1950; Smyth 1959 [1920]; Thumb & Scherer 1959). I have checked the examples
(drawn from both inscriptional and literary Greek) throughout with the original
sources; this is particularly important with the older references, as they rely on
outdated editions or disputed editorial decisions. My contribution has been to
criticise the findings where appropriate (particularly with Jannaris and Bakker),
and to synthesise them with regard to the overriding question of this thesis:
what light these findings shed on the development of pu in Greek.

5.1. The history of ho@pou1
5.1.1. Indo-European antecedents
The story of relativisation in GreekÑindeed, in most Indo-European languagesÑis the story of four ProtoÐIndo-European stems: *yo, *kw o, *so and
*to.

1The

following discussion is based mainly on MonteilÕs (1963) monograph.
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Of these, *kwo was an interrogative, and has engendered most Indo-European
interrogatives, including Latin quis, Old Church Slavonic kuto, and the
Germanic hw-forms (including English wh-words). In Greek, PIE *kw went to p
before back vowels, and t before front vowels; thus, Classical reflexes of *kwo include t"Ûs Ôwho?Õ (cf. Latin quis), po@te Ôwhen?Õ, and po^ùs Ôhow?Õ (In Ionic, *kwo- reflexes started with k rather than pÑe.g. ko@te Ôwhen?Õ)
The stems *so and *to were demonstrative; their reflexes include Old English
se Ôneuter articleÕ and ß¾t ÔdemonstrativeÕ, whence Modern English the and that.
In Greek, their reflexes include demonstratives such as to@te ÔthenÕ, and the definite article ho, heù, to@, which is also employed as a relativiser in Homeric Greek,
Ionic, and Middle and Early Modern Greek.
The normal Classical Greek relativiser was ho@s, he@ù, ho@, which was a reflex of
PIE *yo. Since other old Indo-European relativisers were also derived from this
stem (Vedic y‡#, y1«, y‡d, Avestan y<, y1, y1t, Old Church Slavonic iz&e, jaz&e,
jez&e), *yo is usually considered to have been a relativiser; but this presumes that
relativisation was extant in ProtoÐIndo-European, and it does not explain the
anaphoric use of *yo cognates (Lithuanian j’s, j’, Latin is, ea, id, Sanskrit aya@m,
iya@m, ida@m).2 Monteil (1963:14) thus concludes *yo was anaphoric, with the relativiser function an early secondary development.3
So Greek contrasted reflexes of *yo, *kwo, and *so/*to, of which the first were
relativisers, the second interrogative, and the third demonstrative. Greek
formed two further categories of pronouns. The unstressed or stress-shifted versions of *kwo reflexes were used as indefinites (e.g. pote@ Ôsome timeÕ, po@ùs ÔsomehowÕ). The prefixing of ho- (< *yo) to *kwo reflexes formed indirect interrogatives, which were also used as relativisers.
This meant that Greek had extensive paradigms of correlative pronouns,
sharing the same suffixes (usually old case endings); this is illustrated in
TableÊ13.
Relative
ho@s ÔwhoÕ
Ñ
ho"ßos Ôof which
sortÕ
hou^ ÔwhereÕ
ho"ß Ôthither
whereÕ
heùi Ôwhere; asÕ

2Properly

Demonstrative
ho, heù, to@ ÔtheÕ;
ho@sde, he@ùde, to@de
ÔthatÕ
Ñ
to"ßos Ôof that sortÕ
Ñ
Ñ

Interrogative
Ñ

Indefinite
Ñ

*yoÊ+ *kwo
Ñ

t"Ûs Ôwho?Õ
po"ßos Ôof what
sort?Õ
pou^ Ôwhere?Õ
po"ß Ôwhither?Õ

t"Ûs ÔsomeoneÕ
poio@s Ôof a certain
sortÕ
pou ÔsomewhereÕ
poi Ôtowards
somewhereÕ
peùi Ôsomehow; to
some placeÕ

ho@stis ÔwhoeverÕ
hopo"ßos Ôof which
sortÕ
ho@pou ÔwhereÕ
ho@poi ÔwhitherÕ

teùi Ôhere, this wayÕ pe^ùi Ôwhere?
how?Õ

ho@peùi Ôby which
way; asÕ

speaking, these derive from an anaphoric *h1e, (h1)ih2, (h1)id, of which *yo is apparently an o-stem variant (Beekes 1995:202Ð205).
3For a summary of scholarship on the origin of Indo-European relativisers, see Shields (1990).
On the broader question of how subordination should be reconstructed for ProtoÐIndoEuropean, see Jeffers (1987)Ñwho concludes that *yo in ProtoÐIndo-European marked two
clauses as belonging in the same syntactic constituent.
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ho@tHen ÔwhenceÕ

to@tHen ÔthenceÕ

po@tHen Ôwhence?Õ

ho@te ÔwhenÕ

to@te ÔthenÕ

po@te Ôwhen?Õ

hoùs ÔasÕ

po^ùs Ôhow?Õ

ho@sos Ôas muchÕ

to@ùs Ôin this wayÕ
(rare)
to@sos Ôthat muchÕ

hosa@kis Ôas many
times asÕ
Ñ

tosa@kis Ôthat many
timesÕ
Ñ

heùl"Ûkos Ôof which
ageÕ
ho@teros Ôthe one
of the two whichÕ
(rare)

teùliko@sde Ôso oldÕ
he@teros Ôthe other
oneÕ
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potHe@n Ôfrom
somewhereÕ
pote@ Ôat some
timeÕ
po@ùs ÔsomehowÕ

hopo@tHen ÔwhenceÕ

po@sos Ôhow
much?Õ
posa@kis Ôhow
many times?
podapo@s Ôfrom
what country?Õ

poso@s ÔsomeÕ

peùl"Ûkos Ôhow
old?Õ
po@teros Ôwhich of
the two?Õ

peùl"Ûkos Ôof some
ageÕ
Ñ

hopo@sos Ôas
muchÉ asÕ
hoposa@kis Ôas
many times asÕ
hopodapo@s Ôof
whatever countryÕ
hopeùl"Ûkos Ôof
whatever ageÕ
hopo@teros
Ôwhichever one of
the twoÕ

Ñ
Ñ

hopo@te
ÔwheneverÕ
ho@poùs ÔasÕ

Table 13. Ancient Greek correlative pronouns

A noteworthy feature of the table is the incomplete paradigm for ho@s: there is no
corresponding interrogative *po@s. However, though the nominative *po@s is unattested, other interrogatives point to various oblique case endings attached to
*po@s: po"ß is a locative, pe^ùi a dative, and po^ùs an instrumental.
5.1.2. Early Greek locative relativisation
In Homeric Greek, most locative relativisation was done by two relativisers
which were not to survive into Modern Greek: ho@tHi, which occurs 93 times in
Homer, and e@ntHa (not derived from *yo at all), occurring 58 times as a relativiser and 66 as an anaphor. Of these, ho@ t Hi is restricted to Homer and the
Arcadian dialect; e@ntHa, on the other hand, survived in use into Classical Greek
(2 instances in Aristophanes).
The major competition to e@ntHa came from relativisers based on *yo and *yoÊ+
*k w o. For these, the unmarked case endings were the locatives -oi (and its
Ablaut variant -ei) and -aùi (Attic-Ionic -eùi). In dialects other than Ionic-Attic,
-oi pronouns were used to denote both motion towards and stationary place
(Buck 1955 ¤132.3).4 In Ionic-Attic, another case ending was innovated, to distinguish the two functions: the genitive -ou ending.
The forms ending in -ou (hou^, ho@pou) are also of case origin. With the exception of
the two examples [in Homer] Il III 15; Il XVI 306 (which may be subsequent
Atticisms) [Footnote: Il III 15 may be reconstituted with ho@poi or ho@peùi; in Il XVI
306, the verse will not scan with ho@pou], they are not encountered anywhere but
Ionic and Attic: these two dialects seem to have sought out a distinction between
non-motion and motion, both of which are neutralised in the other dialects
through ho@poi (just as en in the prepositional domain).5 To express non-motion,
Ionic-Attic uses a form of the partitive genitive denoting a portion of space; as for

4 For more information on the dialect distribution
5Attic distinguishes eis ÔtoÕ from en ÔatÕ.

of adverbial locative endings, see ¤5.1.4.
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ho@pou (which could not be the genitive of a non-existent *ho@pos), it results from a
mechanical creation modelled on ho"ßos/hopo"ßos. (Monteil 1963:387)

The partitive genitive Monteil refers to is a genitive normally used to express
that the referent is a portion of something greaterÑas in a glass of wine:
(1a)

(viiiÊBC)
|Adrüstoio dÕ
Ôghme
uygatr©n
adre@ùstoio
d
e@geùme
tHugatro^ùn
AdrastosÕ
and he.married of.the.daughters (GEN)
And he wedded one of the daughters of Adrastos (Il XIV 121)

(1b)

(viiiÊBC)
n¿hse dâ dÁoq |Odysse´q,/ plhsŒmenoq dÕ oÂnoio dªpaq de¼dektÕ |Axil¶a
no@eùse de$ d"ßùos odusseu@s,/ pleùsa@menos d o"Ûnoio de@pas de"Ûdekt akHile^ùa
But noble Odysseus marked it, and filled a cup with wine and pledged
Achilles (Il IX 224)

In Greek, this partitive could also be used to denote Òlocalisation which one can
specify over a great space [É] a precise localisation in space, either for a concrete object or something comparable to spaceÓ (e.g. time) (Humbert 1945:268Ð
270). So the genitive can be used to denote a locationÑspatial or temporalÑ
when that location is understood as part of a greater whole. This usage is already extant in Homeric Greek:
(2a)

(viiiÊBC)
ãsper¼oq dÕ ¥n Ôpeita, loessŒmenoq potamoÁo,/ ðdr© ½pocyxue¼q, protç =Ilion
½poneo¼mhnÉ
hesper"Ûos d a$n e@peita, loessa@menos potamo"ßo,/ hidro^ù apopsukHtHe"Ûs, prot"Ý "Ûlion
aponeo"ÛmeùnÉ
So then at evening, having bathed in the river (Ô[in the waters] of the river,
[in part] of the riverÕ) and refreshed me of sweat, I might return to Ilios. (Il
XXI 560)

(2b)

(viiiÊBC)
to d Õ a»to lykŒbantoq ¨le´setai ¨nuŒdÕ |Odysse´q
tou^d autou^ luka@bantos eleu@setai entHa@d odusseu@s
Ulysses will come here in this same year (Ô[in a day] of this same yearÕ) (Od
XIX 306)

The genitive is also used to denote temporal location in Mycenaean:
(2c)

Di]]- JV- UNcp-

1

(xv~xiiiÊBC)

di-wi-jo-jo Ôme-noÕ qe-ra-si-ja OLE S 1
diò¼oio mhn¯q qWhras¼Q (?) ¨la¼òoio 1/0/0
diw"Ûoio meùno$s (GEN) qWeùras"Ûaùi ela"Ûwoio 1/0/0
In the month Diwios, to the Hunter-Goddess (?), 1/0/0 measures of oil (KN
Fp 5)

So the use of the genitive as a locative ending in ho@pou must date after the extension of the partitive genitive to locationsÑwhich is fairly early in Greek, as
the usage is well established in Homer, and anticipated through its temporal
equivalent in Mycenaean.
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There are two consequences for the story of pu. First, ho@pou is not an element
of Proto-Greek, but a dialectally restricted innovationÑalien to the three dialects of Greek which were extinct by Middle Greek: Arcado-Cypriot, Aeolian,
and Western Greek. Locative relativisers in those dialects have either dative, instrumental, or locative-case endings (¤5.1.4). Where the endings are potentially
genitive-based, they are ablatives rather than stationary (Doric ho^ù, ho@poù
ÔwhenceÕ) (Buck 1955 ¤132.8).
(3)

aý dâ mî prŒjaien ¹ k²¿smoq³,Ñ ½poteisŒntvn Ô.kastoq tÑ²©³ k¿sm(v) sta²t¶raq³Ñ
pe²n³takat¼oq túi p¿li ²¹³p© ka sylŒsh²i³
ai de$ me$ù pra@ùksaien o ko@smos, apoteisa@ntoùn e@kastos to^ù ko@smoù state^ùras
pentakat"Ûos ta^ùi po@li opo^ù ka sula@seùi
and if the body of chief magistrates does not act, let each one of the body pay
fifty staters to the city, wherever he obtains it from (Coll 5100.16)6

The innovation of a genitive locative (which extends to other stems, like a@llou
(CSMG aÈlu) ÔelsewhereÕ and pantakHou^ (CSMG paÈdu) ÔeverywhereÕ) is specific to
Proto-Ionic.7
The second consequence relates to JosephÕs (1997) challenge to grammaticalisation theory. Joseph disputes that grammaticalisation can derive all function
words from content words, as function words can arise by analogy instead. He
illustrates this with the Modern Greek nominative clitic tos, which he derives
analogically from accusative clitic ton, rather than as an independent reduction
of nominative afÈtos ÔheÕ. As Monteil finds, the hop- relativisers of Greek are an
even clearer instance of function words arising by analogy: there has never been
a nominative *ho@pos, whence the various oblique case forms ho@peùi, ho@poi,
ho@poùs etc. could be derivedÑcertainly not as late as Proto-Ionic, when ho@pou
was formed. 8 Whatever its subsequent career, ho@pou started life not as a grammaticalisation in the proper meaning of the word, but as an analogical formationÑconfirming JosephÕs contention.9
6 The

identification with the genitive is MonteilÕs (1963:387); however, while the Cretan GEN.SG
of o-stem nouns is indeed -où as against Attic -ou, a much more plausible etymon seems to be the
Proto-Indo-European Ablative (*-Ød; early Latin -Ød, Sanskrit -±d), which Buck (1910) explicitly
identifies as the etymon for the Doric ablatives.
7 In Modern Greek, the -ou ending extends yet further: the Ancient ablative po@ t Hen (ÈpoTen)
Ôwhence?Õ was remodelled, by analogy with Èpu, to ÈpuTe. This ending was in turn analogically
extended to other nouns, such as oÈluTe Ôfrom every whereÕ, and aÈluTe Ôfrom elsewhereÕ.
8As there was alternation in Indo-European between *kw o- and *kw i- (e.g. Latin quod/quid;
Hittite kwis but Sanskrit kas), the missing nominative may be ho@tis (<Ê*yoÊ+ *kwis), rather than
*ho@pos (< *yoÊ+ *k w os); ho@tis is a rare (Homeric) variant of ho@stis. However, the oblique case
forms point to an -os declension, and the oblique case forms of t"Ûs ÔwhoÕÊ< *kw is seem incompatible with ho@pou, ho@poi (Genitive Ionic te@o, teu^, Attic tou^ Ê< *k w eso; Dative Ionic te@ o ùi, Attic
(indefinite) toùiÊ< *kwe(sm)eiÑcf. Old Church Slavonic neuter dative c&esomu) (Beekes 1995:206).
So ho@tis is a problematic nominative to postulate: alternation of *kw o- and *kw i- within the
same declension paradigm does not seem to be characteristic of Indo-European.
9 For completeness, mention should be made of unstressed pou. This word, which properly
meant ÔsomewhereÕ, came to acquire an epistemic function, conveying uncertainty about an utterance (ÔI suppose, I thinkÕ) (Denniston 1954:490Ð495). This function was already present in
Homer (4a), and is characteristic of Plato, particularly in ironic use (4b).
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5.1.3. The function of the ho- prefix
We have evidence that the *yoÊ+ *kw o combination is of some antiquity in
Greek; the following appears to be a Mycenaean instance of the combination,
although the tablet is substantially undeciphered:
(5)

qyNnZr- hR.- ]I- ofL- jM- 1

(xiiiÊBC)

a-wa-ra-ka-na-o pa-ma-ko jo(?)-qi wo-to-mo pe-re 1
|AòarakanŒó (?) fŒrmakon (?) Îti ò¿tomoq fªrei 1
awarakana@oùi pHa@rmakon ho@ti (jo@kWi) wo@tomos pHe@rei 1
To Awarakanaos (?), whatever medicine (?) Wotomos brings, 1 (PY Un 1314)

*yoÊ+ *kwo pronouns have three functions in Classical Greek. The first is as indefinite free relatives, where they occur with the subjunctive and the particle a@n
(4a)

(viiiÊBC)
l¼hn g•r kat• k¿smon |Axai©n oµton ½e¼deiq,/ ÎssÕ Ôrjan tÕ Ôpau¿n te, kaç ÎssÕ
¨m¿ghsan |Axaio¼,/ øq tª poy · a»t¯q pare×n · Òlloy ½ko´saq!
l"Ûeùn ga$r kata$ ko@smon akHaio^ùn o"ßton ae"Ûdeis,/ ho@ss e@rksan t e@patHo@n te, ka"Ý ho@ss
emo@geùsan akHaio"Û,/ ho@ùs te@ pou e$ù auto$s pareo$ùn e$ù a@llou akou@sas!
for thou singest well in order the fate of the Achaeans, both what things they
did, and suffered, and what things the Achaeans laboured; as if perchance
either being thyself present, or having heard from another. (Il VIII 491)
(4b)
(400~387ÊBC)
Îstiq g•r n¿mvn diafuore´q ¨stin sf¿dra poy d¿jeien ¥n nªvn ge kaç ½noütvn
½nurÃpvn diafuoreåq eµnai.
ho@stis ga$r no@moùn diapHtHoreu@s estin spHo@dra pou do@kseien a$n ne@oùn ge ka"Ý anoe@ùtoùn
antHro@ùpoùn diapHtHoreu$s e"ßnai.
a destroyer of laws might very well be supposed to have a destructive influence upon young and foolish human beings. (Pl Cri 53c)
Geldart (1870:199) sees a connection between this epistemic pou and CSMG pu:
(4c)
(424ÊBC)
A LANTOPVLHS:
t¼ dÕ ½gkyloxe¼lhq ¨st¼n;
DHMOSUENHS:
a»t¿ poy lªgei,/
Îti ½gk´laiq taÁq xersçn árpŒzvn fªrei.
alantopo@ùleùs:
t"Û d agkulokHe"Ûleùs est"Ûn?
deùmostHe@neùs:
auto@ pou le@gei,/
ho@ti agku@lais ta"ßs kHers"Ýn harpa@zdoùn pHe@rei.
S AUSAGE-SELLER:
But what are the crooked claws?
DEMOSTHENES:
That, I take it,
means/ that with crooked fingers he seizes and
carries his prey.
S AUSAGE-SELLER.
But what [mean] the mandibles?
DEMOSTHENES:
ThatÕs self-evident./
His fingers, crooked to carry off their prey. (Rogers)
S AUSAGE-SELLER.
ÔOld crooked-clawsÕ?
DEMOSTHENES:
Speaks for itself.
Old crooked-claws goes everywhere, grabs everything..
(Ar Eq 203)
Under the conventional interpretation, auto@ pou le@gei means Ôthat, I suppose, meansÉÕ, or,
ironically, Ôthat obviously meansÕ (as Rogers has rendered it.) Geldart prefers to see pou here
as a relativiser: ÒÔWhat does agkulokHe"Ûleùs mean?Õ ÔJust what it saysÕÓ (precisely that which it
says)Ñwhich is how the utterance would read in Modern Greek. But there is no corroboration
for such an interpretation, and the pathway for the reanalysis bringing about pu is quite different, as becomes clear in this chapter. Geldart also sees a parallel between epistemic pou and
pu as an emotive complementiser; but this ignores the modern syntactic status of pu.
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(corresponding to English ever). Monteil (1963:389) finds there are only around
ten such locative instances in his corpus, 10 so this is a minor function of ho@pou.
(6)

(400~387ÊBC)
Ôpeita, Îpoy ¥n t´x‘ t©n legomªnvn, ¨nªbalen W¶ma Òjion l¿gó braxå kaç
synestrammªnon øsper dein¯q ½kontistüq
e@peita, ho@pou a$n tu@kHeùi to^ùn legome@noùn, ene@balen r8e^ùma a@ksion lo@goùi brakHu$ ka"Ý
sunestramme@non ho@ùsper deino$s akontiste@ùs
But then, at some chance point in the conversation (Ôwherever it might
happen to be amongst the things being saidÕ), like a brilliant marksman he
shoots in a telling phrase, brief and taut (Pl Prt 342e)

The second function involves indirect questions. Ancient Greek distinguishes
between indirect questions proper (i.e. complements involving interrogative
speech acts), where only *yoÊ+ *kw o pronouns are used (7a), and instances
where the complement is not interrogativeÑwhere *yo-pronouns are used
(7b): 11
(7a)

(~450Ê BC)
eýr¿mhn toåq Ògxista oýkªontaq t¶q l¼mnhq Îkoy eÂh ¸ xo q ¸ ¨joryxue¼q. oà dâ ÔfrasŒn
moi ñna ¨jeforüuh
eiro@meùn tou$s a@gkHista oike@ontas te^ùs l"Ûmneùs ho@kou e"@eù ho kHou^s ho eksorukHtHe"Ûs.
ho"Ý de$ e@pHrasa@n moi h"Ûna eksepHore@ùtHeù
I asked those who dwelt nearest to the lake where the stuff was that had been
dug out. They told me whither it had been carriedÉ (Hdt II 150)

(7b)

(431Ê BC)
oµsuÕ
oò
kak©n
¨lülyuaq
o"ßstH
ho"ß
kako^ùn
ele@ùlutHas
NEG you.know
whither bad ( GEN.PL) you.have.arrived
You do not know the degree of misfortune to which you have arrived
if you but knew how deeply you are involved in sorrowÉ (Eur Med 1306)
o»k
ouk

In (7b) the addressee is not posing a question, as he is ignorant of the topic;
neither is the speaker, as he already knows the answer. Since the complement is
not an interrogative speech act, it is introduced by ho"ß rather than ho@poi. The
distinction between indirect and direct interrogatives was so strong that, when a
speaker echoed an interlocutorÕs question, this was grammatically treated as an
embedded speech act, and a *yoÊ+ *kwo word was used:
(7c)

(423ÊBC )
STRECIADHS:
MAUHTHS :

½llÕ ï Lakeda¼mvn po Õstin;

strepsia@deùs:
all heù lakeda"Ûmoùn pou^ stin?
matHeùte^ùs:
S TREPSIADES: But whereÕs Sparta?
S TUDENT:
214)

10MonteilÕs

Îpoy Õstin; aæth¼.
ho@pou stin? hauteù"Û.
(ÔWhere is it?Õ) Here (Ar Nu

corpus is comprised of the works of Homer, Hesiod, Pindar, Herodotus, Aeschylus,
Sophocles, Euripides, Aristophanes, and Lysias.
11This bar does not apply to all *yo-words: ho@s can introduce indirect questions, but it occurs 3
to 4 times less frequently in that function than ho@stis (Monteil 1963:150).
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The third usage of *yoÊ+ *kw o is the hardest to characterise: it involves *yoÊ+
*kwo pronouns as relativisers, headed or free, without the indefinite particle a@n.
This usage involves all *yoÊ+ *kwo pronouns, and the easiest starting point is to
consider the most frequent such pronounÑi.e. the semantic contrast between
ho@s (< *yo) and ho@stis (< *yoÊ+ *kwo).
ho@stis
Traditionally (e.g. in KŸhner & Gerth (1963 [1898Ð1904])), ho@stis is treated as
an indefinite pronoun. Monteil (1963:131Ð145) considers this an over-simplification, and instead distinguishes three types of use for ho@stis. In the first, which
is rare (4 examples out of 202 in Homer), ho@stis stresses that the identity of the
referent is irrelevant, and is equivalent to English whoever (CSMG opiosDipote).
In this usage ho@stis is headless, and equivalent to the instances with the subjunctive and a@n mentioned above; so it corresponds here best to the traditional ÔindefiniteÕ characterisation (cf. 6).
(8a)

(viiiÊBC)
kaç pollŒki d¿skon ½lüt‘/ to¼ó, ¸poÁoq
Ôoi
kaç
ka"Ý polla@ki do@skon ale@ùteùi/ to"Ûoùi hopo"ßos
e@oi
ka"Ý
whatever.kind he.may.be and
Îtey
kexrhmªnoq
Ôluoi
ho@teu
kekHreùme@nos e@ltHoi
whatever ( GEN) needing
he.may.come
For I [É] oftentimes gave to such a wanderer, whatever kind of man he might
be, and whatever he came in need of. (Od XVII 421)

The two other types encompass the third, non-interrogative and non-subjunctive usage of *yoÊ+ *kw o mentioned immediately above. In the second type,
which Monteil calls dŽfinissant (defining), the head is either empty or indefinite; the relative clause defines which of the set denoted by the head is intended.
The relative clause is thus restrictive; the head by itself is indefinite (it does not
uniquely identify a referent). The full noun phrase is definite (the relative clause
identifies that referent), but non-specific (the referent cannot be named). To use
logical terminology, the relative clause is intensional, rather than extensional.
The following illustrate this usage of ho@stis in both headless (8b) and headed
clauses (8c):
(8b)

(viiiÊBC)
dÃsv g•r d¼fr¿n te d´v tÕ ¨ria´xenaq ñppoyq ²É³ Îstiq ke tla¼h oò tÕ a»tö k doq
Òroito.
do@ùsoù ga$r d"ÛpHro@n te du@où t eriau@kHenas h"Ûppous [É] ho@stis ke tla"Ûeù ho"ß t auto^ùi
ku^ùdos a@roito.
For I will give him a chariot, and two horses of arching neck, [É] to whosoever shall dare the deed, and for himself shall win glory. (Il X 307)
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(8c)
Òfrvn dî keÁn¿q ge kaç o»tidan¯q pªlei
a@pHron de$ù ke"ßno@s ge ka"Ý outidano$s pe@lei

½nür,/
ane@ùr,/
man
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(viiiÊBC)
Îstiq
jeinod¿kó Ôrida
ho@stis
kseinodo@koùi e@rida
whoever

profªrhtai ½ªulvn
propHe@reùtai ae@tHloùn
That man indeed is foolish and worth nothing, whoever proposes a strife in
contests with his host (Od VIII 210)

In (8b), the identity of the recipient of the gift is not irrelevant (although ho@stis
is translated by whosoever). Nonetheless, while the entire noun phrase is definite (= Ôthe man whoÉÕ), it is also non-specific (the recipient is defined by attribute, rather than identified.) Similarly in (8c), the entire noun phrase refers
to a definite individual, who is defined by the attribute given in the relative
clause; by itself, the head ane@ùr ÔmanÕ is indefinite.
The defining function is the major function of ho@stis in Homeric Greek; it is
because the head is indefinite if present at all (8c) that such clauses are traditionally characterised as indefinite. It is from this function that the indirect interrogative ho@stis is derived. While the reverse process, where the interrogative
gives rise to the relativiser, is more usual cross-linguistically, this is improbable
for Greek, as ho@stis is not used as a direct interrogative.12 The following example
points to the reanalysis of the non-specific relativiser into an indirect interrogative:
(8d)

(viiiÊBC)
eÂpÕ ÏnomÕ
Îtt¼
se
keÁui
kŒleon müthr te patür te
e"ßp
o@nom
ho@tt"Û
se
ke"ßtHi
ka@leon
me@ùteùr te pate@ùr te
say! name
which
you there
called
mother and father
Tell us the name that your mother and father gave you there/ Tell us what
name your mother and father gave you there
Say, what is the name whereby they called thee at home, even thy father
and thy mother (Butcher & Lang)
Tell the name, whatever both thy mother and father there called thee
(Buckley) (Od VIII 550)13

The third type of ho@stis, which Monteil calls actualisant (actualising), is incipient in Homer, and reaches fruition in Classical Greek. ho@stis-clauses start to
introduce subordinate clauses on which the realisation of the matrix clause is
contingent: 14
12The

possible pathways are DIRECT INTERROGATIVEÊ> INDIRECT INTERROGATIVEÊ> RELATIVISER (which cannot apply in this instance, as *yoÊ+ *kwo is never interrogative, and interrogativity is incompatible with a *yo head), and RELATIVISER Ê> INDIRECT INTERROGATIVE (>
DIRECT INTERROGATIVE). Given its restricted distribution and role in the grammar, it is implausible that the indirect interrogative itself is etymologically primary.
13A defining relativiser is particularly suited to reanalysis as an indirect interrogative: one asks
questions when one knows the general class the referent belongs to (i.e. that it is a name), and
its defining property (that it is the name of the addressee, given by his parents), but not its
specific identity (that it is Odysseus). The referent of Ôwhat is your nameÕ is thus definite but
non-specific until the question is answered; and the same holds for ho@stis.
14In (8e), for instance, seeing a leader is contingent on that leader being able to ward off destruction. As far as I can tell, this is merely another way of stating that the relative clause is in-
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(viiiÊBC)
pŒpthnen dÕ ½n• p´rgon |Axai©n eÂ tinÕ
Âdoito/
ïgem¿nvn,
pa@pteùnen d ana$ pu@rgon akHaio^ùn e"Û tin
"Ûdoito/
heùgemo@noùn,
if someone
he.would.see of the chiefs
Îq t¼q
oð ½rîn ãtŒroisin ½m´nai.
ho@s t"Ûs
hoi are$ùn heta@roisin amu@nai.
who
and he looked along the tower of the Achaians if perchance he might see any of
the leaders, that would ward off destruction from his comrades (Il XII 334)

But this logical contingency serves to highlight the definiteness of the ho@stisNPÑthe contingency defines the antecedent, uniquely identifying it as the value
fitting the intensional predicate.
So the head of the relative clause is first individuated rather than describing a
class of entitiesÑas in superlative expressions:
(8f)

(viiiÊBC)
pªplon dÕ Îst¼q toi xariªstatoq Ædâ mªgistoq/ Ôstin ¨nç megŒró ka¼ toi polå f¼ltatoq
a»të,/ t¯n uâq |Auhna¼hq ¨pç go´nasin h»k¿moio.
pe@plon d ho@st"Ûs toi kHarie@statos eùde$ me@gistos/ e@stin en"Ý mega@roùi ka"Û toi polu$
pH"Ûltatos aute^ùi,/ to$n tHe$s atHeùna"Ûeùs ep"Ý gou@nasin eùuko@moio.
and the robe that seemeth to thee the most gracious and greatest in thy
palace, and dearest unto thyself, that lay thou upon the knees of beauteoushaired Athene (Il VI 271)15

Then the head becomes specific (and arguably definite, although the speaker
still cannot name the referent):
(8g)

(viiiÊBC)
to´toyq mân dî oµda? så dâ tr¼ton ÒndrÕ ¹n¿maze,/ Îstiq Ôti zv¯q kater´ketai e»rªÝ
p¿ntó/ Æâ uanÃn?
tou@tous me$n de$ù o"ßda; su$ de$ tr"Ûton a@ndr ono@mazde,/ ho@stis e@ti zdoùo$s kateru@ketai
eure@i po@ntoùi/ eùe$ tHano@ùn;
These indeed I know; but do thou name the third man, who is still detained
alive in the wide sea, or dead; (Od IV 552)

Finally, by Attic, the head of the ho@stis-clause can be properly definite, and the
relativisation non-restrictive:
(8h)

(472ÊBC)
paÁq dÕ ¨m¯q tŒdÕ o» kateidÃq ûnysen neö urŒsei,/ Îstiq \Ellüsponton ðr¯n do lon ®q
desmÃsasin/ ûlpise sxüsein Wªonta
pa"ßs d emo$s ta@d ou kateido@ùs e@ùnusen neo^ùi tHra@sei,/ ho@stis helle@ùsponton hiro$n
dou^lon ho$ùs desmo@ùsasin/ e@ùlpise skHe@ùsein r8e@onta
my son in ignorance/ discovered it, by youthful pride; who hoped/ to check

tensionalÑÔa leader such that would ward off destructionÕ, or using the CSMG intensional relativiser pu na, iÄemonas pu na prostatepsi tus sidrofus tu. Defining relative clauses, as already
claimed, are also intensional.
It may be that MonteilÕs distinction between actualising and defining relative clauses is immaterialÑwhat matters is the reanalysis from intensional to extensional relative clauses. As the
semantic transition is not a major concern of my research, I do not pursue this issue further
here.
15 This sentence is said by Hector to his mother Hecuba; he presumably already knows which
robe he is describing.
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the sacred waters of the Hellespont/ by chains, just as it were a slave. (Aesch
Pers 745)

The head of the ho@stis-clause can in fact be as definite as a personal pronoun:
(8i)

(423?ÊBC)
±Hq kaç så fa¼n‘ dekŒdoq, o» sof¯q gegÃq,/ Îstiq k¿raq mân uesfŒtoiq Fo¼boy zygeçq/
jªnoisin ùdÕ Ôdvkaq ÷q zÃntvn ue©n.
he^ùs ka"Ý su$ pHa"Ûneùi deka@dos, ou sopHo$s gego@ùs,/ ho@stis ko@ras me$n tHespHa@tois
pHo"Ûbou zduge"Ýs/ kse@noisin ho^ùd e@doùkas hoùs zdoùntoùn tHeo^ùn.
This is the brand of folly you have shown./ First, bowing to PhoebusÕ words,
like one who thinks/ the gods exist, you gave your girls to strangers. (Ôyou
who on the one hand, bowing to PhoebusÕ wordsÉÕ) (Eur Supp 220)

But by this time, there is no significant functional distinction between ho@s and
ho@stis: ho@stis can now be used in any context ho@s can.16 Just like ho@s, ho@stis is
now extensional: it serves to index an entity in the world, rather than defining it
by description. The distinction becomes rather one of emphasis, since ho@stis is
phonologically ÔweightierÕ than ho@s.
(8j)

(~450Ê BC)
÷q dâ tö MÁni to´tó tö prÃtó genomªnó basilªi xªrson gegonªnai t¯ ½pergmªnon,
to to mân ¨n a»tö p¿lin kt¼sai ta´thn ítiq n n Mªmfiq kalªetai? Ôsti g•r kaç ï
Mªmfiq ¨n tö steinö t¶q Aýg´ptoy?
hoùs de$ to^ùi m"ßùni tou@toùi to^ùi pro@ùtoùi genome@noùi basile@i kHe@rson gegone@nai to$
apergme@non, tou^to me$n en auto^ùi po@lin kt"Ûsai tau@teùn he@ùtis nu^ùn me@mpHis kale@etai;
e@sti ga$r ka"Ý heù me@mpHis en to^ùi steino^ùi te^ùs aigu@ptou;
Then, when this first king Min had made what he thus cut off to be dry land, he
first founded in it that city which is now called MemphisÑfor even Memphis
lies in the narrow part of Egypt (Hdt II 99)

In time, ho@stis comes to displace ho@s as the unmarked relativiser, in a instance of
Meilletian affaiblissement of the older form; in the New Testament, ho@stis has
essentially replaced ho@s in the nominative.
hopo@teros
We have sketched the development of ho@stis, from an indefinite and a defining
to an actualising relativiserÑor in other terms, from an intensional to an extensional relativiser. (Incidentially, intensionality unifies the indefinite headless
ho@stis with the defining bounded ho@stis.)
But of the *yoÊ+ *kwo pronouns, ho@stis is atypical, because both the ho@s and tis
elements are declinable.17 For the other *yoÊ+ *kwo pronouns and adverbs, including ho@pou, the *yo element is an indeclinable prefix, and there is no evidence that it ever was declined. What has taken place with these elements is illustrated by Monteil (1963:174Ð175) with the case of hopo@teros Ôwhichever one
16According

to Rydbeck (1967:102), the differentiation between ho@stis and ho@ s was always
unique to Attic anyway, and was not characteristic of Ionic.
17e.g. MASC.NOM. SG ho@stis, MASC .GEN.SG hou@tinos, FEM.NOM. SG he@ùtis, FEM. NOM.PL ha"Ûtines,
etc.
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of the twoÕ. In ho@stis, tis can be analysed as an indefinite (whence the ÔindefiniteÕ,
intensional meaning of ho@stis); there is no need to appeal to an interrogative
meaning of tis. By contrast, po@teros does not become an indefinite in Greek until
Plato; so in Homeric hopo@teros, the *kwo element can only have been analysed
synchronically as an interrogative. Furthermore, in Homeric Greek the
hopo@teros-clause always follows its matrix when used as an indirect interrogative, and always precedes its matrix when used as a headless relative.
Monteil thus concludes hopo@teros was initially an indirect interrogative, which
was reanalysed as a relativiserÑthe opposite direction to the reanalysis of ho@stis.
As an indirect interrogative, under Ancient Greek SOV order, hopo@teros would
normally follow its matrix. In this post-verb position there would be no obvious
motive for reanalysis.
(9a)

(viiiÊBC)
a»t•r Ôpeita/ klüroyq ¨n kynª‘ xalküreÝ pŒllon ãl¿nteq,/ ¸pp¿teroq dî pr¿suen
½fe¼h xŒlkeon Ôgxoq.
auta$r e@peita/ kle@ùrous en kune@eùi kHalke@ùrei pa@llon helo@ntes,/ hoppo@teros de$ù pro@stHen
apHe"Ûeù kHa@lkeon e@gkHos.
then they took the lots, and shook them in a bronze-bound helmet, to know
whether of the twain should first cast his spear of bronze. (Il III 317)

By contrast, when it was syntactically detached from its matrix, Monteil contends, through topicalising left-dislocation, hopo@teros was reanalysed as a
nominal:18
(9b)

(viiiÊBC)
Ze pŒter, =Idhuen medªvn! k´diste! mªgiste!/ ¸pp¿teroq tŒde Ôrga metÕ ½mfotªroisin
Ôuhke, t¯n d¯q ½pofu¼menon d nai d¿mon =Aidoq eÂsv
zdeu^ pa@ter, "ÛdeùtHen mede@oùn! ku@diste! me@giste!/ hoppo@teros ta@de e@rga met
ampHote@roisin e@tHeùke, to$n do$s apopHtH"Ûmenon du^ùnai do@mon a@ùidos e"Ûsoù
Father Zeus, that rulest from Ida, most glorious, most great; whichsoeÕer it
be that brought this trouble upon both peoples, vouchsafe that he may die
(Ôgrant him to dieÕ) and enter the house of Hades (Il III 321)

There is no obvious reason why a relative hopo@teros-clause, whether subject, or
direct object as in (9b), should consistently appear in front of its matrixÑunless
as a result of such a reanalysis. The syntactic distribution of hopo@teros represents a neat functional split between the interrogative and the relative.
So hopo@teros is a distinct phenomenon to ho@stis. But we have already claimed
that an indirect interrogative is an unlikely origin for a relativiser. The impetus
for the formation of hoÊ+ po@teros must thus be analogy with ho@stis. In ho@stis, tis is
an indefinite, but it is homophonous with the interrogative t"Ûs Ôwho?Õ. There was
no indefinite po@teros extant in Homeric Greek, to act as the analogue of tis. But
there was an interrogative po@teros, and this was pressed into service to fill the
analogy with ho@stisÑa reanalysis carried out Òinaccurately from the genetic
18The

reanalysis would thus be something like: I find out which one should cast his spearÊ>
Which one, I find out, should cast his spearÊ> Whichever one I find out should cast his
spear (should dieÉ)
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point of view, but ingeniously in practiceÓ (Monteil 1963:177). That the prefix is
indeclinable must be a result of it being an analogical formation, rather than a
morphologically autonomous elementÑparticularly if the analogy was with a
neuter form like ho@ti, or a variant of ho@ s tis in which ho@s was invariant (ho@tis
( MASC.NOM), ho@teo (MASC.GEN)).
Locatives
The pathway of development exemplified by hopo@teros is confirmed by the other
*yoÊ+ *kwo pronouns. For example, hopo"ßos Ôof which kindÕ is predominantly an
indirect interrogative in Homer, while the relativiser functions fully develop
only in Classical Attic (Monteil 1963:203). Here too, the indirect interrogative
must constitute the original function. There is no reason to think the same development did not take part for the *yoÊ+ *kwo locatives. The *yoÊ+ *kwo locatives in Homer behave as follows, by my count:
ho@pou
hopo@tHi
hopo@tHen
ho@p (p)eùi (locative)19
ho@p (p)eùi (instrum.)

interrog.
1
1
3
8
0

relative
1
1
0
6
4

Table 14. Relativiser/Interrogative counts in Homer for *yoÊ+ *kw o locatives

The table shows that for the locatives, the indirect interrogative function is still
dominant in Homer. The ambiguity between the two functions is illustrated
neatly in (10):
(10)

(viiiÊBC)
®q aýxm¶q ½pªlampÕ e»ükeoq, ín ÒrÕ |Axilleåq/ pŒllen dejiterë, fronªvn kak¯n
+Ektori d¼ó,/ eýsor¿vn xr¿a kal¿n, Îp‘ eÂjeie mŒlista.
ho$ùs aikHme^ùs ape@lamp eue@ùkeos, he@ùn a@r akHilleu$s/ pa@llen deksitere^ùi, pHrone@oùn
kako$n he@ktori d"Ûoùi,/ eisoro@oùn kHro@a kalo@n, ho@peùi e"Ûkseie ma@lista.
so flashed there forth a light from the spear Achilles poised in his right hand,
devising mischief against noble Hector, eyeing his fair flesh to find the fittest
place. (Il XXII 321)

The clause ho@peùi e"Ûkseie ma@lista Ôwhere it would yield mostÕ could be either a
sentence and an indirect interrogative (Ôto find the answer to the question:
where would it yield most?Õ), or a nominal and a free relativiser (Ôto find (the
place) where it would yield mostÕ).
The overall functional distribution of *yoÊ+ *kwo locatives in Classical Greek
may be tabulated as follows; the count includes *yo locative relatives for comparison:

19Removing

duplicate (formulaic) instances (3 for each function).
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Relativisers
ho"ß/ho@poi
hou^/ho@pou
he^ùi/ho@peùi
ho@tHi/hopo@tHi
ho@tHen/hopo@tHen

*yo

*yo+*kw o

*yo+*kw o

*yo+*kw o

*yo+*kw o

REL

REL

INTERROG

INDEF

TOTAL

23
86
71
107
85

16
69
33
4
7

16
20
12
0
22

4
1
4
0
0

36
90
49
4
29

Table 15. Relativiser counts in MonteilÕs corpus by function

Indirect interrogatives account for a significant proportion of instances of *yoÊ+
*kwo locatives. But there is a drop in time in the proportion of interrogativesÑ
particularly with -eùi, as compared to its Homeric usage, and the newer relativiser hou^/ho@pou. When used as relativisers, *yoÊ+ *kwo locatives are characterised by the late function of *yoÊ+ *kwo pronouns: Òthe hopo- series is in opposition to the simple series not as different in nature, but as more expressive
and insisting [i.e. emphatic]Ó (Monteil 1963:389). This confirms that the relative
function is a late development for these locatives. Indeed, as MonteilÕs counts
indicate, *yoÊ+ *kw o relativisers were fast catching up to *yo- relativisers in
distribution in Classical Greek, so that they could no longer be said to be textually marked. 20
Like Attic ho@stis, ho@pou functioned as an indefinite relativiser (ÔwhateverÕ)
(11a), as an indirect interrogative (11b), and as an emphatic definite relativiser
(11c).
(11a)

(413Ê BC)

Îpoy dÕ |Ap¿llvn skai¯q ˜, t¼neq sofo¼;
ho@pou d apo@lloùn skaio$s e^ùi, t"Ûnes sopHo"Û?
Where Apollo is ignorant shall men be wise? (Eur El 972)
(11b)

(vÊBC)
§rÕ ¥n parÕ æm©n, À jªnoi, mŒuoimÕ Îpoy/ t• to tyrrŒnoy dÃmatÕ ¨stçn Oýd¼poy;
a^ùr a$n par humo^ùn, o^ù kse@noi, ma@tHoim ho@pou/ ta$ tou^ turra@nou do@ùmat est"Ýn oid"Ûpou?
Might I learn from you, sirs, where is the house of Oedipus? (Soph OT 925)

(11c)

(367~347ÊBC )
eµta ¨n të toia´t‘ p¿lei Îpoy mî l¿gó Ôrgó te ðkanoç f´lakeq eµen, ½ret¶q pªri
gignÃskonteq ðkan©q, uaymast¿n ti ta´thn tîn p¿lin ½f´lakton oÇsan pŒsxein Ù
pollaç pŒsxoysi t©n n n p¿levn;
e"ßta en te^ùi toiau@teùi po@lei ho@pou me$ù lo@goùi e@rgoùi te hikano"Ý pHu@lakes e"ßen, arete^ùs
pe@ri gigno@ùskontes hikano^ùs, tHaumasto@n ti tau@teùn te$ùn po@lin apHu@lakton ou^san
pa@skHein ha$ polla"Ý pa@skHousi to^ùn nu^ùn po@leoùn?
In a state like this, where there are no custodians competent in act as in
thought from their competent acquaintance with virtueâ is it surprising, I ask
you, if a state left so unguarded has the fortunes of too many of our states of
today? (Pl Lg 964c)

exception to this tendency occurs when the *yoÊ+ *kwo relativisers were trisyllabic; here
it seems, metrical and stylistic factors came into effect. Although Monteil does not consider the
possibility, the scarcity of hopo@tHi is probably also associated with the fact that ho@tHi was a primarily Homeric relativiser: the relativising function of *yoÊ+ *kwo pronouns was still under development in Homeric Greek.
20The
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Discounting the two suspect Homeric instances, all our examples of ho@pou date
from vÊBC onwards, in Attic-Ionic textsÑHerodotusÕ 19 instances representing
Ionic; so we lack the insight into the early history of ho@pou given us by Homeric
ho@ s tis. However, it is unlikely that the semantic development of ho@ s tisÑ
ÔwhateverÕÊ> NON-SPEFICIC RELATIVISERÊ> INDIRECT INTERROGATIVE; EMPHATIC
RELATIVISERÊ> UNMARKED RELATIVISERÑwas duplicated independently for
ho@pou: ho@ p ou received its semantics, as well as its form, from analogy with
ho@stis.
5.1.4. Locative Endings
In preceding discussion, the behaviour of locative relativisers ending in -oi, -ou
and -eùi has been investigated, without a proper study of the origin of those
endings. In this section, the various locative suffixes used in Ancient Greek dialects are studied; this clarifies the paradigm into which Attic-Ionic innovated
the genitive-based ending, and shows some interesting counterexamples to the
posited factive development of stationary locatives. The evidence for the specific
Attic-Ionic development is also investigated carefully.
o-stem Locatives
The sundry endings of locative relativisers originate in Proto-Greek, and ultimately ProtoÐIndo-European case endings. The pertinent PIE case endings for
o/e-stem nominals, illustrated with the stem *kwo-, and its Greek reflexes, are
(Rix 1976:117):
GEN.SG

-s(ı)o

ABL.SG
DAT.SG
INSTR.SG
LOC. SG

-et
-eı
-∑91
-i

ProtoÐIndo-European
*kwosıo;
*kwoso > * kwoo
*kwoet > *kwØt
*kwoeı > * kwØı
*kwo∑ 91Ê> * kwØ°
*kwoi

Greek
*po"ßo;
po^ù, pou^ (Ionic)21
po^ù (Cretan)
*po^ùi
po^ùs 22
po"ß

Many of these case endings ceased being productive by Proto-Greek: the
Ablative and Genitive merged, as did the Locative and Dative. The Instrumental
is still distinctive in Mycenaean Greek (at least in its plural form), but by
Homeric Greek had already merged with the dative, with a few isolated exceptions. The only domains where these case endings are still traceable in Classical
Greek and Ancient Greek dialects are pronominal and adverbial endings, such
as are considered here.
Locative expression endings were sharply differentiated between the Ancient
Greek dialects. Arcadian and Cypriot used archaic suffixesÑ-tHi and -pi respectively (Bechtel 1924 I 376, I 439). The other Greek dialects used as locative rela21Although

ou was occasionally originally diphthongal, in most instancesÑas in thisÑit was a
conventional orthographic rendering of [o3ù].
22In Greek, oùeù contracts to où (Rix 1976 ¤59.c); the -s may be analogically taken from the genitive (Palmer 1980:284).
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tivisers various case endings affixed to *yo and *yoÊ+ *kwo pronouns. Of these,
the obvious choice is the old locative ending, -i, which affixed to *yo gave *yoiÊ>
ho"ß. Peculiarly, however, the forms ho"ß and ho@poi are restricted in Greek dialect,
particularly in stationary denotation. Thus, although secondary references confidently assert the dialects used these forms as stationary relativisers (Buck 1955
¤132.3 is only one instance), I have not been able to identify a single unambiguously stationary instance amongst the examples cited in the literature and available to me.23
That ho"ß and ho@poi must nevertheless have enjoyed currency as stationaries
can be deduced from the following secondary evidence:
¥ The -oi locative ending, inasmuch as it survived with nominals in
Classical Greek, was stationary rather than directional (Smyth
1959 [1920] ¤229b, 1535): e.g. o"Ûkoi Ôat homeÕ, pHaleùro"ß Ôat PhalerumÕ. This distinction is also in place in Mycenaean, which used
the allative suffix -de for directionals, and dative/locatives for stationaries (Palmer 1963:49).
¥ Many dialects of Greek feature stationary locative relativisers
ending in -ui(s) and -eiÑwhich are also of locative case origin,
with -ei held to be an Ablaut variant of -oi.
¥ Some dialects feature other stationary adverbs ending in -oi, or at
least -oi-adverbs corresponding to Attic-Ionic -o u . The list
includes Lesbian "Ûpsoi ÔheavenwardsÕ (Attic-Ionic hupsou^),
Corinthian e@ksoi Argolian e@kHtHoi ÔoutsideÕ (Attic-Ionic e@ksoù, with
an ablative ending), and Corinthian and Argolian e@ndoi ÔinsideÕ
(Attic-Ionic e@ndon, with an accusative ending). That at least some
of these adverbs were stationary is shown by the following
example, from Argolis:
(12a)

Mars´aq eñleto st´lvn ²kat³ajo•n t•n Ôxuoi kaç t•n Ôndoi XUUU=Ð €€€
marsu@as he"Ûleto stu@loùn kataksoa$n ta$n e@kHtHoi ka"Ý ta$n e@ndoi 1339
Marsyas contributes towards the polishing of the columns on the outside and
on the inside 1339 coins (IG IV 1484.66)

¥ Several dialects, including Lesbian (12b, 12c) and Doric (12d, 12e)
use poi as an epistemic marker ÔpresumablyÕ, in the same way as
Attic and Ionic uses pou (4a).
(12b)

23Thumb

¹ dâ ½pokte¼naq| e»Œghq Ôstv k³aç kŒuaroq. [vac.] aý dª poi ¨n n¿mv tinç Òl²lo ti
grŒfhtai| ¨nŒntion t© n³¿mv to´tv, Òkyron Ôstv?
o de$ apokte"Ûnas eua@geùs e@stoù ka"Ý ka@tHaros. ai de@ poi en no@moù tin"Ý a@llo ti gra@pHeùtai
ena@ntion to^ù no@moù tou@toù, a@kuron e@stoù;
and the killer shall be deemed guiltless and pure. If perchance something else

& Scherer (1959 ¤313.4a) state that ho@poi is attested in Eretreia, Euboea (Ionic) in the
meaning ÔwhereÕ, but do not give a corpus reference.
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is written in some other law, contrary to this law, it shall be null and void;
(Plassart & Picard 1913:157.12) 24
(12c)

(vii~viÊBC)
ÀnassÕ |AuanŒa polemŒdoke,/ Ò poi Korvnüaq med²É³
o^ù nass atHana@a polema@doke,/ a@ poi koroùne@ùas med[É]
Queen Athena, warlike one, who perhaps as ruler of CoroneaÉ (Alc 325)

(12d)

(476ÊBC)
MoÁsa dÕ oÜtv poi parª/sta moi neos¼galon eær¿nti tr¿pon/ Dvr¼ó fvn•n ¨narm¿jai
ped¼ló/ ½gla¿kvmon?
mo"ßsa d hou@toù poi pare@sta moi neos"Ûgalon heuro@nti tro@pon dor"Ûoùi pHoùna$n
enarmo@ksai ped"Ûloùi aglao@koùmon;
In such wise, methinks, was I aided by the Muse,/ when I found a mode,
bright with the sheen of newness, for linking up the voices of my gladsome
chorus to the measure of the Dorian sandle. (Farnell) (Pi O 3.4)

(12e)

(431Ð400ÊBC)
aý dª poi strate¼aq dª‘ koinúq, boyle´esuai Lakedaimon¼vq kaç |Arge¼vq ÎpQ ka
dikai¿tata kr¼nantaq toÁq jymmŒxoiq.
ai de@ poi strate"Ûas de@eùi koina^ùs, bouleu@estHai lakedaimon"Ûoùs ka"Ý argeiÛoùs ho@paùi ka
dikaio@tata kr"Ûnantas to"ßs ksumma@kHois.
If it shall be anywhere necessary to make an expedition in common, the
Lacedaemonians and Argives shall consult upon it and decide, as may be most
fair for the allies. (Th V 79)25

It is unlikely that the development Ôin some directionÕÊ> ÔperchanceÕ occurred in Doric and Aeolian, in parallel to ÔsomewhereÕÊ> ÔperchanceÕ in Attic-Ionic; so poi must have had the
meaning ÔsomewhereÕ in those dialects.
¥ HesychiusÕ vÊAD dialect dictionary explicitly glosses ho@poi as Òe@ntHa,
ho@pou, pou^Ó, and ho"Ûka (emended by at least some scholars to ho"ß
ka) as ho@pou a@n ÔwhereverÕ (Doric kaÊ= Attic a@n). Since Hesychius
renders non-Attic words into literary Attic, rather than into the
contemporary vernacular, there is no reason to think ho@pou here is
directional (though ho@pou already starts being used as a directional in Attic): in some unnamed variant of Greek, ho"ß, ho@poi
must have been stationary and equivalent to Attic ho@pou.
¥ Greek grammarians explicitly say that -oi in other dialects is
equivalent to Attic -ou. For instance, a Byzantine grammar
(Cramer 1963 [1835Ð1837]:I 418) states:
Aeolians say hupsou^ ÔheavenwardsÕ as hupso"ß by changing u into i; in the same way,
Attic pantakHou^ ÔeverywhereÕ corresponds to pantakHo"ß , oudamou^ ÔnowhereÕ to
oudamo"ß, pou^ to po"ß; not always, but frequently.

24This

instance of poi, which the editors (p.Ê159) regard as the Òfirst epigraphic instance of the
equivalence in Aeolian of poi and pouÓ, may not be epistemic but locative (Ôsomewhere in a lawÕ);
if so, this strengthens even further the case for poi being stationary outside Attic-Ionic.
25 The same epistemic/locative ambiguity as in (12b) (Ôanywhere/perchanceÕ).
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While -oi itself is thin on the ground as a locative suffix, its Ablaut variant -ei
(Buck 1955 ¤132.2), and to a lesser extent -ui (which might be a cognate: Buck
1910:¤132.4; Palmer 1980:45) are widespread amongst the dialects.
a-stem Locatives
Another group of locative suffixes prospered in all Greek dialects. These involve
the ±-stem nominals of Proto-Greek, derived from PIE *-e∑92 (Rix 1976 ¤140),
rather than the o-stem nominals. For pronominals in Greek, the ±-stem is associated with feminines, while the o-stem is associated with masculines and
neuters. The phonetic development of these forms is complicated by the fact
that Proto-Greek * ± went to eù in Ionic and (in most environments) Attic. The
relevant ProtoÐIndo-European and Greek case endings involving the ±-stem
are:
DAT.SG
INSTR.SG
LOC. SG

-eı
-e∑91
-i

ProtoÐIndo-European
*kwe∑92eı > *kw±eı
*kwe∑92e∑91Ê> *kw±°
*kwe∑92iÊ> *kw±ı

Non-Ionic
pa^ùi
pe^ù
pa^ùi

Ionic-Attic
pe^ùi
*pa^ù26
pe^ùi

Three ±-stem adverbs are attested in Greek dialects: -eù, -aùi/eùi, and -aù/eù. In
themselves, these adverbs are tangential to an account of ho@pou; the main value
of referring to them is the different pathway along which they developed. This is
largely because of the phonological merger between the instrumental and the
locative for the ±-stem.
The merger is present for all three suffixes. -eù is etymologically instrumental,
but most instances of its use are clearly locative. The other two adverb endings,
-aùi and -aù (Ionic -eùi and -eù) are, according to Buck (1910 ¤132.5a) of dativelocative and ÒprobablyÓ instrumental origin, respectively. Buck adds, however,
that, given the increasing tendency in Ancient Greek to reduce aùi, eùi, oùi to aù,
eù, où, Òfor the most part it is impossible to distinguish this (-aù) from the commoner type in original -aùi, to which many forms in -aù may equally belong.Ó27
One should add that, by Classical Greek, the instrumental and locative had
both been subsumed into the dative in productive morphology (precisely because of their phonological proximity), so that it would be very easy to conflate
the locative and instrumental meanings. In Classical Greek the dative carried
out both instrumental (Smyth 1959 [1920] ¤1503Ð1520) and locative functions
(Smyth 1959 [1920] ¤1530Ð1538); so e@balle@ me l"ÛtHois (DAT) meant Ôhe hit me

26In

West Greek and Boeotian, aùeù contracts to eù, whereas in Attic aùeù contracts to aù (Rix 1976
¤59.b, ¤60.c). Thus, Proto-Greek *pHusa@eùte Ôyou ( PL) blowÕ goes to pHusa^ùte in Attic, but pHuse^ùte
in Boeotian. This is why Palmer (1980:284) explicitly identifies as Doric Òthe old instrumentals
in -eù like e^ù ÔwhereÕ.Ó
27For Attic, Threatte (1981Ð1996 ¤64.01.b) dates the merger between the two endings as Ònot
much before the beginning of the second century BC [É] a phenomenon which supports the
origin of these advers as datives.Ó
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with stonesÕ, and na"Ûein o@resin ( DAT ) Ôto dwell among the mountainsÕ
(Soph OT 1266).28
If the dative also did the work of locative and instrumental, then an adverbial
expression dative in form and locative in meaning would be susceptible to reanalysis as an instrumental, and vice versa. This is precisely what happened
with he^ùi/ho@peùi, formally a dative.29 Notwithstanding the existence of ambiguous
instances such as (13a), it is to the preexisting distribution of the dative in general in Greek that this double function should be attributed.30
(13a)

(viiiÊBC)
pŒpthnen dâ Õkastoq Îp‘ f´goi aýpån Ïleuron.
pa@pteùnen de$ he@kastos ho@peùi pHu@goi aipu$n o@letHron.
and each looked about where (how) he might escape bitter destruction. (Od
XXII 43)

On the other hand, ho"ß/ho@poi was not susceptible to formal reanalysis as an instrumental. The reason for this is morphological accident: o-stem nominals had
a short o (LOC. SG -oi, DAT. SG -oùi, INSTR.SG -où(s)), while a-stem nominals had a
long a (LOC. SG -aùi, DAT. SG -aùi, INSTR.SG -eù, (apparently) -aù). The a-stem locative and dative could readily be conflated, and whether through the general
functionality of the Greek dative or phonological reasons, the a-stem locative
and instrumental could also be conflated. The o-stem locative, on the other
hand, retained a short o distinct from the long où of the dative and instrumental.
There was thus no mechanism whereby the o-stem locatives could be conflated
with the dative and instrumental. So -aùi/eùi could convey manner, and the two
other locative endings, locative -oi and genitive -ou, could not.
That there was liberal traffic between a-stem locatives and instrumentals is
shown clearly by the dialectal data:

28 In

Classical prose as opposed to poetry, the locative dative without a preposition was restricted to proper names (e.g. plataia"ßs Ôin PlataeaeÕ; this also includes the locative case remnants
like pHalero"ß.)
29One should also note the possibility (Hatzidakis 1992 [1915, 1930]:II 462) that these forms are
originally instrumental, and took on the dative -i ending by analogy, the instrumental no longer
being productive in Greek.
30 The use of -aùi as a locative adverb ending is of considerable antiquity: ta (taùi) is the only
locative discernible in the Mycenaean Linear B texts, although the reading given is by no means
certain:
(13b)
(xv~xiiiÊBC)

ahwrs-

3- qjrs-

22

ta-pa-e-o-te ÔVIR 10Õ a-pe-o-te ÔVIR 4Õ
túi pare¿nteq Òndreq 10 ½pe¿nteq Òndreq 4
ta^ùi pareo@ntes a@ndres 10 apeo@ntes a@ndres 4
ten men present (there present?), four absent. (KN B 823)
The interpretation is SchererÕs (Thumb & Scherer 1959 ¤339.7a); Ventris & Chadwick
(1959:171), who gloss the verb as ÔpresentÕ, suggest (somewhat less plausibly) ta@rpHa eo@ntes, with
ta@rpHa an unattested adverbial formation from tarpHu@s ÔoftenÕ. Palmer (1963:456) is inclined to
think ta-pa-e-o-te is a distinct verb.
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Locative -aùi:
(14a)

(after 183ÊBC )
kÆq t¯n W¿on t¯n ½p¯ \Rigrún katarªo²ntÑa³ k¥n W¿on kÆpç t¯n kriuu¯n koÁlon ¨q t•n
dej²i•n³Ñ §i {dvr WeÁ ¨q t¯nq t©n òaj¼vn ~ronq?
k eùs to$n r8o@on to$n apo$ r8igra^ùn katare@onta k a$n r8o@on k eùp"Ý to$n kritHtHo$n ko"ßlon es ta$n
deksia$n a^ùi u@doùr r8e"ß es to$ns to^ùn waks"Ûoùn o@ùrons;
and (the boundary continues) onto the stream flowing from Rigras, and along
the stream, and onto the (unknown adjective) vale, to the right of where the
water flows, on to the Axian mountains; (Coll 5016.11; Crete)

(14b)

(175~174ÊBC)
mî ¨jªstv dâ \Esti× ½llaxúi katoike(Á)n, ½llÕ · ¨n Delfo²Á³q.
me$ù ekse@stoù de$ hestio$ù allakHa^ùi katoike"ßn, all e$ù en delpHo"ßs.
And Hestio shall not be permitted to dwell anywhere but in Delphi. (Coll
2085.4; Delphi)

Manner -aùi:
(15a)

AýglŒtaq t^oi Karne¼o²iÑ t³¿dÕ ÒgalmÕ ½nªueke, peÑnpŒki nikŒsaq t¯²n³Ñ m²aif³¯n kaç
potªu²e³Ñ ke³ ²t¯n³ dolix¯n triÑŒkiq, |Auana¼oiq d²â É³ Ñ²É h?³úiper Syrma¼a ²É³
aigla@tas to^i karne"Ûoi to@d a@galm ane@tHeke, penpa@ki nika@sas to$n maipHo$n ka"Ý pote@tHe
ke to$n dolikHo$n tria@kis, atHana"Ûois de$ [É] ha^ùiper surma"Ûa [É]
Aegletes erects this sculpture to Carnaean Apollo, having won in the maipHo@s
five times and formerly the long course thrice, and in the Athena Games [É] as
(?) in the Syrmaean Games [É]. (IG V 1 227.7; Laconia)

(15b)

t¯n toÁxonÑ l´santa t•n pŒrodon poi¶sai ¨q t¯n na¯nÑ ²t³a´tai
to$n to"ßkHon lu@santa ta$n pa@rodon poie^ùsai es to$n nao$n tau@tai
and, the wall being demolished, the side-entrance into the temple should be
made in the same way. (IG XII 3 248.14; Anaphe)

(15c)

aý mü tiq a»t¯q do¼h mÑî »pÕ ½nŒnkaq, titoyòªsuv sÑtat¶ra kat•n uys¼an òekŒstÑan
kaç t© kr¼vq t•n diple¼aÑn? portifvnân dÕ §iper t©n ÒlÑvn.
ai me@ù tis auto$s do"Ûeù me$ù up ana@nkas, titouwe@stHoù state^ùra kata$n tHus"Ûan weka@stan
ka"Ý to^ù kr"Ûoùs ta$n diple"Ûan; portipHoùne$n d a^ùiper to^ùn a@loùn.
if one will not give unless under compulsion, he shall be fined a stater for each
sacrifice, and shall give twice the number of rams; and he shall be brought to
court as with the other matters. (Coll 5128.8; Crete)31

(15d)

(mid vÊBC)
xr¶uai dâ toÁdde §Ñi tŒde t• grŒmmatÕ Ôgrapse,Ñ t©n dâ pr¿uua, ¹púi tiq Ôxei, ·
½Ñmfant´i · p•r ½mfant©, mî ÔtÕ ÔÑndikon Ämen.
kHre^ùtHai de$ to"ßdde a^ùi ta@de ta$ gra@mmat e@grapse, to^ùn de$ pro@tHtHa, opa^ùùi tis e@kHei, e$ù
ampHantu@i e$ù pa$r ampHanto^ù, me$ù e@t e@ndikon e^ùmen.
These regulations shall be followed from the time of the inscription of this law,
but as regards matters of a previous date, in whatever way one holds
(property), whether by virtue of adoption or from the adopted son, there shall
be no liability. (Coll 4991 IX.19; Crete)32

(15e)

²É³r aÇtoq Kron¼da²iqÉ³/ ²ÉÏp³pai ke uªlh tr.²É³
[É]r au^tos kron"Ûdais [É] o@ppai ke tHe@leù tr[É]
É (Zeus) himself, the son of Cronus,É however he wishesÉ (Alc 112; Lesbos)

31Bechtel

(1924:II 760) gives the translation Ôvor Gericht laden, wie in Beziehung auf die andren
Dinge.Õ
32Translation from Buck (1910:274).
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Manner -aù:
(16a)

(vÊBC)
Dam¿nonÑ ½nªueke |Auana¼a²i³Ñ poliŒxoi nikŒhaqÑ taytú, hútÕ o»dâqÑ pªpoka to
^ n n n.
damo@non ane@tHeke atHana"Ûai polia@kHoi nika@has tauta^ù, ha^ùt oude$s pe@poka to^n nu^ùn.
Damonon erects (this memorial inscription) to Athena the protector of the city,
having gained victory in such as way as noone ever has until now. (IG V 1
213.5; Laconia) 33

(16b)

(vÊBC)
kaç Parpar¿nia ¨n¼keÑ |Enymakrat¼daq paÁdaqÑ stŒdion kaç d¼aylonÑ kaç dolix¯n
kaç ¸ kª²lej³Ñ miúq ½mªraq hamúÑ ¨n¼ke.
ka"Ý parparo@nia en"Ûke enumakrat"Ûdas pa"ßdas sta@dion ka"Ý d"Ûaulon ka"Ý dolikHo$n ka"Ý ho
ke@leks mia^ùs ame@ras hama^ù en"Ûke.
And Enymakratides won at the Parparos Games in the boysÕ competitions at the
stade-length course, the double-stade course and the long course, and the racehorse in the same day was likewise victorious. (IG V 1 213.48; Laconia)

(16c)

¨n toÁq a»toÁq dikastaÁq ê ka ál©i
en to"ßs auto"ßs dikasta"ßs ha^ù ka halo^ùi
amongst the same judges as he was convicted (Jahreshefte des
…sterreichischen ArchŠologischen Instituts XIV (1911).168:19 (cited in Bechtel
1924:II 33); West Locria)

(16d)

kaç t¯ uªumion toÁq \Ypoknamid¼oiq Lo%roÁq ta»Ñtú tªleon eµmen Xaleiªoiq toÁq sån
|AntifŒta³Ê òoikhtaÁq.
ka"Ý to$ tHe@tHmion to"ßs hupoknamid"Ûois loqro"ßs tauta^ù te@leon e"ßmen kHaleie@ois to"ßs su$n
antipHa@ta woikeùta"ßs.
Lex Locrorum Hypocnemidorum colonis lata eadem de Chaliensibus, qui
Antiphata duce in coloniam venerunt, valent.
And the law of the Hypocnemidian Locrians shall hold to the same extent as
with the Chalians, who colonised the area under Antiphatas. (IG IX 1 334.46;
West Locria)

Locative -aù:
(17a)

¨jªsÑtv dâ Uers¼²p³pv kaç Òlla Ïppa ke uªlh t©²n³Ñ Ârvn stúsa²i³ t¯ cŒfisma
ekse@stoù de$ tHers"Ûppoù ka"Ý a@lla o@ppa ke tHe@leù to^ùn "Ûroùn sta^ùsai to$ psa@pHisma
and Thersippus shall also be permitted to erect other copies of the decree in
temples, wherever he wishes. (IG XII 2 645a.49; Lesbos)34

The manner interpretation of -aùi, in turn, gave rise to a purposive function in
Cretan:
(17b)

33Buck

(mid vÊBC)
aý dâ kaÑ tetn¿khi · mî nynÑat¯n Äi ÜhÝ ¨pidiªuuai,Ñ kal¶n ½ntç mait´²r³Ñvn dy©n ¨n
taÁq pªnÑte, §i de¼ksei ¹p¶ kÕÑ Äi
ai de$ ka tetno@keùi e$ù me$ù nunato$n e^ùi epidie@tHtHai, kale^ùn ant"Ý maitu@roùn duo^ùn en ta"ßs
pe@nte, a^ùi de"@ksei ope^ù k e^ùi
And if he has died or is unable to be present, let the other be summoned in the

(1910:227) gives the translation Ôhaving won victories in such a manner as never any one
of those now living.Õ
34Both Buck (1910 ¤132.5) and Bechtel (1924:I 100) contend that Lesbian -aù is derived from
-aùi.
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presence of two out the five witnesses, to show them where he is (Coll 4998
II.9)

(17c)

(before 100ÊBC)
¨fÕ ùn kaç t¯ pl¶uoq t©n politún, ½ko´santenÑ t• pepragmateymªna kaç t•n ²Î³lan
añresin t© ½nÑdr¿q, Ùn Ôxvn tygxŒnei eýq t•n ám•n p¿lin, ½pedªÑjato megŒlvq? Îpai
oÇn kaç á p¿liq t©n Knvs¼vnÑ fa¼nhtai e»xŒristoq ý¿nsa kaç t¯q kal¯q k½gaÑu¯q t©n
½ndr©n ½podexomªna kaç tim¿nsa
epH ho^ùn ka"Ý to$ ple^ùtHos to^ùn polita^ùn, akou@santen ta$ pepragmateume@na ka"Ý ta$n ho@lan
ha"Ûresin to^ù andro@s, ha$n e@kHoùn tugkHa@nei eis ta$n hama$n po@lin, apede@ksato mega@loùs;
ho@pai ou^n ka"Ý ha po@lis to^ùn knos"Ûoùn pHa"Ûneùtai eukHa@ristos io@nsa ka"Ý to$s kalo$s k
agatHo$s to^ùn andro^ùn apodekHome@na ka"Ý timo@nsa
So the assembled citizens, on hearing what had occurred and all about that
manÕs goodwill, which he happens to hold towards our city, did greatly applaud
it; so that the city of Knossos may thus be seen to be grateful and to applaud
and honour good and virtuous men (Ditt 721.20)

As can be seen, the extension of -aù from instrumental to locative has been
slight, and the Lesbian development has been cast in doubt by scholars. On the
other hand, the originally locative -aùi is in extensive use as both an instrumental and locative. Indeed, the distribution of ho@pai, particularly in Ancient
Cretan, is reminiscent of the distribution of ho@pou in Classical Greek, although
ho@pai as a purposive takes on an irrealis function absent from ho@pou.
This is interesting as a counterexample to the localist view of the development
of pu. A stationary locative like ho@pai acquires an irrealis function in Cretan, independent of any allative function. (It is true that -aùi was used directionally in
Greek dialects, but this was a late development; Buck (1910 ¤132.5) says it is
restricted to Phocian, although there are also instances in Heracleia.) Rather, it
acquires the irrealis because of the morphological conflation of the instrumental
and the locative. This, one might retort, is a contingent fact, and one that should
not negate the underlying factivity of stationaries. Yet language is full of such
contingent developments; and the point to be made is that such contingent developments consistently frustrate attempts to impose schematic templates on
linguistic developments.
Locative endings in Attic-Ionic
Of the plethora of locative endings described above, Attic-Ionic used just three:
-ou, -oi, and -eùi (< -aùi).35 As already argued, -ou is genitive in origin, and an innovation specific to Proto-Ionic; it is present not only in literary Attic and Ionic,
but also in Ionic inscriptions:
(18a)

(357~356ÊBC )
kaç ûm po# ál¼Ñskvntai, pŒsxein a»Ñt¯q ÷q polem¼oq kaçÑ nhpoineç teunŒnai
ka"Ý e@ùm poù36 hal"Ûskoùntai, pa@skHein auto$s hoùs polem"Ûos ka"Ý neùpoine"Ý tetHna@nai

35 There

is some vestigial usage in Ionic of -tHi (Bechtel 1924:III 229Ð230), but not of ho@tHi or
hopo@tHi.
36In some variants of the Ancient alphabet, o was an orthographic realisation of [o3ù ], realised in
the standard Ionic alphabet as oy.
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and if they are captured anywhere, he shall suffer as an enemy, and he shall
be executed with impunity (Ditt 194.7; Amphipolis)
(18b)

Îpoy ¥n ²u³Œnhi, ¨pî²n ¨³Ñjenixue^i, mâ ýªnai gynaÁkaq p²r¯³q t²în oý³Ñk¼hn Òllaq [ túq
miainomªnaq.
ho@pou a$n tHa@neùi, epe$ùn eksenikHtHe^ùi, me$ ie@nai guna"ßkas pro$s te$ùn oik"Ûeùn a@llas e$ ta^ùs
miainome@nas.
Wherever he might die, before his corpse is carried out for burial, no woman
may enter into the house other than those defiled [by his deathÊ= his relatives]
(Ditt 1218.23; Keos)

(18c)

(ivÊBC)
²¸ ½nai³rairhmªnoq t¯n k¶²pon t¯ xvr³¼on kauar¯n parªjei ²t¯ perç túq³ p laq, Îpoy ï
k¿proq ²¨jebŒll³eto.
ho anairaireùme@nos to$n ke^ùpon to$ kHoùr"Ûon katHaro$n pare@ksei to$ per"Ý ta^ùs pu^ùlas,
ho@pou heù ko@pros ekseba@lleto.
The person who purchases the garden shall render clean the space around the
gates, where the dung is discarded. (IG XII 8 265.4; Thasos)

Bechtel (1924:III 228) further notes that Òon the basis of pou^, ho@pou the Attic
were the first to have built the form hou^.Ó37 hou^ is absent in Ionic; the one exception, Democritus 40, is textually suspect.38 Now, as argued above, the use of
the genitive was an analogical extension to the stems po- and hopo-, as these
stems do not have a nominative form *po@s, *hopo@s from which a genitive could
be productively formed. The analogy needs to have been made with ho@s: the relativiser ho@s does exist in the nominative, and does have a productive genitive:
hou^ is Classical Greek for ÔwhoseÕ, as well as ÔwhereÕ.
But locative hou^ is not an innovation of Proto-Ionic, but of Attic alone: it is a
form younger than pou^ and ho@pou. So the latter locatives can not even have been
formed by analogy with a locative hou^: the application of the genitive to those
pronouns was completely schematic, drawing its analogy between the case endings of the pronouns and the general Greek o-stem case endings.
Palmer (1980:283) disputes the traditional account of -ou as a genitive case
ending. His argument is that, were -ou truly a genitive, uncontracted locative
forms should be attested, i.e. po"ßo, ho"ßo, ho@poio. (The -oio genitive is Mycenaean
(Palmer 1963:47) and Homeric; the contraction of its variant -oo to -où and -ou
[o3ù] is dialect-specific.) Instead, Palmer derives -ou from the adverbial particle
*-u, inferrable from Attic pa@nu ÔveryÕ< pa^ùn ÔeverythingÕÊ+ *-u, Ionic pa@gkHu
ÔveryÕ< pa^ùn ÔeverythingÕÊ+ kHi Ôemphatic particleÕÊ+ *-u; cf. Sanskrit ú Ôand, also,
further; on the other hand (pronominal, prepositional and adverbial emphatic)Õ.
As the reflex of *kw o was a nominal, it needed to have some case inflection to
which *-u would be attached. The only likely scenario is that this was the loca-

37According

to Bechtel, this conclusion was first arrived at by Wackernagel in his Sprachliche
Untersuchungen zu Homer in the 1890sÑa reference I have regrettably been unable to obtain.
38So Bechtel, referring to the second edition of H. DielsÕ Die Fragmente der Vorsokratiker (The
Fragments of the Pre-Socratic Philosophers). I have been unable to find a corresponding instance of hou^ in the sixth edition of the work (1952; Berlin: Wiedmann) available to me; presumably, this hou^ was suspect enough to have been excised by that edition.
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tive ending: *kwoıu > pou^. This development is phonologically feasible, as Greek
tended to drop intervocalic yods (Rix 1976 ¤69).
Now, Attic and Ionic in classical times had long abandoned the -oio genitive,
and were using -ou instead. The only variant of Ionic in which -oio can be found
in productive use is the Ionic superstrate of Homeric Greek. To demand an uncontracted locative *ho@poio< * kw osıo or *ho@teo, *ho@teu< * kweso (Ablaut), therefore, is to demand that a genitive-based locative turn up in Homer. The distribution of locatives in Homer is telling: there are only two genitive-based instances
of a *yoÊ+ *kw o form, both textually suspect. As for *kw o forms, there are 14 instances of interrogative pou^ against 5 of po@tHi; *po"ß o , as well as po"ß, are unattested.
That the instances of ho@pou are suspect indicates that -ou^ is a late innovation,
subsequent to the authoring of the Homeric epics itself. And even though pou^ is
textually frequent, it may well turn out that it is likewise a late, Ionic accretion
in the textÑperhaps an Ionicisation of po"ß, as pou^ is metrically incompatible
with the older po@tHi, and could not have replaced it in the poem. The absence of
pou^ in the other Greek dialects certainly suggests that pou^ is a late innovationÑ
late enough to be located after the reduction of *-o(ı)o to -ou. So a locative *po"ßo
need not have ever existed for pou^ to be genitive in origin.
In addition, the Ionic paradigm of -ou adverbs includes both pronominals like
pou^ and ho@pou, and adverbs transparently derived from nouns, like hupsou^ Ôhigh
upÕÊ< hu@psos ÔheightÕ and autou^ Ôat the same spotÕÊ< auto@s Ôthe sameÕ. It is belaboured to call hupsou^ genitive in origin, as Palmer (1980:283) does, but pou^ of
non-genitive originÑespecially as hupsou^ is also attested in Homer in contracted
form (9 instances)Ñand not as *hupso"ßo. It is much simpler to explain hupsou^ as
a genitive than as *hupsoi-u; since the spread of the -ou locative paradigm is
clearly analogical, and would have started with the most representative members of the paradigm, pou^ and ho@pou, Proto-Ionic speakers clearly understood
these forms to be genitives. To postulate that these genitive suffixes are in fact
reanalysed fused adverbial suffixes introduces an extra and unneeded level of
indirection between Proto-Ionic and Proto-Greek. The semantic differentiation
in Attic-Ionic between -oi and -ou is also difficult to justify if *-oiu was merely a
morphological amplification; whereas if the two suffixes were distinct members
of a morphological paradigmÑlocative vs. genitiveÑthey could easily be set up
in paradigmatic opposition.
In sum, even if -ou originated in an adverbial *-u suffix, its subsequent behaviour indicates that, between early and late Proto-Ionic, it might as well always have been a genitive ending; and the negative evidence Palmer invokes
from Homer is not convincing enough to adopt this more involved scenario. The
genitive account of -ou is thus retained here.39
39Similar

difficulties arise in SchwyzerÕs (1950:I 621) analysis; he also contends that a genitive
origin for -ou in ho@pou is Òonly apparentÓ, since po"ßo is absent in Homeric Greek, and the normal
Homeric genitive would at any rate be te@o. Ruling out the proto-forms *kw oso, *kw osu, and
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The innovation of -ou functionally displaced the other locative endings in
Attic-Ionic; Bechtel (1924:III 228) uses the term abgelšst Ôtaken over fromÕ.
Thus, -ou forced -oi into a purely directional meaning (ÔwhitherÕ: 19), while -ou
took on the stationary meaning (ÔwhereÕ: 7c):
(19)

(423ÊBC )
ÂuÕ Îpoi xrüzeiq.
"ÛtH ho@poi kHre@ùzdeis.
Lead on where you please. (Rogers)
Oh, take a running jumpÉ! (Ar Nu 891)

(7c)

(423ÊBC )
STRECIADHS:
MAUHTHS :

½llÕ ï Lakeda¼mvn po Õstin;

strepsia@deùs:
all heù lakeda"Ûmoùn pou^ stin?
matHeùte^ùs:
S TREPSIADES: But whereÕs Sparta?
S TUDENT:
214)

Îpoy Õstin; aæth¼.
ho@pou stin? hauteù"Û.
(ÔWhere is it?Õ) Here (Ar Nu

-oi was not widely used as a locative in any case, as already seenÑbeing absent
from Western Greek and Arcado-Cypriot. In fact, it is even absent in Homeric
Greek, which uses po@se (Il XVI 422, Od VI 199, Od X 431), hoppo@se (Od XIV 157)
as directionals instead (Schwyzer 1950:I 157). This underscores how recent the
Attic-Ionic distinction between directional -oi and stationary -ou is.40
Table 16 indicates the distribution of locative relativisers in various ancient
texts. Sophocles and Euripides were tragedians, writing in a genre demanding
elevated diction (i.e. dialect mixing); Aristophanes, on the other hand, as a comedian, wrote in fairly pure Attic dialect. Lysias was amongst the first major
Attic orators.

*kw owo, Schwyzer appeals to a ProtoÐIndo-European u-stem locative, initially *pu^ùÊ < *kw¿; the
same u-stem has been invoked to explain the Doric -ui locatives (Palmer 1980:45). According to
Schwyzer, this -uù was analogically extended to other pronouns, like *autu^ù, where it was reanalysed as the genitival ending -ou, before u itself moved to y in Attic-Ionic.
SchwyzerÕs account also has problems: although the split between Doric ui, us and Proto-Ionic
*uù is regular (Schwyzer 1950:I 200), the theory relies on the reflex of Proto-Greek *oo (oy) being
pronounced identically to the reflex of Proto-Greek uù (y#). But while Attic y is already fronted in
the earliest inscriptions (viiÊBC), so that KY [k+V] never appears as %Y [k=V] (Schwyzer 1950:I 183),
Old Attic script, which used a single vowel to render oy, used not Y but OÑleading linguists to
reconstruct the phonetic value of o y as [o£ ù ]. So the reanalysis Schwyzer has in mind is
anachronistic, requiring as it does *u to be reanalysed as oy centuries before oy was pronounced
as [u] rather than [o£ù]; it must therefore be dismissed.
40This distinction never applied to the locative-cum-instrumental -eùi suffix, which was used in
both senses, whether in Attic or in its Doric manifestation as -aùi. The Proto-Ionic innovation of
-ou had no effect on the directionality of -eùi, unlike -oi. The reason is apparently that -ou and
-eùi are associated with different nominal stems (o vs. a), which in the Greek pronominal
paradigm also meant different genders ( MASC/NEUT vs. FEM). -ou dislocated -oi because they
both belonged in the same paradigm (o-stem endings), and could be set up in complementary
distribution. But since -ou belonged to a different paradigm from -eùi, Proto-Ionic speakers seem
not to have regarded the two as being in conflict.
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ho@tHi
e@ntHa
ho"ß
ho@poi
he^ùi
ho@peùi
hou^
ho@pou

Il; Od
93
58

Hes
1
6

Pi
2
23

20
18

2
1

2
2

(2)

Hdt

Aesch

25

8

7

4
3
5
8
8

19

Soph
2
33
7
10
13
11
22

Eur
9
48
10
7
14
7
49
21

Ar
2
6
12
17
8
10
13

Lys

3
1
8
5

TOTAL
107
203
23
36
71
49
84
90

Table 16. Relativiser counts in MonteilÕs corpus by author

The counts are consistent with the claims made in the literature that -ou was an
Ionic innovation (absent in Homer, Hesiod and Pindar), and hou^ an Attic innovation (also absent in Herodotus). By the time of Attic, the Homeric locative
ho@tHi had been displaced from the language; e@ntHa retained a strong presence in
the tragedians, but was falling into disuse in the more colloquial language of
comedy and rhetoric, and so must have also become old-fashioned. While the
stationary/directional pair hou^/ ho"ßÊ~ ho@ p ou/ho@poi was well established, the
locative/instrumentals he^ùi/ho@peùi, which transcended the distinction, were still
strong in AristophanesÑalthough as Monteil (1963:391) notes, nine of his 25 instances are instrumentals spoken by Doric characters. LysiasÕ language, finally,
shows the locative system essentially reduced to two elements: directional
(ho@poi), and stationary (hou^/ ho@pou).
5.1.5. Semantic broadening of ho@pou
Early instances of the semantic broadening of ho@ p ou occur when the ho@pouclause denoted abstract rather than concrete location, which would normally be
denoted by a preposition like par ho"@stisi Ôamongst whomÕ (20a) or en ho"ßs Ôin
whichÕ (20b).
(20a)

(409Ê BC)
Îpoy uÕ ¸ xe¼rvn t½gauo meÁzon suªnei,/ k½pofu¼nei t• xrhstŒ, xº deil¯q krateÁ,/
to´toyq ¨gÃ toåq Òndraq o» stªrjv potª?
ho@pou tH ho kHe"Ûroùn t agatHou^ me"ßzdon stHe@nei,/ k apopHtH"Ûnei ta$ kHreùsta@, kH où
deilo$s krate"ß,/ tou@tous ego@ù tou$s a@ndras ou ste@rksoù pote@;
I shall never abide/ the company of those where the worse man/ has more
power than the better, where the good/ are always on the wane and cowards
rule. (Soph Ph 456)

(20b)

(414ÊBC)
˜don dÕ æp¯ filorniu¼aq pŒnteq mªlh,/ Îpoy xelid×n Än tiq ¨mpepoihmªnh
e^ùidon d hupo$ pHilornitH"Ûas pa@ntes me@leù/ ho@pou kHelido$ùn e^ùn tis empepoieùme@neù
So fond they are of birds that all are singing/ songs where a swallow figures
in the verse (Rogers) (Ar Av 1301)
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In (20c), Bakker (1974:87) reads ho@kou as equivalent to kat hou@stinas Ôat whom,
amongst whomÕ; as the translation indicates, this is an early instance of the extension of ho@pou to a directional meaning.41
(20c)

(~450Ê BC)
Îkoy dâ porey¿menoi gino¼ato kaç katÕ oÜstinaq ½nurÃpoyq, t¯n to´tvn karp¯n
árpŒzonteq ¨sitªonto?
ho@kou de$ poreuo@menoi gino"Ûato ka"Ý kat hou@stinas antHro@ùpous, to$n tou@toùn karpo$n
harpa@zdontes esite@onto;
Whithersoever and to whatsoever people they came, they seized and devoured its produce; (Hdt VIII 115)

Temporal meanings developed in Greek only for the stationary -ou locatives.
The development of temporal meanings for locatives is not necessarily an innovation specific to Greek, since Indo-European use the same cases (locative and
accusative) to denote location in time and space. 42 However, for the allative and
ablative locatives, this development has not taken place in Greek; temporals are
instead formed with spatial prepositions. Thus, ÔuntilÕ is he@oùs, eis ho@ Ôto whatÕ,
not ho"ß, ho@poi ÔwhitherÕ; ÔsinceÕ is eks hou^ Ôfrom whichÕ, eks ho@tou Ôfrom whenÕ,
not ho@tHen, hopo@tHen ÔwhenceÕ (although Aristophanes does use e@ntHen ÔthenceÕ in
such a meaning once); and he^ùi (a^ùi) is only used as a temporal in ancient Cretan
and Heracleian (Bechtel 1924:II 759):
(15d)

(mid vÊBC)
xr¶uai dâ toÁdde §Ñi tŒde t• grŒmmatÕ Ôgrapse,Ñ t©n dâ pr¿uua, ¹púi tiq Ôxei, ·
½Ñmfant´i · p•r ½mfant©, mî ÔtÕ ÔÑndikon Ämen.
kHre^ùtHai de$ to"ßdde a^ùi ta@de ta$ gra@mmat e@grapse, to^ùn de$ pro@tHtHa, opa^ùi tis e@kHei, e$ù
ampHantu@i e$ù pa$r ampHanto^ù, me$ù e@t e@ndikon e^ùmen.
These regulations shall be followed from the time of the inscription of this
law, but as regards matters of a previous date, in whatever way one holds
(property), whether by virtue of adoption or from the adopted son, there shall
be no liability. (Coll 4991 IX.19; Crete)43

Monteil (1963:390) concludes that Òif the temporal usage is rarer [in Greek], it
is without doubt because Greek already had an adequate gamut of temporal
conjunctions.Ó While functional pressure is not an adequate explanation for
why a grammaticalisation fails to take place, it is true that the temporal usage of
hou^ and ho@pou was not widespread in Classical Greek, either; the following are
representative instances.

41There

are indeed instances in Xenophon (Cyr 3.1.37) and Sophocles (Tr 40, Aj 1237) where the
manuscripts (and editors) vary between ho@poi and ho@pou.
42e.g. Sanskrit yátra, originally the locative of the relativiser ya Ôin or to which place, where,
wherein, wherever, whitherÕ, which already in the Rig-Veda also means Ôon which occasion, in
which case, if, whenÕ. In Greek, pe@rusi Ôlast yearÕ and aie"Û ÔforeverÕ are of locative origin. An example of the temporal accusative is Greek te@ùmeron/sa@ùmeron ÔtodayÕ (Palmer 1980:283Ð4).
43Translation from Buck (1910:274).
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(~442ÊBC)
g•r
ÔsuÕ Îpoy/
l¿gvn
gÕ
½ko sai z©n
ga$r
e@stH ho@pou/ lo@goùn
g
akou^sai zdo^ùn
NEG because is
where
of words
anyway
to hear living
potÕ ÆuªlhsÕ
¨m©n.
pot eùtHe@leùs
emo^ùn.
ever he.wanted of ours
For there was not [a time] when he ever wanted to hear words of ours [while]
living, anyway.
So long as he lived, he never would heed our words,/ Never. (Soph Aj
1069) 44
o»
ou

(21b)

(359~355ÊBC)
Îpoy g•r ¨n to´toiq tiq l¿goq gªnoito perç Spartiat©n, o»dªna d´nasuai kr´ptein t¯
mî o»x ïdªvq ¥n kaç ºm©n ¨su¼ein a»t©n.
ho@pou ga$r en tou@tois tis lo@gos ge@noito per"Ý spartiato^ùn, oude@na du@nastHai kru@ptein to$
me$ù oukH heùde@oùs a$n ka"Ý oùmo^ùn estH"Ûein auto^ùn.
for whenever among these classes any mention was made of Spartiatae, no
one was able to conceal the fact that he (Cinadon) would be glad to eat them
raw. (X HG 3.3.6)

These two instances are good examples of temporal usageÑespecially (21a):
Ôthere is no case whereÕ is tantamount to Ôthere is no time whenÕ in (21a),
while spatially locating the mention of Spartans in (21b) is not as pertinent to
establishing CinadonÕs state of mind as the fact that his sentiments were uttered
on every such opportunity. As expected, the reanalysis of locative to temporal
contains several ambiguous instances; (21c), for example, is given by LiddellÐ
ScottÐJones (1940) as an instance of temporal ho@pou, but a locative interpretation is still licit:
(21c)

(~550ÊBC)
ptvxe´ei dâ f¼loyq pŒntaq, Îpoy tinÕ Âd‘.
ptoùkHeu@ei de$ pH"Ûlous pa@ntas, ho@pou tin "Ûdeùi.
and [he] beggeth of all his friends wheresoever (whenever?) he may set eyes
upon them. (Thgn 922)

The locatives hou^ and ho@pou are also used to denote causes and circumstances
in Classical Greek. According to Monteil (1963:390),
this value, frequent enough with temporal subordinators [É] can in effect be an extension of any circumstantial value (Ôin a circumstance whereÕ, whence Ôgiven
thatÕ), and it is not necessary to presume an intermediate temporal stage between
it and the locative value.

In other words, ho@ p ou has undergone two semantic developments: SPATIAL
LOCATIONÊ> TEMPORAL LOCATION (a development characteristic of Indo-European), and CONCRETE SPATIAL LOCATIONÊ> ABSTRACT LOCATION (to be in a circumstance; cf. English where)Ê> CAUSE. If anything, it seems the circumstance
44 The

collocation ou ga$r e@stH ho@pou Ônot, because, there.is whereÉÊ= for there is no time
whenÉÊ= neverÕ, illustrated in (21a), is used frequently by Sophocles, and parallels the
established formula ouk e@stin ho@stis Ônot there.is whoÉÊ= there is nobody whoÉÕ (Monteil
1963:142). See KŸhner & Gerth (1963 [1898Ð1904] ¤554.4, Note 9).
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reading may have led to the temporal reading, rather than vice versa; in (21a),
for example, ho@pou seems to have gone from ÔwhereÕ to Ô[a time] whenÕ via Ôa
circumstance whereÕ.
The various shades of the causal/circumstance meaning of ho@pou are illustrated as follows.
(22a)

(~450 BC)
kaç ï ½rxî t¶q x©rhq ta´thq, tîn oð Pªrsai satraph¼hn kalªoysi, ¨stç ápasªvn t©n
½rxªvn poll¿n ti krat¼sth, Îkoy Tritanta¼xm‘ tö |ArtabŒzoy ¨k basilªoq Ôxonti t¯n
nom¯n to ton ½rgyr¼oy mân prosüie ãkŒsthq ïmªrhq ½rtŒbh mestü.
ka"Ý heù arkHe$ù te^ùs kHo^ùreùs tau@teùs, te$ùn hoi pe@rsai satrapeù"Ûeùn kale@ousi, est"Ý hapase@oùn
to^ùn arkHe@oùn pollo@n ti krat"Ûsteù, ho@kou tritanta"ÛkHmeùi to^ùi artaba@zdou ek basile@os
e@kHonti to$n nomo$n tou^ton argur"Ûou me$n prose@ùie heka@steùs heùme@reùs arta@beù meste@ù.
The governorship, which the Persians call ÔsatrapyÕ, of this land is by far the
greatest of all the governorships; seeing that the daily revenue of
Tritantaechmes son of Artabazus, governing the province by the kingÕs will,
was an artaba full of silver (Hdt I 192) (circumstance)

(22b)

(~450Ê BC)
ta ta eý mân Ôsti ½lhuªvq o»k oµda, t• dâ lªgetai grŒfv? eÂh dÕ ¥n pún, Îkoy kaç ¨n
Zak´nuó ¨k l¼mnhq kaç Üdatoq p¼ssan ½naferomªnhn a»t¿q ¨g× ørvn.
tau^ta ei me$n e@sti aleùtHe@oùs ouk o"ßda, ta$ de$ le@getai gra@pHoù; e"Ûeù d a$n pa^ùn, ho@kou ka"Ý
en zdaku@ntHoùi ek l"Ûmneùs ka"Ý hu@datos p"Ûssan anapHerome@neùn auto@s ego$ù ho@ùroùn.
I know not if this be truly so; I write but what is said. Yet all things are possible; for I myself saw pitch drawn from the water of a pool in Zacynthus.
(Hdt IV 195) (justificationÑillocutionary causation)

(22c)

(~450Ê BC)

Îkoy dâ æmeÁq oÜtv periªxesue t¶q ïgemon¼hq, oýk¯q kaç ¨mâ múllon æmªvn
periªxesuai
ho@kou de$ hume"ßs hou@toù perie@kHestHe te^ùs heùgemon"Ûeùs, oiko$s ka"Ý eme$ ma^ùllon
hume@oùn perie@kHestHai
When you set such store by the command, it is but reasonable that I should
set yet more (Hdt VII 160) (contingent circumstanceÑclose to conditional)45
(22d)

(408ÊBC )
À gªron, ¨gÃ toi pr¯q sâ deima¼nv lªgein?/ Îpoy sâ mªllv sün te lypüsein frªna.
o^ù ge@ron, ego@ù toi pro$s se$ deima"Ûnoù le@gein;/ ho@pou se$ me@lloù se@ùn te lupe@ùsein
pHre@na.
O old man, I truly am afraid to speak to you, as I will sadden your mind.
Sir, I shrink from speaking,/ knowing almost anything I say will displease
you/ or offend you. (Eur Or 545) (causal)

There is a gradience between the purely circumstantial meaning of (22a), where
no causal relation is posited, and the straightforwardly causal (22d).
There is much ambiguity between the causal/circumstance and temporal usages of ho@pou; indeed, LiddellÐScottÐJonesÕ (1940) dictionary refers to Òa sense
involving Time or OccasionÓ, (i.e. circumstance) as distinct from Òof Cause,
whereasÓ (my emphases). While Monteil counts (23a) as a temporal instance,
for example, it is much more akin to a circumstance, and could indeed still be
interpreted as a locative:
45 Despite

the use of when in the translation, this instance of ho@kou is clearly non-temporal.
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(23a)

(458ÊBC)
æmÁn dÕ ¨pain© gl©ssan e{fhmon fªrein,/ sigún uÕ Îpoy deÁ kaç lªgein t• ka¼ria.
hum"ßùn d epaino^ù glo^ùssan eu@pHeùmon pHe@rein,/ siga^ùn tH ho@pou de"ß ka"Ý le@gein ta$
ka"Ûria.
I charge you, hold your tongues religiously./ Be silent if (where/when) you
must, or speak in the way that will/ help us. (Aesch Ch 582)46

And LiddellÐScottÐJones gloss the collocation ou ga$r e@stH ho@pou (21a), counted
by Monteil as temporal, as Òthere is no case in which, i.e. in no caseÓÑnamely,
as a circumstance.
So by the end of the Classical period, we have a complex locative relativisation
paradigm reduced to a locative/stationary and an emphatic/non-emphatic contrast; the stationary locatives have already taken on temporal, circumstance,
and causal connective functions; and the static/directional distinction has
begun to break down.
5.1.6. The history of h"Ûna
As apparent in previous chapters, pu receives its meaning in Modern Greek
largely through paradigmatic contrast with na; the fact that na putatively originates from an old Greek directional relativiser has prompted ChristidisÕ and
PapadopoulouÕs localist accounts of the grammaticalisation of the two words.
For that reason, an account of the development of h"Û n a is crucial to this research.
The etymology of h"Ûna is problematic. In Classical Greek, h"Ûna has two functions: a locative adverb (almost always relative), and a purposive connective.
The word h"Ûna resembles Sanskrit ye#@na, the instrumental relativiser, and this is
the Ôbest-guessÕ derivation given in both Pokorny (1959) and Debrunner &
Wackernagel (1957 [1896]). But the stem vowels of the two words ("á, e#) do not
correspond regularly. To resolve this difficulty, Monteil (1963) derives h"Ûna from
the athematic variant of *yo, *« 1y- (=Ê*h1i-), cognate to Latin ita ÔsoÕ, and
anaphorics such as Sanskrit aya@m, Latin is.47
46The

(23b)

temporal meaning is stronger in the following examples:

(~390ÊBC )
¨nuymoymªnoyq Îti sf¿drÕ ¥n ïmÁn ºrg¼zesue kaç ¨timvreÁsue, Îpoy parep¼ptomen, ÷q
eýk¯q toåq ½diko´ntaq
entHumoume@nous ho@ti spHo@dr a$n heùm"ßùn oùrg"ÛzdestHe ka"Ý etimoùre"ßstHe, ho@pou
parep"Ûptomen, hoùs eiko$s tou$s adikou@ntas
reflect that you would be highly incensed with us, and would punish us when
we fell in your way, as criminals deserve. (Lys XXVII 15)
(23c)
(409Ê BC)
x~poy dika¼vn k½gau©n ½ndr©n kr¼siq,/ o»k ¥n lŒboiq moy múllon o»dªnÕ e»seb¶.
kH o@ùpou dika"Ûoùn k agatHo^ùn andro^ùn kr"Ûsis,/ ouk a$n la@bois mou ma^ùllon oude@n
eusebe^ù.
When there is a competition of men just and good, you will find none more
scrupulous than myself. (Soph Ph 1050)
47 ChantraineÕs (1970Ð1974) etymological dictionary, in agreement with MonteilÕs derivation,
compares h"Ûna to the Ancient Cypriot anaphor (h)"Ûn, which corresponds in turn to Old Latin im
ÔhimÕ. Outside of these, the athematic anaphoric *h 1e/i- (as distinct from *yo) has not left any
reflexes in Greek.
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The -na suffix corresponds to other Indo-European instrumentals and locatives (Sanskrit devéna Ôby a godÕ,48 yéna, Ôby which means; in which direction,
whitherÕ, téna Ôin that direction, in that mannerÕ;49 Latin pone ÔbehindÕ; Old High
German hina ÔthitherÕ; Old Irish cen ÔwithoutÕ).50 Monteil (1963:377) thus proposes an instrumental origin of h"Ûna. The locative meaning of the reflexes is not
a problem for Monteil, since the Indo-European instrumental is fairly broad in
denotation, and instrumentals with locative function are commonplace (as already seen with he^ùi.)
Both the locative and purposive functions of h"Ûna are already entrenched in
Homeric Greek. The following are examples of Homeric purposive h"Ûna.
(24a)

(viiiÊBC)
t¼ptÕ aÇtÕ, aýgi¿xoio Di¯q tªkoq, eýlüloyuaq;/ Ä ñna Übrin Âd‘ |Agagmªmnonoq |Atre¼dao;
t"Ûpt au^t, aigio@kHoio dio$s te@kos, eile@ùloutHas?/ e^ù h"Ûna hu@brin "Ûdeùi agame@mnonos
atreiÛdao?
Why now art thou come hither, thou daughter of aegis-bearing Zeus? Is it to
behold the insolence of Agamemnon, son of Atreus? (Il I 203)

(24b)

(viiiÊBC)
soç dÕ ùde mnhst¶req æpokr¼nontai, ñnÕ eýdëq/ a»t¯q sö uymö, eýd©si dâ pŒnteq
|Axaio¼:
so"Ý d ho^ùde mneùste^ùres hupokr"Ûnontai, h"Ûn eide^ùis/ auto$s so^ùi tHumo^ùi, eido^ùsi de$
pa@ntes akHaio"Û:
Thus the suitors answer thee, that thou mayest thyself know it in thy mind,
and that all the Greeks may know it. (Od II 111)

The other prominent Greek etymological dictionary, Frisk (1955Ð1972), while admitting the
derivation of h"Ûna is ÔunclearÕ, also offers the comparison with Sanskrit yŽna, tŽna, the possible
derivation from *yo, and the comparison with h"Ûn. Frisk also offers a comparison with the accusative interrogative t"Û-na (the regular reflex of Indo-European *kwim (Beekes 1995:206)
would be *t"Ûn); but how that accusative would translate into a purposive is unclear. An accusative derivation would seem to favour the locative meaning of h"Ûna as etymologically primary;
but as seen below, the stationary meaning of h"Ûna is prior to the directional, and would require a
locative rather than an accusative ending.
48-na is the regular instrumental singular suffix of a-stem nouns in Sanskrit (< *-neh , the in1
strumental of Indo-European *n-stems (Beekes 1995:176)), and had also spread to *-o-stems
(vr@8k-en.a Ôwith the wolfÕ), amongst which *yo is counted. However, Lithuanian vilk• Ôibid.Õ points
to an Indo-European *o-instrumental *-oh1 (Beekes 1995:192), so that the Sanskrit suffix is a
later developmentÑand its applicability to Greek is perforce uncertain.
49The semantic development of yéna and téna (detailed in Monier-Williams 1979 [1899]) is interesting for the parallels it presents to both h"Ûna and ho@pou. While the most ancient Indic text
(Rig-Veda) has yéna in the instrumental meaning Ôby whom or by which, by means of which, by
which wayÕ, the Mahabharata adds the locative Ôin which direction, whither, whereÕ; ManuÕs
Lawbook adds Ôin which mannerÕ; the Mahabharata and the Kath±sarits±gara the causal relativiser Ôon which account, in consequence of which, whereforeÕ, which already in the Rig-Veda also
appears as the causal connective Ôbecause, since, asÕ; and authors unattributed in MonierWilliamsÕ (1979 [1899]) dictionary also use yéna as a resultative/purposive: Ôthat, so that, in
order thatÕ.
The semantic progression is thus: INSTRUMENTALÊ> M ANNERÊ> {LOCATIVE; CAUSE; RESULT}.
50PokornyÕs (1959) etymological dictionary of Indo-European relates Old Irish cen< * Êöi-na
k
and
old High German hina, reconstructing *k
Êöo-, *Êöek as an Òego-deicticÓ, and * Êöi-na
k
as Ôfrom
whereÕ. MonteilÕs attempt to relate these locative instances of -na to the Sanskrit instrumental
have not been echoed elsewhere, and Debrunner & WackernagelÕs (1957 [1896]) Sanskrit
grammar identifies no other possible Indo-European cognate to yéna than Greek h"Ûna.
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In Homeric Greek, locative h"Ûna occurs 17 times. It is a relativiser (with one
anaphoric exception); it is usually headed, or has a correlative demonstrative
locative, like te^ùi and e@ntHa ÔthereÕ (pseudo-relative). There are rare instances in
Homer where locative h"Ûna has no antecedent, but instead introduces the complement of a verb of motion (25a) or a perception, cognitive or linguistic verb
(25b).
(25a)

(viiiÊBC)
n n dÕ ¨uªlv katauªsuai ñnÕ o» pyr¯q ñjetÕ ½ytmü.
nu^ùn d etHe@loù katatHe@stHai h"Ûn ou puro$s h"Ûkset autme@ù.
but now I wish to lay them up, where the vapour of fire will not reach them.
(Od XIX 20)

(25b)

(viiiÊBC)
½llÕ ÏcesuÕ ñna tÃ ge kaue´deton ¨n fil¿thti.
all o@psestH h"Ûna to@ù ge katHeu@deton en pHilo@teùti.
But see where they sleep together in love (Od VIII 313)

Such usage is much more frequent in Ionic-Attic, where h"Ûna frequently expresses motion towards:51
(7a)

(~450Ê BC)
eýr¿mhn toåq Ògxista oýkªontaq t¶q l¼mnhq Îkoy eÂh ¸ xo q ¸ ¨joryxue¼q. oà dâ ÔfrasŒn
moi ñna ¨jeforüuh
eiro@meùn tou$s a@gkHista oike@ontas te^ùs l"Ûmneùs ho@kou e"@eù ho kHou^s ho eksorukHtHe"Ûs.
ho"Ý de$ e@pHrasa@n moi h"Ûna eksepHore@ùtHeù
I asked those who dwelt nearest to the lake where the stuff was that had been
dug out. They told me whither it had been carriedÉ (Hdt II 150) (linguistic
predicate; directional)

(26a)

(~450Ê BC)
½napyu¿menoq dâ toåq xÃroyq katabŒllein ¨kªleye ñna ¨pithde¿taton eÂh
anaputHo@menos de$ tou$s kHo@ùrous kataba@llein eke@leue h"Ûna epiteùdeo@taton e"Ûeù
in such places as (where) enquiry showed to be the fittest he bade them store it
[provisions] (Hdt VII 25) (cognitive predicate; static)

(26b)

(414?Ê BC)
f¿bó dÕ Ù mî xr¶n eýsorún kauümeua/ sigë, tªloq dâ púsin Än aæt¯q l¿goq,/ ste¼xein
ñnÕ Äsan, ka¼per o»k ¨vmªnoiq.
pHo@boùi d ha$ me$ù kHre^ùn eisora^ùn katHe@ùmetHa/ sige^ùi, te@los de$ pa^ùsin e^ùn hauto$s lo@gos,/
ste"ÛkHein h"Ûn e^ùsan, ka"Ûper ouk eoùme@nois.
Yet we remained in silence, for fear that we shouldnÕt look; but finally everyone
made the same decision, to go to where they were, even though we were not
allowed to.
And still we waited,/ because you had forbidden us to look,/ but we suddenly

51 The

use of ho"ß by Euripides in (7b) closely parallels that of h"Ûna by Sophocles in (25c), indicating the equivalence of the two locatives:
(25c)
(~442ÊBC)
o»x ¸rúq
ñnÕ
eµ
kako ;
oukH hora^ùs
h"Ûn
e"ß
kakou^?
NEG you.see whither
you.are bad ( GEN.PL)
CanÕt you see the degree of misfortune that you are in?
Your situationÕs desperate; canÕt you see? (Soph Aj 386)
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decided to find out/ and hurried to the inlet. (Eur IT 1344) (motion predicate;
directional)

The stationary usage of h"Ûna persists in Attic prose and later Greek, although it
is characterised in LiddellÐScottÐJones as ÒrareÓ:
(26c)

(399ÊBC )
ka¼toi eÂper ½pªkteine Fr´nixon, Ôdei a»t¯n ¨n të a»të stül‘, ñna per Uras´boylon
²kaç |Apoll¿dvron³, |AuhnaÁon pepoihmªnon Ü¨ggegrŒfuaiÝ.
ka"Ûtoi e"Ûper ape@kteine pHru@nikHon, e@dei auto$n en te^ùi aute^ùi ste@ùleùi, h"Ûna per
tHrasu@boulon ka"Ý apollo@doùron, atHeùna"ßon pepoieùme@non eggegra@pHtHai.
If, however, he had killed Phrynichus, he ought to appear as having been
made an Athenian in the inscription on the same slab as (where) Thrasybulus
[and Apollodorus] does; (Lys XIII 72)

The two functions of h"Ûna, purposive and locative, had distinct careers. The
locative function of h"Ûna occupies 10% of all usage of h"Ûna by prose authors and
Aristophanes, and 13% in Homer; however, it takes up 50% of usage in Euripides, and even more in Pindar, Aeschylus and Sophocles. In Aristophanes, at
least a quarter of all instances of locative h"Ûna occur in stylistically-marked passagesÑincluding parodies of Euripides. This means that, certainly by vÊBC, locative h"Ûna was (hypercorrectly) marked for high styleÑi.e. obsolescent in the vernacular. Conversely, purposive h"Ûna is avoided in Pindar, Aeschylus, Sophocles,
and the Attic inscriptions, but frequent in Aristophanes; this indicates that purposive h"Ûna was regarded as colloquial. So in the spoken language, the purposive
had displaced the locative. The subsequent career of h"Ûna bears this out: the
locative had died out by Middle Greek, while the purposive was to engender the
wide usage of na in Modern Greek.
Now, given the locative use of h"Ûna, the origin of the purposive would seem
straightforward: it is a cross-linguistic commonplace that directional expressions give rise to purposives, for evidence of which one need not venture any
further than the English infinitival to. Christidis (1982:69) and Papadopoulou
(1994a:123) explicitly appeal to this property in their account of na.52 This origin
for h"Ûna was at one time accepted amongst hellenists: KŸhner & Gerth (1963
[1898Ð1904] ¤553.1 Note 1), for example, consider the locative meaning
Òoriginal,Ó comparing its expansion to that of wo ÔwhereÕ in dialectal German
(comparable in turn to pu). As an instance of the reanalysis of locative to purposive h"Ûna, KŸhner & Gerth propose the following:
(27a)

(viiiÊBC)
soç dâ gŒmoq sxed¿n ¨stin, ñna xrî kal• mân a»tîn/ Õnnysuai, t• dâ toÁsi parasxeÁn,
oñ kª sÕ Ògvntai!
so"Ý de$ ga@mos skHedo@n estin, h"Ûna kHre$ù kala$ me$n aute$ùn/ he@nnustHai, ta$ de$ to"ßsi
paraskHe"ßn, ho"Û ke@ s a@goùntai!
but thy marriage is near, when (where, in order that) it is fit that thou
shouldst put on beautiful garments thyself, and shouldst give some to others,
who will conduct thee. (Od VI 27)

52 Christidis

also cites German zu, Persian be, and Bantu purposives.
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But more recent scholarship points away from such an account. The first piece
of evidence is that the purposive meaning of h"Û n a is already entrenched in
Homer; of 138 purposive instances in Homer, Monteil (1963:380) finds only 11
cases ambiguous with the locative. The proportion of locative to purposive h"Ûna
in Homer is not substantially different from that in Aristophanes; so the process
giving rise to the purposive was already complete as early as Homeric Greek.
Any ambiguous instances of h"Ûna in later authors do not imply the reanalysis
was ongoing; they merely characterise the dynamic semantic enrichment typical
of relativisation (temporal, purposive, causal relative clauses, etc.)
The second piece of evidence is that Homeric h"Û n a was not directional. As
Monteil (1963:379) explicitly states,
h"Ûna is insensitive to the movement/non-movement distinction (po"ß?/pou^?), but
expresses non-movement more readily. Homer presents only one example [out of
17] (25a) where the notion of movement appears; this developed principally in
vÊBC.

Indeed, the Homeric examples where Monteil identifies ambiguity between
locative and purposive meaning are consistently stationary:
(27b)

(viiiÊBC)
|AllÕ Òge, xrümata mân myxö Òntroy uespes¼oio/ ue¼omen a»t¼ka n n, ñna per tŒde toi
s¿a m¼mn‘.
all a@ge, kHre@ùmata me$n mukHo^ùi a@ntrou tHespes"Ûoio/ tHe"Ûomen aut"Ûka nu^ùn, h"Ûna per
ta@de toi so@a m"Ûmneùi.
Come, let us place these riches on the field in the hollow of that divine cave,
where /so that they may indeed be guarded in safety.
But come, let us now straightway put the chattels in the recess of the divine
cave, that even these may remain here safe: (Od XIII 364)

But if h"Ûna became predominantly directional (indeed, directional at all) only in
vÊBC, while Homeric Greek already had a fully developed purposive h"Ûna, and the
Homeric instances of a locative/purposive ambiguity are all stationary, then
h"Ûna cannot be an instance of DIRECTIONALÊ> PURPOSIVE. And the directional
meaning h"Ûna acquired need not be invoked as influencing the subsequent career of the purposive h"Ûna, as this career can be fully accounted for in terms of a
purposive alone.
Monteil (1963:380Ð382) pursues an alternative origin of purposive h"Û n a:
prompted by the comparative data, he considers both the locative and purposive
meanings independent developments from an original instrumental. Amongst
the evidence he adduces for this is the fact that the originally instrumental ha^ùi,
ho@pai (the Doric equivalents of he^ùi, ho@peùi) developed into purposives in Cretan,
and that Latin ita, which he considers cognate to h"Ûna, is primarily an instrumental (ÔsoÕ), which nonetheless can also introduce purposives. Examples of instrumentals/manner adverbs becoming purposives are by no means rare; this
development also took place with the major Greek instrumentals, hoùs/ho@poùs,
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although it is only incipient in Homer (Monteil 1963:346).53 The instrumental is
thus a more plausible origin of the purposive meaning of h"Ûna than the directional.54
Both accounts of the origin of h"Ûna are problematic.55 The evidence for an instrumental origin of h"Ûna is not as strong as Monteil makes it out to be: only the
Sanskrit evidence is beyond dispute, and even there the spread of the -na instrumental from *n-stems to the pertinent *o-stems is a local phenomenon. The
Latin instrumental form ita, which Monteil adduces, is a parallel development
which might not represent the same suffix; and the Latin, Germanic and Celtic
-na locatives are treated by Pokorny (1959) as a different phenomenon. However, those locatives are no better evidence for a directional h"Ûna: the CelticGermanic data in fact points to -na as an ablative, and not the required allative.
The etymological meaning of h"Ûna for both accounts is absent in Homer; the
Attic directional seems to be a secondary development, analogically extending
the locative to allative verb complements.
But the close parallel with Sanskrit yéna on the one hand, and on the other the
fact that Homeric Greek had an entrenched instrumental (hoùs) to displace instrumental h"Ûna, but no distinct directional to displace directional h"Ûna (ho@poi is
later than Homer), indicate that the instrumental is indeed the original
meaning of h"Ûna. And there is no good evidence for an early directional interpretation of h"Ûna, which might have determined its transition to a purposive. This
means that a localist view of the complementary distribution of pu and na in
Modern Greek is not tenable: there is nothing localist about the development of

53 One could also mention English so as an instance of such a development.
54 An instrumental meaning for h"Ûna does not seem to have survived into attested Greek. Monteil

gives one instance of h"Ûna in Pindar which is ambiguous between causal (ÔbecauseÕ), temporal
(ÔwhenÕ), and instrumental (manner: ÔhowÕ) readingsÑbut certainly not locative; this would constitute weak evidence of an originally instrumental meaning.
(27c)
(473ÊBC)
keÁnoq ½mfÕ |Axªron-Ñti naietŒvn ¨m•nÑ gl©ssan eærªtv kelad¶-Ñtin |Orsotr¼ainaÑ ñn Õ
¨n ½g©ni barykt´poyÑ uŒlhse Korinu¼oiq sel¼noiq.
ke"ßnos ampH akHe@ronti naieta@oùn ema$n glo^ùssan heure@toù kelade^ùtin orsotr"Ûaina h"Ûn en
ago^ùni baruktu@pou tHa@leùse korintH"Ûois sel"Ûnois.
may he, dwelling by the Acheron, find my tongue celebrating in song because/when/how/[where?], in the contest of the heavy-sounding tridentwielder [Poseidon], he bloomed with Corinthian celery [prize of the Isthmian
games].
As for him, dwelling on the banks of Acheron, let him mark my ringing voice
proclaiming where in the contest of the loud-thundering Shaker of the trident
his glory bloomed with the Corinthian parsley-crowns: (Farnell)
may he, who now dwelleth beside the stream of Acheron, find an ear for my
voice that ringeth loudly here on earth, where, in the contest of the loudly
roaring wielder of the trident, he burst into bloom with the Corinthian crown
of wild celery. (Sandys) (Pi N IV 142)
Both translators cited have not hesitated to translate h"Ûna as ÔwhereÕ here; but FarnellÕs rendering is clumsy, while Sandys has had to insert a vacuous antecedent (Ôon earthÕ) to make the
locative reading coherent.
55As seen, the very stem of h"Ûna has been disputed; only its suffix is discussed here.
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h"Ûna. As I contend in the conclusion of this work, this is a fatal blow to a localist
view of pu itself.

5.2. Middle Greek ho@pou56
5.2.1. Continuation of classical extensions
By the end of the Classical period, we have the onset of the effacement of the
ho@pou/ho@poi distinction (20c), and the spread of ho@pou to temporal, circumstantial, and causal usages. Two features characterise the development of ho@pou in
Early Middle Greek (Hellenistic Koine). The first is that the distinction between
*yo and *yoÊ+ *kwo relativisers is effaced in favour of the latter: by the time of
the New Testament, ho@stis was displacing ho@s in the nominative,57 and ho@pou
has displaced hou^. Thus, while in the New Testament hou^ occurs primarily in
Luke, a ÔliteraryÕ author, ho@pou is predominant in the New Testament overall
(Robertson 1934 [1923]:969). The following counts I have prepared compare
the distribution of ho@pou, and hou^ in three functions: as a locative relativiser, as
a genitive possessive relativiser, and as a genitive relativiser acting as the complement of some preposition.58 The books of the New Testament are ordered
from higher to lower linguistic level, relative to the Classical linguistic ideal.
Luke
Acts
Hebrews
Other Epistles
Matthew
Mark
John
Revelation

ho@pou
5
1
3
6
13
15
30
8

hou^ (LOC)
5
9
2
6
2
0
0
1

hou^ (GEN)
2
7
1
13
3
2
6
3

hou^ (PREP)
17
13
7
23
9
2
4
2

Table 17. Counts of ho@pou and hou^ in the New Testament

The counts correlate with the level of education associated with the respective
authors; locative hou^ dominates in the literary authors (Luke, Acts, Hebrews),
and is largely absent in the vernacular authors (Matthew, Mark, John,
Revelation). Genitive hou^, on the other hand, retains a steady presence in all

56 The following discussion is based mainly on Bakker (1974).
57As the extensive discussion in Rydbeck (1967:98Ð118) shows,

the traditional assertion that
ho@stis displaced ho@s is something of an overstatement. There was clearly no semantic differentiation between the two; but ho@stis is only used in non-neuter nominative contexts, where the definite article does not have an initial t to distinguish it from ho@s . (Cf. the respective forms of the
definite article and relativiser in DAT.FEM.SG (te^ùi/he^ùi) and NOM.FEM .PL (hai/ha"Û). So in the absence of a semantic difference, the distribution of ho@s and ho@stis was motivated by an avoidance
of homonymy with the definite article. For the most part, this also characterises MalalasÕ usage
in viÊAD (Weierholt 1963:20).
58In the last function, the combination frequently acted as a single connective (e.g. me@kHris hou^
Ôuntil whichÊ= untilÕ, apH hou^ Ôfrom which, sinceÕÊ> CSMG afu ÔsinceÕ), and so need not count as
an Atticism.
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New Testament authors. So it is apparent that the locative hou^ was dying out in
the vernacular, whereas the genitive hou^ was not.
ho@pou occurs readily with a definite antecedent by this stage of its development; any trace of its Homeric indefiniteness is long gone:
(28)

(90~99)
ta ta ¨n Bhuan¼Q ¨gªneto pªran to |IordŒnoy, Îpoy Än ¸ |IvŒnhq bapt¼zvn.
tau^ta en beùtHan"Ûaùi ege@neto pe@ran tou^ iorda@nou, ho@pou e^ùn ho ioùa@neùs bapt"Ûzdoùn.
This took place in Bethany beyond the Jordan, where John was baptizing.
(NT Jo 1:28)

The second characteristic feature of Middle Greek is that the ho@pou/ho@poi distinction has been completely effaced in favour of ho@pou. Both ho"ß and ho@poi are
absent from the Septuagint and the New Testament; as the following examples
from the New Testament show, ho@ p ou was entrenched as a directional relativiser:
(29a)

(90~99)

Îpoy ¨g× æpŒgv æmeÁq o» d´nasue ¨lueÁn.
ho@pou ego$ù hupa@goù hume"ßs ou du@nastHe eltHe"ßn.
where I am going, you cannot come. (NT Jo 8:21)
(29b)

(90~99)
Îtan dâ ghrŒs‘q, ¨kteneÁq t•q xeÁrŒq soy, kaç Òlloq zÃsei se kaç oÂsei Îpoy o»
uªleiq.
ho@tan de$ geùra@seùis, ektene"ßs ta$s kHe"ßra@s sou, ka"Ý a@llos zdo@ùsei se ka"Ý o"Ûsei ho@pou ou
tHe@leis.
but when you are old, you will stretch out your hands, and another will gird
you and carry you where you do not wish to go. (NT Jo 21:18)

The third Classical locative ending, -eùi, is also absent from the New Testament.
The semantic expansion of ho@pou also continued on other fronts. There are
more instances of broader senses of location for ho@pou, which would formerly
have been expressed by prepositional phrases:
(29c)

(~65)
kaç mî dynŒmenoi prosenªgkai a»tö di• t¯n Ïxlon ½pestªgasan tîn stªghn Îpoy Än,
kaç ¨jor´janteq xal©si t¯n krŒbatton Îpoy ¸ paralytik¯q katªkeito.
ka"Ý me$ù duna@menoi prosene@gkai auto^ùi dia$ to$n o@kHlon apeste@gasan te$ùn ste@geùn
ho@pou e^ùn, ka"Ý eksoru@ksantes kHalo^ùsi to$n kra@batton ho@pou ho paralutiko$s kate@keito.
And when they could not get near him because of the crowd, they removed the
roof above him (Ôwhere he wasÕ); and when they made an opening, they let
down the pallet on which the paralytic lay. (NT Mc 2:4)

(29d)

(96)
eµta gennaÁoq gen¿menoq aÂrei t¯n shk¯n ¨keÁnon, Îpoy t• ¹stú to progegon¿toq ¨st¼n
e"ßta genna"ßos geno@menos a"Ûrei to$n seùko$n eke"ßnon, ho@pou ta$ osta^ù tou^ progegono@tos
est"Ûn
This, on reaching full growth, takes up the nest containing the bones of its predecessor (ÔwhereÊ= in which the bones of its predecessor areÕ). (1ÊClem 25:3)
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There also persist instances of ho@pou used to denote circumstance:
(30a)

(100~120)
o»dªn, Ôfh, t©n megŒlvn Òfnv g¼netai, Îpoy ge o»dÕ ¸ b¿tryq o»dâ s kon
oude@n, e@pHeù, to^ùn mega@loùn a@pHnoù g"Ûnetai, ho@pou ge oud ho bo@trus oude$ su^ùkon
Epictetus replied: Nothing great comes into being all at once; why, not even
does the bunch of grapes, or a fig. (Epict Gnom I 15.7)

(30b)

(96)
mªga kaç uaymast¯n oÇn nom¼zomen eµnai, eý ¸ dhmioyrg¿q t©n ápŒntvn ½nŒstasin
poiüsetai t©n ¸s¼vq a»tö doyleysŒntvn ¨n pepoiuüsei p¼stevq ½gau¶q, Îpoy kaç diÕ
¹rnªoy de¼knysin ïmÁn t¯ megaleÁon t¶q ¨paggel¼aq a»to ;
me@ga ka"Ý tHaumasto$n ou^n nom"Ûzdomen e"ßnai, ei o deùmiourgo@s to^ùn hapa@ntoùn
ana@stasin poie@ùsetai to^ùn hos"Ûoùs auto^ùi doulesa@ntoùn en pepoitHe@ùsei p"Ûsteoùs agatHe^ùs,
ho@pou ka"Ý di orne@ou de"Ûknusin heùm"ßùn to$ megale"ßon te^ùs epaggel"Ûas autou^?
Now, when the Creator of all things has even made use of a bird to disclose
the magnitude of His promises to us, need we find it such a great wonder that
He has a resurrection in store for those who have served him in holiness and
in the confidence of a sound faith? (1ÊClem 26:1)

cause:
(30c)

(57)

Îpoy g•r ¨n æmÁn z¶loq kaç Ôriq, o»xç sarkiko¼ ¨ste kaç kat• Ònurvpon peripateÁte;
ho@pou ga$r en hum"ßùn zde^ùlos ka"Ý e@ris, oukH"Ý sarkiko"Û este ka"Ý kata$ a@ntHroùpon
peripate"ßte?
For while there is jealousy and strife among you, are you not of the flesh,
and behaving like ordinary men? (NT 1ÊCor 3:3)

and (apparently a novel usage) contrast:
(30d)

(100~125)
d¿jaq o» trªmoysin blasfhmo nteq, Îpoy Òggeloi ýsx´Ý kaç dynŒmei me¼zoneq Ïnteq
o» fªroysin katÕ a»t©n par• Kyr¼ó blŒsfhmon kr¼sin.
do@ksas ou tre@mousin blaspHeùmou^ntes, ho@pou a@ggeloi iskHu@i ka"Ý duna@mei
me"Ûzdones o@ntes ou pHe@rousin kat auto^ùn para$ kur"Ûoùi bla@spHeùmon kr"Ûsin.
they are not afraid to revile the glorious ones, whereas angels, though
greater in might and power, do not pronounce a reviling judgement upon
them before the Lord. (NT 2ÊPetr 2:11)

ho@pou-clauses, like relative clauses in general, could be also enriched in other
manners; for example, they could become purposive, using the future indicative:
(30e)

(~65)
po ¨stin t¯ katŒlymŒ moy, Îpoy t¯ pŒsxa met• t©n mauht©n moy fŒgv;
pou^ estin to$ kata@luma@ mou, ho@pou to$ pa@skHa meta$ to^ùn matHeùto^ùn mou pHa@goù?
Where is my guest room, where I am to eat the passover with my disciples?
(NT Mc 14:14)
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5.2.2. Pathway to relativiser
Papyri
Eventually, ho@pou became a relativiser proper; this is the development crucial to
its modern functionality. However, ho@pou as a relativiser is conspicuously absent from the most vernacular texts of the period, the papyri. The following
three examples have been proposed in the literature as such instances (see review in Bakker 1974:91); all of them are doubtful:
(31a)

(iiiÊAD)
¨nebal¿meua eýq t¯ ploÁon \Iªrakoq to politiko to f¼loy soy, Îpoy Ômeneq ¨nuŒde
ÒnÕ ²Ònv?³ ¨n të oýk¼Q a»to , ¨la¼oy bŒdia tªssera.
enebalo@metHa eis to$ plo"ßon hie@rakos tou^ politikou^ tou^ pH"Ûlou sou, ho@pou e@menes
entHa@de a@n [a@noù?] en te^ùi oik"Ûaùi autou^, ela"Ûou ba@dia te@ssera.
we loaded four vadia of oil into the ship of Hierax the politician your friend,
where you stayed up there in his house. (PBaden 43.6Ð10)

The meaning is that the addressee stayed at HieraxÕs house; the redundant
mention of Ôin his houseÕ reinforces the locative denotation of ho@pou, and suggests that its locative meaning was becoming attenuated.
(31b)

(iii~ivÊAD)
t¿pon dâ parŒsxeq po m¼nvsin
to@pon de$ para@skHes pou^ m"Ûnoùsin
And you gave them a place where they could stay. (PGen 75.13Ð15)

This is still a locative rather than a generic relativiser, but it does indicate a
conflation of interrogatives and relativisers. This occurred sporadically in
Ancient and Middle Greek (e.g. t"Ûs) (Buck 1955 ¤131); however, that Early
Modern Greek consistently uses opu rather than Èpu as a relativiser indicates
that the conflation had not yet generalised.
(31c)

(vi~viiÊAD)
¨pªtrec²a³ të æmetªrQ ueofil¼Q ûtoi kaç –thsa a»tîn øste ½p¯ liuoplŒkvn poi¶se
t¯ ¸²s³p¼²ti³n soy (?) ¨misuÃsv k(aç) tªktonaq balÁn
epe@trepsa te^ùi humete@raùi tHeopHil"Ûaùi e@ùtoi ka"Ý e@ùiteùsa aute$ùn ho@ùste apo$ litHopla@koùn
poie^ùse to$ hosp"Ûtin sou (?) emistHo@ùsoù ka"Ý te@ktonas bal"ßùn
I gave permission to your holiness, and I requested from you that I might build
your house out of stone slabs, I will rent out, and appoint architects. (PBas
19.2Ð4; emended by Kapsomenakis (1938:99))

Kapsomenakis considers the reading soy ÔyourÕ not to make sense, and reads it
as being either poy (pou) or toy (tou), as a relativiser: Ôand I requested from you
that I build the house which I will rent outÕ. Kapsomenakis is inclined to accept
pou here; but given overall usage in papyri, tou is far likelier.
Rejected by Bakker
The annotated list of examples below traces examples of ho@pou from the Middle
Greek literary corpus identified as relativising by Jannaris (1897) and RydŽn
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(1963:196), but rejected in BakkerÕs (1974) monograph as instances where the
head is the subject or direct object of the relative clauseÑthe criterion establishing that the relativisation is no longer a semantic extension of the locative
sense, but a relativiser proper.
In the first set of examples, ho@pou has moved from a broadly locative sense to
a sense which is not locative, but still oblique and not subject or objectÑnamely,
the instrumental:
(32a)

(viÊAD)
eµta met• t¯ ka sai a»t¯n t¯n fo rnon o»x eÈren Ônua ~feilen sfogg¼sai t¯n
fo rnon, t©n ½delf©n to to krycŒntvn, pr¯q t¯ peirúsai a»t¿n.
e"ßta meta$ to$ kau^sai auto$n to$n pHou^rnon oukH heu^ren e@ntHa o@ùpHeilen spHogg"Ûsai to$n
pHou^rnon, to^ùn adelpHo^ùn tou^to krupsa@ntoùn, pro$s to$ peira^ùsai auto@n.
Sed cum succendisset illum, non invenit cum quo deberet extergere furnum;
fratres enim ipsum pannum absconderant, ut tentarent eum.
After he fired up the oven he didnÕt find anything with which to wipe the
oven, as the brothers had hidden it to tempt him. (Jo.Mosch Prat 2949B)

e@ntHa was a classical locative relativiser, which could be used as a hypercorrection of ho@pou. Here e@ntHa is used as a free relativiser, but the denotation is not
local, but instrumental: Ôsomething with whichÕ, not Ôsomeplace whereÕ. In this
instance, ho@pou has escaped any semblance of a locative meaning, and is moving
up the hierarchy of case roles towards SUBJECT.
(32b)

(~480)
o»dâ g•r eµxª tipote to aý©noq to´toy Ülhn eý mî Waf¼da Îpoy t• uŒllia Ôsxizen
oude$ ga$r e"ßkHe@ tipote tou^ aio^ùnos tou@tou hu@leùn ei me$ù r8apH"Ûda ho@pou ta$ tHa@llia
e@skHizden
He owned nothing in this world, except a knife with which he cut reeds
(Apophth.Patr 300D)

This is another instance like (32a), where ho@pou denotes an instrument; here
ho@pou appears as itself, rather than in hypercorrected guise.
(32c)

(~650/xiÊAD)
eýserx¿menoq di• t¶q p¿rthq, Îpoy plhs¼on ¨stçn t¯ sxol¼on t©n paid¼vn.
eiserkHo@menos dia$ te^ùs po@rteùs, ho@pou pleùs"Ûon est"Ýn to$ skHol"Ûon to^ùn paid"Ûoùn.
and entered the gate, where there was a childrenÕs school nearby. (Leont.N
v.Sym 1708C=145.23)

In this example, Bakker sees ho@pou as showing Òhow the local sense of ho@ p ou
could change into that of what usually is denoted by a relat. pronoun: here
ho@pou is even accompanied by an adverb.Ó The clarifying adverb pleùs"Ûon ÔnearbyÕ
is not characteristic of classical ho@pou-relativisation, and sounds disfluent in the
English translation; however, it is idiomatic in Modern Greek (opu itan koda to
sxolio ton peDion). Nonetheless, this example is still clearly local, although the
adverb signals that ho@pou could no longer be considered exclusively local, and
required disambiguating adverbs.
The next set of examples is ambiguous between a locative and a properly relativising function:
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p¿rrv genªsuv ½fÕ ïm©n ï grafî aÜth, Îpoy lªgei? Tala¼pvro¼ eýsin oð d¼cyxoi
po@rroù gene@stHoù apH heùmo^ùn heù grapHe$ù hau@teù, ho@pou le@gei; tala"Ûpoùro"Û eisin hoi
d"ÛpsukHoi
Far be from us that scripture, where it says: Miserable are the two-souled
Far be from us those words of Scripture: How miserable are the irresolute
(1ÊClem 23:3)

Jannaris identifies this as the first instance of relativiser ho@pou (Ôthat Scripture,
which saysÉÕ). Now, in the New Testament and Clement, the subject of le@gei
ÔsaysÕ referring to Scripture can be either the author (God, a prophet), or the
scripture itself. If the subject is rational, then ho@pou means merely Ôin whichÕ (Ôof
Scripture, in which God/the prophet saysÕ), and is another case of an abstract
locative. So Bakker (1974:90) postulates that ho@ p ou cannot be a simple relativiser, because Òthe words ho@pou le@gei do not mean Ôwho saysÕ, but Ôwhere it is
saidÕ, or Ôwhere the Scripture saysÕ, or Ôwhere God saysÕ.Ó
If on the other hand the subject of le@gei is the same as the head of the ho@pouclause (Ôthe Scripture, where the Scripture saysÕ), then nothing prevents a
simple relativiser interpretation even though the referent is inanimate (Ôthe
Scripture which saysÕ). However, a locative interpretation is possible even if
Ôthe ScriptureÕ is the subject of le@gei, and the inanimate subject makes it less
likely the two clauses have the same subject.59
In all, (33a) is ambiguous; the lack of other clear examples from the period of
relativiser-ho@pou means it is unlikely to mark the beginning of the reanalysis.
(33b)

(525Ð550)
kaç e»rªuhsan Ôggista ½llülvn katªnanti t¶q ág¼aq Uªklhq t¶q ¨n S´kaiq eýq t¯n
t¿pon to We´matoq Îpoy lªgetai t¯ byuŒrin.
ka"Ý eure@tHeùsan e@ggista alle@ùloùn kate@nanti te^ùs hag"Ûas tHe@kleùs te^ùs en su@kais eis to$n
to@pon tou^ r8eu@matos ho@pou le@getai to$ butHa@rin.
They drew very close to one another opposite St TheklaÕs in Sykai at that part
of the Bosphorus which is called Bytharion. (Jo.Mal 405.4Ð5)

This instance is representative of several other places in Malalas where Ôwhere it
is calledÕ (ho@pou le@getai or e@ntHa le@getai) is used to give a place name.60 While
59 A

complication is pointed out by Bakker in the Latin and Coptic translations of Clement,
which have a simple relativiser here (whereas the Syriac translation has a locative). The Latin
translation is known to date from before 150ÊAD; since ho@pou was not being used as a simple
relativiser in the papyri at that time, Bakker considers it impossible for this reading to be authentic. He considers it likelier that the Latin translator (or a subsequent copyist) intervened in
the text to make the reference clearer than the locative would allow.
60Shortly before his death in 1995, the Danish Byzantinist Jorgen Raasted informed me by email that he had found a note on a manuscript page he had dated from the eighth century, and
had placed in Southern Italy, which contained the equivalent expression in Latin: ubi dicitur
Sanctus Petrus Ôwhere it is called St PeterÕ. Raasted considered this evidence of the Greek development, calqued into Latin in the Greek-speaking region.
However, Compernass (1917:117) finds instances in Late Latin of ubi ÔwhereÕ used as the subject
of a relative clause, consistently with a locative antecedent, and in exactly the same pattern as
(33b), though not from Greek-speaking regions; e.g. from the Passio Fidelis, Exanti et
Carpofori (written in Como in Northern ItalyÑalthough I have not been able to trace this work
in the standard references on hagiography or mediaeval Latin): dumque venissent in locum, ubi
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Bakker (1974:91) admits Òit is striking to see how close this use of ho@pou and
e@ntHa (= ho@pou) is to what is usually denoted by a relat. pronounÓ, he does not
consider this a certain instance of the relativisation, because it still has locative
denotation.61 So this is still not a certain instance of reanalysis.
(33c)

(viÊAD)
tin• n´kta oÇn Ôrxetai ²¸ nekr¯q ½naxvrhtîq³ kat• toåq Üpnoyq, kaç fa¼netai tö n n
patªri ïm©n, tö kalö kaç ½gauö poimªni ½bbé |Ioylianö, lªgvn? LŒbe tin•q, kaç
de ro Ôpar¿n me ¨k to t¿poy Îpoy keÁmai, eýq t¯ Ïroq t¯ leg¿menon ï =Elafoq.
lab×n oÇn ¸ Patîr ïm©n, ½nülyuen eýq t¯ Ïroq Îpoy a»t¯q eµpen.
tina$ nu@kta ou^n e@rkHetai kata$ tou$s hu@pnous, ka"Ý pHa"Ûnetai to^ùi nu^ùn pate@ri heùmo^ùn, to^ùi
kalo^ùi ka"Ý agatHo^ùi poime@ni abba^ùi iouliano^ùi, le@gon; la@be tina$s, ka"Ý deu^ro e@paro@n me
ek tou^ to@pou ho@pou ke"ßmai, eis to o@ros to lego@menon heù e@lapHos. labo$ùn ou^n ho
pate$ùr heùmo^ùn, ane@ùlutHen eis to$ o@ros ho@pou auto$s e"ßpen.
Nocte vero quadam venit in somnis, et apparuit ei qui nunc est, patri nostro,
bono et optimo pastori, abbati Juliano, dicens: Sume tecum aliquos, et veni,
tollens me de loco ubi jaceo, in monte qui vocatur Cervus. Sumpsit igitur
quosdam ex nobis Pater noster, et ascendit in montem quem ille dixerat.
So one night [the dead anchorite] came in a dream, and appeared to our current Father, the good and noble pastor Abbot Julian, saying: ÒTake some men,
and come take me from the place where I lie, in the mountain called The Deer.Ó
So taking some of us along, our Father went up to the mountain where/which
he said. (Jo.Mosch Prat 2941A)62

This instance is fully ambiguous: ho@pou could mean Ôthe mountain which he
said/spoke ofÕ (which is how the Latin translators in MigneÕs 1860 edition interpreted it), or it could mean Ôthe mountain where he said to go toÕ, retaining a
locative meaning. Because a locative meaning is still possible, this is not a clear
instance of reanalysis.
The final instance involves ambiguity between the locative and a different
meaning ho@pou had acquired, that of circumstance.
(33d)

(~650/xiÊAD)
o» pŒntaq dâ ÆspŒsato, ½llÕ Îpoy ï ueo xŒriq ¨gnÃrisen a»tö.
ou pa@ntas de$ eùspa@sato, all ho@pou heù tHeou kHa@ris egno@ùrisen auto^ùi.
He did not kiss all of them, but only those whom the grace of God made
known to him. (Leont.N v.Sym 1717A=151.4)

While ho@pou could be interpreted here as an animate free relative (ÔwhomeverÕ),
Bakker feels it makes more sense to treat this as a circumstance: Ôin each case
thatÉ, wheneverÉÕ. KruegerÕs translation, however, consider this an animate

Sylvula vocabatur non longe ab urbe Como Ômeanwhile they arrived in a place, where it is
called Sylvula, not long from the town of Como.Õ So RaastedÕs instance probably reflects an independent development in Late Latin.
61The diversity of translations of this passage is instructive: the 1831 editor of Malalas, Niebuhr,
translates this as qui Bytharium dicitur Ôwhich is called BythariumÕ, as do Jeffreys, Jeffreys,
Scott et al.; but in his 1912 doctoral dissertation, Wolf (cited in Bakker) renders this as An der
Stelle des Sundes, wo manÕs die kleine Tiefe heisst Ôat the location of the stream, where one
calls it the small deep.Õ
62Erroneously given in Bakker (1974) as 2914A.
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referent, as does the workÕs editor Ryden. There is thus disagreement on
whether ho@pou here is a circumstance, or a fully-fledged relativiser.
Accepted by Bakker
In the following instances, Bakker accepts the presence of a relativiser proper:
(34a)

(~480)
kaç met• xr¿non Äluon oð gªronteq to t¿poy Îuen ¨j¶lue, kaç lab¿nteq kaç t¯n
½delf¯n Îpoy eµxe pr¯q a»t¯n tîn l´phn, ½p¶luon parakalªsai a»t¯n, ñna ¨nªgkvsin
a»t¯n eýq tîn monîn a»to .
ka"Ý meta$ kHro@non e^ùltHon hoi ge@rontes tou^ to@pou ho@tHen ekse^ùlthe, ka"Ý labo@ntes ka"Ý
to$n adelpHo$n ho@pou e"ßkHe pro$s auto$n te$ùn lu@peùn, ape^ùltHon parakale@sai auto$n, h"Ûna
ene@gkoùsin auto$n eis te$ùn mone$ùn autou^.
After some time the old men came from the place he had left, bringing with
them the brother who had distressed him, to ask him to take him into his
hermitage. (Apophth.Patr 300B)

The Greek literally means Ôthe brother where he had towards him the sorrowÕ;
this is clearly a non-locative relativisation, as is confirmed by the equivalent use
of the participle: the monk is called to$n adelpHo$n e@kHonta te$ùn lu@peùn Ôthe brother
having the sorrowÕ in Apophth.Patr 300C, a few lines further down.63
(34b)

(vi/xiÊAD)
½perxomªnvn dâ a»t©n ½napa´ei kaç lªgei ¸ ½bbúq Daniîl tö mauhtë a»to ? +Ypage
blªpe po koimútai ï meu´stria Îpoy eýq t¯ mes¼aylon Ôkeito. Kaç ½pªrxetai kaç
blªpei, kaç lªgei a»tö? Kat• tîn Ômbasin t©n svthr¼vn.
aperkHome@noùn de$ auto^ùn anapau@ei ka"Ý le@gei ho abba^ùs danie$ùl to^ùi matHeùte^ùi autou^ ;
hu@page ble@pe pou^ koima^ùtai heù metHu@stria ho@pou eis to mes"Ûaulon e@keito. ka"Ý
ape@rkHetai ka"Ý ble@pei, ka"Ý le@gei auto^ùi; kata$ te$ùn e@mbasin to^ùn soùteùr"Ûoùn.
When they (the nuns) left, the Abbot Daniel rested and said to his disciple: ÒGo
and see where the drunken woman who was lying in the churchyard is
sleeping.Ó And he went and had a look, and told him: ÒAt the Entrance of the
Thanksgivings.Ó (V.Dan 70.1)

It is impossible for ho@pou to be a locative, specifying the location of the drunken
woman, as Daniel is asking what her current location is in the same sentence.
(Indeed, the woman turns out to have moved from the churchyard where she
was previously lying.) There is a slight locative nuance, in that the relative
clause is locative; the referent, however, is animate, and unambiguously the
subject of the relative clause.64
(34c)

(~650/xiÊAD)
to»nant¼on kŒuison kaç t¯n dr¿mon ïm©n, Îpoy ÆrjŒmeua kaç Îpoy ¨klüuhmen æp¯
to ueo , eýq tîn Ôrhmon ta´thn plhrÃsvmen.
tou nant"Ûon ka@tHison ka"Ý to$n dro@mon heùmo^ùn, ho@pou eùrksa@metHa ka"Ý ho@pou

63ho@pou

cannot be an oblique-locative relativiser recapitualting the formally locative prepositional phrase pro$s auto$n Ôtowards himÕ, as it is the brother who bears the grudge against the
Father, rather than vice versa (??Ôtowards whom he bore towards him the grudgeÕ).
64Another possible interpretation is that the ho@pou-clause is a contrastive adjunct (Ôwhereas
she was lying in the churchyardÕ); but this seems far-fetched, and the interpretation would be
extremely close to a relativisation anyway.
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ekle@ùtHemen hupo$ tou^ tHeou^, eis te$ùn e@reùmon tau@teùn pleùro@ùsoùmen.
On the contrary, sit down and let us complete our course in the desert, where
we began and where we were called by God. (Leont.N v.Sym 1704B=142.23)

In this passage, Bakker interprets the first ho@pou as ÔwhichÕ and the second as
Ôon whichÕ. But as KruegerÕs translation shows, there is nothing forcing the first
relative head to be an object, rather than a location: Ôthe course which we
startedÕ as against Ôthe course where we beganÕ. The second relative head is in
fact unambiguously locative. So by BakkerÕs strict criteria (see 33b), these
should not be considered unambiguous relativisers.
(34d)

(~650/xiÊAD)
|EkeÁnoq Îpoy ¨mage¼reyen ¨j¶luen trªxvn, ½ll• blªpe müpvq fe´gvn ¨st¼n?
eke"ßnos ho@pou emage"Ûreuen ekse^ùltHen tre@kHoùn, alla$ ble@pe me@ùpoùs pHeu@goùn est"Ûn;
Cet homme-lˆ qui faisait la cuisine est sorti en courant, mais prenez garde
quÕil ne soit en fuite.
That man who was doing the cooking ran out, but look out he doesnÕt run
away. (Leont.N v.Jo.Eleem 46,18=XXI.170)

According to Bakker (1974:92), Òit can by no means mean something like ÔAnd
he left the place where he had been cookingÕ, ho@ p ou representing the phrase
Ôfrom the place whereÉÕ.Ó In context, Bakker seems to be right, although his
confidence is exaggerated.65
In all, we have three certain instances from Late Middle Greek, dating from
~480ÊAD , viÊAD , and ~650Ê AD , in which ho@pou is a generic relativiser. Bakker
(1974:95) has surveyed the works of the following period which admit the most
elements of the spoken languageÑthe Paschal Chronicle (~630), TheophanesÕ
Chronicle (~800), and Constantine VII PorphyrogennitusÕ works (~950)Ñbut
has found no instances of relativiser opu. He interprets this by postulating Òthe
authors of the texts written during those centuries may have suppressed it as a
too vulgar form.Ó The other vernacular relativiser of Early Modern Greek, to,
shows up only very rarely in the same texts.
I have similarly not found any instances of relativiser opu in the ProtoBulgarian inscriptions (viiiÐixÊAD), arguably our first Modern Greek texts. The
fact, however, that there is no relativisation at all in the inscriptions (other than
opuÊ= ÔwhenceÕ (35) and i tis (ei t"Ûs)Ê= Ôif somebodyÕÊ= ÔwhoeverÕ) means that this
is not conclusive evidence either way.
(35)

65 The

(~813)
ke o kŒ²t³oy t¿poq (oyk) lhuŒrghsen ton t¿pon to´ton, ÜtÝ ¿poy e²j³ülue(n me) ton
¿lon la¿n ke ªk(a)c(en ta) xorüa hm¿nÜnÝ a²y³t¿(q) ¸ gªron o bashle´²q³ o farakl¿q

context is the following: Peter, a slave cook, runs away when recognised as an erstwhile
tax official. On his way out, he restores hearing and speech to the deaf-mute porter, who exclaims (34d) to the household. Since the porter, staying by the outer gate, could not have seen
Peter actually cooking before he ran out, the ho@pou-clause cannot be describing PeterÕs current
activity, but rather his habitual activity: Ôhe habitually cookedÊ= he was doing the cooking, he
was the cookÕ. This stative interpretation makes a locative unlikely (Ôhe ran out from where he
was the cookÕ), and the relativiser likely (Ôhe who was the cook ran outÕ). A contrastive reading
of ho@pou (Ôhe, whereas he was the cook, ran outÕ) is unlikely for the same reason.
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ke o katu topos uk liTarÄisen ton topon tuton, ÜtÝ opu eksilTen me ton olon laon ke
ekapsen ta xoria imon aftos o Äeron o vasilefs o faraklos
Und das Unterland (= das sŸdliche Land) verga§ er (nicht), die Gegend von
der aus der alte Kaiser selbst, der kahle, den Feldzug unternommen hatte mit
seinem ganzen Heervolk und unsere Dšrfer verbrannt
And the Southern Country (Greece)Ñhe (King Krum) did (not) forget that
Country, from where the old bald emperor himself made a campaign with his
entire army and burnt our villages down (ProtoBg 2)66

So while ho@pou has become a relativiser by 480, we have no testimonials on
what happened to it between 650 and the next time we meet it in 980, in the
satirical song against Theophano, as an animate free relative. The intervening
Middle Greek Dark Ages were characterised by great turmoil in the Greekspeaking world; they included the onset of Balkan language contact, with the
Slav invasions into the Byzantine Empire, and Eastern Romance becoming a
language distinct from Latin, itself now abandoned by the Empire. What took
place during that time, we can only reconstruct from subsequent evidence.67
66Even

this instance is not certain, as the original text has topon tuton topu Ôthis place of placeÕ;
Beßevliev (1963:132) considers it likeliest that topu is a context-induced slip for opu, but presents
ton topon tuton (ke apo tutu tu) topu Ôthis place, (and from this) placeÕ as another possible
reading.
67 Wolf (cited in Tabachovitz 1943:12Ð13) sees in the following two examples from Malalas a development of ho@tHen ÔwhenceÕ into a general oblique relativiser, paralleling Latin de unde Ôfrom
whereÕÊ> French dont Ôwhose; from whichÕ (cf. instrumental ho@pou, 32b):
(36a)
(525Ð550)
eµxon g•r pl¶uoq G¿tuvn kaç k¿mhtaq kaç Òlloyq paÁdaq kaç paramªnontaq a»toÁq
½nurÃpoyq pollo´q. Îuen eòq G¿tuoq t©n diafer¿ntvn tö a»tö =Aspari ¹n¿mati
=Ostryq, k¿mhq, eýs¶luen eýq t¯ palŒtion toje´vn met• Òllvn G¿tuvn?
e"ßkHon ga$r ple^ùtHos go@ttHoùn ka"Ý ko@meùtas ka"Ý a@llous pa"ßdas ka"Û parame@nontas auto"ßs
antHro@ùpous pollou@s. ho@tHen he"ßs go@ttHos to^ùn diapHero@ntoùn to^ùi auto^ùi a@spari ono@mati
o@strus, ko@meùs, eise^ùltHen eis to$ pala@tion tokseu@oùn meta$ a@lloùn go@ttHoùn;
for the victims had a large band of Goths and comites (=Êcounts) and other followers, and a large number of supporters. Then a Goth who was one of
AsparÕs associates, a comes (=Êcount) named Ostrys, entered the palace with
some other Goths, shooting with their bows. (Jo.Mal 371.13)
(36b)
(525Ð550)
oñtineq Ôlabon a»t¯ kaç tîn Müdeian, tîn to |Aªtoy uygatªra, basilªvq t¶q
Skyu¼aq, ½p¯ Kolx¼doq xÃraq? Îuen ðstoreÁtai t• kat• |IŒsona kaç Gla´khn
ho"Ûtines e@labon auto$ ka"Ý te$ùn me@ùdeian, te$ùn tou^ ae@tou tHugate@ra, basile@oùs te^ùs
skutH"Ûas, apo$ kolkH"Ûdos kHo@ùras; ho@tHen histore"ßtai ta$ kata$ ia@sona ka"Ý glau@keùn
They (the Argonauts) seized it from the land of Kolchis, and also took Medeia,
the daughter of Aetes, emperor of Scythia. After this comes the story about
Jason and Glauke (Jo.Mal 79.13)
Wolf interprets ho@tHen in (36a) as Ôa large band of GothsÉ of whom one GothÕ, and in (36b) as
Ôand MedeaÉ about whom the story is told of Jason and GlaukeÕ. If this took place, it would be
a localist development parallel to the evolution of ho@pou. Tabachovitz (1943:12Ð13), however,
regards ho@tHen here as a simple discourse connectiveÑa view the translation cited concurs with.
Similarly, Mitsakis (1967:147) sees ho@ t Hen as a relativiser in (36c): Òundoubtedly it [ho@tHen]
stands there for ho@per [Ôemphatic neuter singular relativiserÕ] as the object of the transitive participle ido$ùn referring to everything preceding.Ó
(36c)
(before 556)
¨keÁnoq dâ a»t¯n uevr©n ¨pegªla,/ p©q Ôteine pantç t•q palŒmaq kaç –tei/ t¯n xit©na
k¥n met• tîn g´mnvsin?/ Îuen ýd×n ¸ f´sei sympauîq Älue pr¯q to ton bo©n?/
ÒGymnvuªnta kaç p¶ron dªxoma¼ seÓ
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5.2.3. Other pathways
The only major dissension from the account of ho@pou expounded above was
formulated in 1914 by Hatzidakis (1977:193Ð195), who regarded the indirect interrogative as a likelier etymon of pu, since locative indirect interrogatives are
more frequent in text than locative relativisations. 68 Thus (to use his Puristiccoloured illustrations), Äinosko pu ipaÄi aftos ÔI know where/that he is goingÕ,
Äinosko afton pu ipaÄi ÔI know him who goes/I know him, where he goesÕ, etc.
Since ho@ p ou was no longer an indirect interrogative in Middle Greek, this
would make pu the reflex of pou^ (Èpu). The obvious problem with such an account is that pu consistently turns up in Early Modern Greek and Greek dialects
as opu. Hatzidakis interprets this as an analogical extension from other relativisers starting with unstressed o- (opios Ôwhich sortÕ, osos Ôhow muchÕ etc.), as
well as conflation with extant Èopu.
As Bakker (1974:94) counterargues, many of the examples given by Jannaris
etc. are sound, countrary to HatzidakisÕ complaint; and there are no instances in
Middle Greek of ho@pou being used as an indirect interrogative, to establish such
an analogical extension of pou^ (although there are such instances for ho@stis and
ho@poios.) The simplest explanation for the data remains that ho@pou, rather than
pou^, is the etymon of pu.
Bakker, in turn, sees the use of ho@pou as a relativiser somewhat differently; he
motivates it from its use introducing circumstances, which meant that
Finally it became a connective without a clear-cut sense, used to form a connection
between sentences. Having become so general in use, it could easily replace another word which connected sentences, the relat. pronoun. (Bakker 1974:89)

But this is highly unlikely. First, relative connection is a rather peripheral usage
of the relativiser; it seems implausible that a locative would analogically displace a relativiser, merely on the grounds that both were used as discourse connectives. More significantly, as discussed below, Middle Greek relative connection seems to have consituted a hypercorrection, rather than a genuine vernacularism. So the pathway of development as outlined above, with the locative gen-

eke"ßnos de$ auto$n tHeoùro^ùn epege@la,/ po^ùs e@teine pant"Ý ta$s pala@mas ka"Ý e@ùitei/ to$n
kHito^ùna k a$n meta$ te$ùn gu@mnoùsin;/ ho@tHen ido$ùn ho pHu@sei sumpatHe$ùs e^ùltHe pro$s
tou^ton boo^ùn;/ ÒgumnoùtHe@nta ka"Ý pe^ùron de@kHoma"Û seÓ
But the latter (God), seeing him (Adam), laughed at/ How he stretched out his
hands everywhere and demanded/ His cloakÑeven after having been made
naked./ And so, the One whose nature is merciful seeing this, came to him
saying:/ ÒThough you are naked and maimed, I receive you.Ó (Rom.Mel 6.ii.7)
Mitsakis interprets the ho@tHen-clause as Ôseeing which (=the fact that Adam was demanding his
cloak), the Merciful One by nature came to him exclaimingÕ. But the alternative reading with
ho@tHen a discourse connective, Ôhence, seeing [this], the Merciful One by nature came to him exclaimingÕ, is still possible, as Greek transitives can have null objects.
So there is no clear evidence that the ablative locative either became a relativiser independently
of ho@pou, or was a hypercorrection for ho@pou in Late Middle Greek.
68This etymology is commonly assumed by linguists not specialist in Greek, and unaware of
ho@pouÑe.g. Giv—n (1991 [1988]:262).
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eralising first to abstract location, then to general oblique role, and finally to
subject role with animate reference, stands as the likeliest scenario for ho@pou.

5.3.ÊAncient Greek expressions corresponding to Modern
pu
There was a range of Ancient Greek expressions with a similar functional range
or etymology to Modern pu. While none of them has followed exactly the same
path of development as pu, the semantic parallels are at times striking. It is
tempting to posit the influence of the withdrawing form on the emergingÑa putative phenomenon here named ÔprimingÕ. The time gaps involved probably preclude this; but the parallels can still be explained by noting that certain key featuresÑthe fluidity between noun modifiers and sentence modifiers, the analysis
of causals as temporals, the tendency for relativisers to become complementisers, the persistence in erstwhile relativisers of factivityÑare recurring characteristics of human language.
The equivalent expressions are sketched here only briefly, as this is an aspect
of secondary importance to the account of pu pursued here. There are two reasons for this investigation. A minor reason is as an illustration of the cyclicity of
grammaticalisationÑto show the old ways of expressing notions subsequently
expressed by pu. These developments display both similarities and dissimilarities to the subsequent development of pu itself. The dissimilarities show that
each development was independent. The light under which the similarities are
to be understood is the major reason for pursuing this line: can a functional
continuity be detected between these earlier expressions and puÑparticularly
for the participle, as Papadopoulou has claimed? Our current evidence towards
that question is outlined in ¤5.4, which gives the standing of these expressions
in Middle Greek, the transition stage preceding the development of pu.
5.3.1. ho@ti
The first of these expressions is ho@ti, the major Ancient complementiser, which
survives in CSMG as oti. Etymologically, ho@ti is the neuter of the relativiser
ho@stis; indeed, in this function, ho@ t i has also survived into CSMG, as Èoti
ÔwhateverÕ.69 (Homeric Greek also uses the neuter of the other two extant relativisers as complementisers: ho@ te, neuter of the generic relativiser ho@s te, and
ho@, neuter of the unmarked relativiser ho@s; both these had ceased to be productive by Classical Greek.) While the transition from relativiser to complementiser
is commonplace in Indo-European (Holland 1984:609), it cannot be adduced to
the proto-language, given that each branch of Indo-European derives its complementisers in different ways. Therefore the transition is an innovation within
Greek, which may be observed in progress in Homer, and was so thorough that

69In

this function, Èoti is written as ¿,ti to distinguish it from the complementiser. Prosodically,
this Èoti is stressed, while the complementiser is unstressed.
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by Aristophanes, ho@ti-complements could follow adverbial and adjectival predicates.
In vÊBC, ho@ti also started being used to introduce complements to prepositions,
as a nominaliser: kHor"Ûs (e$ù) ho@ti Ôseparately (than) thatÊ= except thatÕ, and ple$ùn
ho@ti Ôexcept thatÕ. The use of ho@ti in non-prepositional collocations is severely restricted in Classical Greek. The expression ou (mo@non) ho@ti Ônot (only) thatÕ is the
best example, but corresponds to Ônot onlyÕ, rather than Ônot thatÕ/ CSMG oxi
pos.
ho@ti also introduces adjuncts. The causal meaning of ho@ti became first apparent in Homeric emotive complements. The development of a distinct causal
adjunct sense however, as opposed to one where causality results from subcategorisation, was slow; it is not certain that the process was complete in Homeric
Greek. The other use of ho@ti in adjuncts is to introduce circumstances; this is
frequent in Homer, but rarer subsequently.
5.3.2. hoùs
The other Classical word whose career parallels pu is hoùs. Etymologically, this is
the instrumental case of ProtoÐIndo-European *yo, and it is used accordingly
from Homeric Greek on in the meaning ÔasÕ; its collocation with the indefinite
particle a@n Ô-everÕ survives in CSMG as the word for ÔasÕ, san< oÈsan< hoùs a@n.
The functional range of hoùs overlaps with pu to an appreciable extent; it includes:
¥ Instrumental relative; while this usage is the original one for the particle, it
was already dying out in Homer. Related to this is the use of hoùs to introduce
manner complements of linguistic, perception and cognitive verbs;
¥ Instrumental adverb Ôas, likeÕ;
¥ Equative comparative Ôjust likeÕ;
¥ Introductive to an appositive of quality (e.g. sacrificing to one Heracles as to
an immortal);
¥ Introductive to a nominal or adjectival predicative complement ÔasÕ;70
¥ A hedge Ôa kind of; approximatelyÕ;
¥ A superlative introductive ÔasÉ as possibleÕ (cf. Serbo-Croatian ßto pre Ôas fast
as possibleÕ)Ñthis usage first appears in Pindar, and is frequent in Attic;
¥ A purposive connective; this usage is somewhat rare in Homer (50 instances,
versus 138 instances of h"Ûna), and seems to have been associated in Attic with
high style (while h"Ûna was regarded as colloquial);
¥ An irrealis complementiser for predicates of effort (where ho@poùs was more
frequent)Ñe.g. to try toÉ;
¥ A particle introducing exclamatories, comparable to English howÉ!

70This

construction could have led independently to complementiser usage (Ôhe considered
them [as] slavesÕÊ→ Ôhe considered that they were slavesÕ), but it dates only from Ionic-Attic,
whereas complementiser-hoùs seems to have already been entrenched in Homeric Greek (see below). So it cannot have begotten the complementiser.
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¥ A resultative connective. Realis resultatives were expressed in Classical Greek
with finite forms, while irrealis results were expressed as infinitives. In Attic,
resultative hoùs persisted, but was gradually displaced by ho@ùste (hoùsÊ+ te
ÔandÕ).71
The three major functions of hoùs into Attic were as complementiser, causal, and
temporalÑall of which it shares with pu. The semantic transition, however, is
more characteristic of pos Ôhow?Õ, which is a complementiser in CSMG and a
temporal and causal in some dialects of Modern Greek.72
Of these, the complementiser meaning arises by a straightforward reanalysis
of the manner-complement as an unmarked complementÑas exemplified already in Homer; exclamative hoùs was also subject to reanalysis as a complementiser. Only in later texts is hoùs used as a complementiser devoid of manner
connotation.73 In Attic, a semantic contrast is traditionally maintained to have
developed between the complementisers ho@ti and hoùs: ho@ti was factive, while
hoùs was dubitative (Smyth 1959 [1920] ¤2579)Ñalthough not all researchers
agree that any such distinction can be detected in texts (Monteil 1963:356).
hoùs encompasses all realis complements, just as does ho@ti. In particular, it can
be used with emotive predicates:
(38)

(viiiÊBC)
ua mŒ mÕ Ôxei, ÷q o{ ti pi×n tŒde fŒrmakÕ ¨uªlxuhq!
tHau^ma@ m e@kHei, hoùs ou@ ti pio$ùn ta@de pHa@rmak etHe@lkHtHeùs!
Astonishment possesses me, that thou wast not soothed, drinking these drugs.
(Od X 326)

In this, as in other complementiser strategies (ho@ti, participle) Ancient Greek
does not display the differentiation between true and semi-factives so prominent in CSMG.
The causal usage of hoùs is still incipient in Homer, but commonplace in Attic
(120 instances in Euripides, around 100 in Aristophanes). Monteil concludes
this usage was a colloquialism, and that it was introduced when the increase in
complementiser-hoùs, in competition with complementiser-ho@ti, led hoùs by analogy to take on the other functions of ho@ti.
71It is ho@ùste which
72So for example:

(37a)

has been taken up by CSMG via Puristic, as the high-register resultative oste.

to po´lhse pvq eklÃtsa kai ton epªtan
to pulise pos eklotsa ke ton epetan
He sold it because it kept kicking and throwing him off (Cythera; HDMS
559:133)
(37b)
Pvq koyfŒuhka, raxŒthna.
pos kufaTika, raxatina.
Since IÕve gone deaf (i.e. stopped heeding calls for chores), IÕve found rest.
(Adrianople, Eastern Thrace; Stamatios Psaltes, HDIC)
73Schwyzer (1950:II 664) claims hoùs is already devoid of manner in Od V 423, Od VIII 498, and
Od XXIII 60; in all three instances, Buckley uses ÔhowÕ in his translation without any real stretch
of meaning (for I know how illustrious Neptune is enraged against me; I will immediately tell
to all men, how a kind god has bestowed on thee divine song; for thou knowest how welcome
he would appear to all in the palace, respectively.)
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As Rijksbaron (1976:112Ð121) finds in his monograph on Herodotus, there are
several shades of function for hoùs intermediate between temporal and causal.
The same has already been seen for temporal/causal Attic ho@pou; the spectrum
includes circumstances and justifications. In contrast to ho@ti, which became a
full causal, hoùs never moved substantially beyond these circumstantial usages,
even though these are traditionally called ÔcausalÕ.
The temporal usage of hoùs is already evident in Homer, where it arose from
ambiguity with the manner connective ÔasÕÑas has occurred with English as
(and arguably CSMG etsi puÑ¤7.2.2). Fully developed, temporal-hoùs encompasses the meanings Ôas soon asÕ, ÔonceÕ, ÔsinceÕ, and ÔwhileÕ.74
As Monteil (1963:364) concludes,
one can see that hoùs is amongst the Greek subordinators covering the greatest
range of usages [É] it seems (with some reservations in the detail) to neutralise
any system of distinctiveness.

In his conclusion, he goes even further:
Without doubt to some extent we are able, in outlining additional grammatical
criteria, to discern several different values of hoùs; yet it remains a fact that the lexical form of the subordinator does not suffice to signal at first sight the nature of
the relation uniting the two phrasal units. This situation is thus almost analogous
to that presented in French by the conjunction que (il dit quÕil vient; quÕil vienne;
le jour quÕil viendra; etc.). And just as a ÔBasic FrenchÕ could do without almost
everything but the conjunction que, so too in vÊBC Athens a foreigner equipped
with the sole conjunction hoùs would have been able, in almost all circumstances, to
come up with an intelligible and largely correct utterance. [Footnote: One could invoke in this regard the role of pos in Modern Greek.] This does not mean, of
course, that hoùs renders the existence of other subordinators useless, nor that it
tends to supplant them in each function. But it does mean that it tends to act as the
most general and economical marker of dependence in Greek. (Monteil 1963:404Ð
405)

The analogy with pu (not pos!) is clear: like hoùs, pu is the most general marker
of subordination in Modern Greek, even thoughÑagain, like hoùsÑit is far from
supplanting the other subordinators of the language, and the functional range of
the two is not identical (hoùs covers much more irrealis ground, but does not act
as a general relativiser.) The tug-of-war between ho@ti and hoùs as complementisers75 is reminiscent of pu/oti, with similar factors of factivity invoked as explanations for the distribution. Humbert (1945:175) makes this correlation explicit:
It seems, in particular, that the language has retained the opposition inherent in
the use of hoùs/ho@ti, between a judgement given with reservations and a judgement
74 For

the first three meanings, the subordinate event takes place on the conclusion of the matrix
event; indeed, Monteil (1963:362) considers ÔsinceÕ merely a semantic variant of Ôas soon asÕ and
ÔonceÕ, Òwith no grammatical autonomy.Ó The last meaning, ÔwhileÕ, is characterised by the imperfective aspect in its clause.
75This ranges from a proportion of 110:271 in Herodotus, and 12:95 in Euripides, to 79:85 in
Aristophanes, and 293:135 in Lysias.
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given without reservations: Modern Greek differentiates, with the same rationale,
two equally neighbouring conjunctions: one says su leo pu ine arostos ÔI am telling
you that he is sickÕ, but fenete pos ine arostos Ôit seems that he is sickÕ. (Humbert
1945:175)

While the particular example is problematic (su leo pu ine arostos would be unacceptable for many Greek-speakers), the affinity of the ho@ti/hoùs and pu/pos distinctions is clear. But it does not follow that this represents a survival, or a
functional renewal. The range of usage of pu/pos and ho@ti/hoùs differ greatly; pu
corresponds more to the Classical participle than ho@ti, and even that correspondence is not perfect. Furthermore, hoùs as a complementiser did not survive long
into Middle Greek, and in many of its functions, hoùs had already fallen into
disuse (¤5.4.4). The striking parallels, involving underspecification in a similar
way, are thus unlikely to be causal; they rather reflect generalities about human
language.
5.3.3. ho@s, ho@stis
There are parallels between pu and the extended usages of the Classical relativisers, ho@s and ho@stis; for the most part, however, these are encompassed by
the normal semantic extension of relative clauses, and are thus typological
commonplaces. These include:
¥ Emotive Complement:
(39a)

(~385ÊBC)
uaymast¯n poieÁq, Ûq ïmÁn mân taÁq kaç ÔriŒ soi kaç Òrnaiq kaç tyr¯n parexo´saiq
o»dân d¼dvq Î,ti ¥n mî ¨k t¶q g¶q lŒbvmen
tHaumasto$n poie"ßs, ho$s heùm"ßùn me$n ta"ßs ka"Ý e@ria@ soi ka"Ý a@rnais ka"Ý turo$n
parekHou@sais oude$n d"Ûdoùs ho@ti a$n me$ù ek te^ùs ge^ùs la@boùmen
It is strange that you (Ôyou do a strange thing, whoÕ) give us sheep nothing
but what we get from the land, though we supply you with wool and lambs
and cheese (X Mem 2.7.13)

¥ Causal:
(39b)

(400~387ÊBC)
eýpâ moi, Ôfh, À SÃkrateq, Ôstin soi Zeåq patröoq;
Ñ[É] o»k Ôstin, Än dÕ ¨gÃ, À Dionys¿dvre.
Ñtala¼pvroq Òra tiq s´ ge Ònurvpoq eµ kaç o»dâ |AuhnaÁoq, Ø müte ueo¼ patröo¼
eýsin müte ðer• müte Òllo mhdân kal¯n kaç ½gau¿n.
eipe$ moi, e@pHeù, o^ù so@ùkrates, e@stin soi zdeu$s patro^ùios?
Ñ[É] ouk e@stin, e^ùn d ego@ù, o^ù dionuso@doùre.
Ñtala"Ûpoùros a@ra tis su@ ge a@ntHroùpos e"ß ka"Ý oude$ atHeùna"ßos, ho^ùi me@ùte tHeo"Û patro^ùio"Û
eisin me@ùte hiera$ me@ùte a@llo meùde$n kalo$n ka"Ý agatHo@n.
[HeÉ] said Socrates, have you a family Zeus?
[É] I said, No, Dionysodorus, I have not.
You must be some wretched outcast then and no Athenian at all, a man without family gods (Ôto whom there are neither godsÕ) and sacrifices or anything
else good and beautiful. (Pl Euthd 302c)
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¥ Resultative:
(39c)

(375~360ÊBC)
to´tvn dâ toio´tvn Ïntvn, t¼q oÜtv ma¼netai, Îstiq o» bo´leta¼ soi f¼loq eµnai;
tou@toùn de$ toiou@toùn o@ntoùn, t"Ûs hou@toù ma"Ûnetai, ho@stis ou bou@leta"Û soi pH"Ûlos e"ßnai?
These things being as they are, who would be so mad, who (=that he) would
not want to be your friend?
This being so, it would be madness not to wish to be your friend. (X An 2.5.12)

¥ Purposive:
(39d)

(431Ð400ÊBC )
kaç a»t©n m¼a mân ¨q Pelop¿nnhson Ìxeto, prªsbeiq Ògoysa oñper tŒ te sfªtera
frŒsoysin Îti ¨n ¨lp¼sin eýsç kaç t¯n ¨keÁ p¿lemon Ôti múllon ¨potryno si
g¼gnesuai?
ka"Ý auto^ùn m"Ûa me$n es pelopo@nneùson o@ùikHeto, pre@sbeis a@gousa ho"Ûper ta@ te spHe@tera
pHra@sousin ho@ti en elp"Ûsin eis"Ý ka"Ý to$n eke"ß po@lemon e@ti ma^ùllon epotrunou^si
g"ÛgnestHai;
One of these (ships) went to Peloponnese with ambassadors to describe the
hopeful state of their affairs, and to incite the Peloponnesians to prosecute the
war there even more actively than they were now doing (Th VII 25)

¥ and Conditional (where ho@s and ho@stis are equivalent to e"Û tis Ôif someoneÕ):
(39e)

(375~360ÊBC)
Îstiq te z¶n ¨piuymeÁ, peirŒsuv nikún? t©n mân g•r nikÃntvn t¯ kataka¼nein, t©n dâ
ïttvmªnvn t¯ ½pounüskein ¨st¼. kaç eÂ tiq dâ xrhmŒtvn ¨piuymeÁ, krateÁn peirŒsuv?
ho@stis te zde^ùn epitHume"ß, peira@stHoù nika^ùn; to^ùn me$n ga$r niko@ùntoùn to$ kataka"Ûnein,
to^ùn de$ heùttoùme@noùn to$ apotHne@ùskein est"Û. ka"Ý e"Û tis de$ kHreùma@toùn epitHume"ß,
krate"ßn peira@stHoù;
And whoever wishes to live, let him attempt to conquer; for the victors get to
kill, while the defeated get to die. And if someone desires money, let him attempt to dominate;
Or is mere living is an object with any of you, strive to conquer; if to slay is the
privilege of victory, to die is the doom of the defeated. Or perhaps to gain
money and wealth is your ambition, strive again for mastery; (X An 3.2.39)

Another characteristic use of the relativiser in Classical Greek is Ôrelative connectionÕÑthat is to say, the use of the relativiser as a discourse connective.76 In
this function, the relativisers seem to preserve their Homeric value as anaphors,
although in Middle Greek they seem to possess this value by virtue of being
relativisers alone.
(40)

76 Cf.

(~385ÊBC)
p©q oÇn ¥n Ônoxoq eÂh të grafë; Ûq ½ntç mân to mî nom¼zein ueo´q, ÷q ¨n të grafë
¨gªgrapto, faner¯q Än uerape´vn toåq ueo´q mŒlista pŒntvn ½nurÃpvn
po^ùs ou^n a$n e@nokHos e"Ûeù te^ùi grapHe^ùi? ho$s ant"Ý me$n tou^ me$ù nom"Ûzdein tHeou@s, hoùs
en te^ùi grapHe^ùi ege@grapto, pHanero$s e^ùn tHerapeu@oùn tou$s tHeou@s ma@lista pa@ntoùn
antHro@ùpoùn
How then could he be guilty of the charges? For so far was he (Ôwho was so
farÕ) from Ôrejecting the godsÕ, as charged in the indictment, that no man was
more conspicuous for his devotion to the service of the gods (X Mem 1.2.64)

the linking relative in English (Reid 1997).
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Finally, Classical relative clauses can take different verb moodsÑincluding the
subjunctive (like CSMG) (41a) and the imperative (unlike CSMG, at least for pu)
(41b).
(41a)

(400~387ÊBC)
kaç dî kaç n n, À Mªnvn, eýq kal¯n ïmÁn =Anytoq Îde parekauªzeto, Ø metad©men t¶q
zhtüsevq. eýk¿tvq dÕ ¥n metadoÁmen?
ka"Ý de$ù ka"Ý nu^ùn, o^ù me@noùn, eis kalo$n heùm"ßùn a@nutos ho@de parekatHe@zdeto, ho^ùi
metado^ùmen te^ùs zdeùte@ùseoùs. eiko@toùs d a$n metado"ßmen;
But indeed now, O Meno, for our good Anytus has sat down to our side, to
whom let us give (SUBJ) a share of our inquiry. And we would reasonably
give that share;
But look, Meno, hereÕs a piece of luck. Anytus has just sat down beside us. We
couldnÕt do better than make him a partner in our inquiry. (Pl Men 89d)

(41b)

(vÊBC)
soç pr©ton, |IoÁ, pol´donon plŒnhn frŒsv,/ ôn ¨ggrŒfoy så mnümosin dªltoiq fren©n.
so"Ý pro^ùton, io"ß, polu@donon pla@neùn pHra@soù,/ he$ùn eggra@pHou (IMP) su$ mne@ùmosin
de@ltois pHreno^ùn.
First to you, Io, I shall tell the tale / of your sad wanderings, rich in groansÑ
inscribe (Ôwhich inscribe! (IMP)Õ)/ the story in the tablets of your mind.
(Aesch Pr 790)

In particular, Classical Greek had optative relative clauses (41c), of which ho$ me$ù
ge@ n oito Ôwhich [I hope] may never happenÕ (with a clausal antecedent) is a
common fixed expression (41d):
(41c)

(467ÊBC)
p´rgoiq dÕ ½peileÁ de¼nÕ, Ù mî kra¼noi t´xh?
pu@rgois d apeile"ß de"Ûn, ha$ me$ù kra"Ûnoi tu@kHeù;
Our towers he menaces with terrorsÑ∅ Fortune/ fulfil them not! (Aesch Th
426)

(41d)

(~402ÊBC)
¨Œn pote (Î mî gªnoito) lŒbvsi tîn p¿lin, boyle´ein ½jio´tv.
ea@n pote (ho$ me$ù ge@noito) la@boùsi te$ùn po@lin, bouleu@ein aksiou@toù.
if everÑ ∅ may heaven forfend it!Ñthey get the city into their hands, let
him claim his seat on the Council with them. (Lys XXXI 14)

And subjunctive or optative relative clauses (the optative being equivalent to the
subjunctive as an irrealis marker) were used for intensional relativisation, just
like pu na in CSMG:77
(41e)

(405ÊBC)
g¿nimon dâ poihtîn ¥n o»x eÜroiq Ôti/ zht©n Òn, Îstiq W¶ma gennaÁon lŒkoi.
go@nimon de$ poieùte$ùn a$n oukH heu@rois e@ti/ zdeùto^ùn a@n, ho@stis r8e^ùma genna"ßon la@koi.
Search where you will, youÕll never find a true/ Creative genius, uttering
(Ôwho may utter (OPT)Õ) startling things. (Rogers) (Ar Ra 405)

So although there are evocative similarities between Ancient and Modern Greek
relative clauses, they are not proof of continuity: it is intrinsic to relativisation
77The

use of ho@stis here is consistent with its intensional use (defining-ho@stis) in Ancient Greek
in general.
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that the relation between the relative clause and its matrix can be semantically
enriched, and that the relative clause may have a modality autonomous of the
matrix. Even in that regard, by allowing imperative relative clauses, there is a
mismatch between Ancient and Modern Greek.
5.3.4. Participle
The final equivalent between a classical expression and pu is the participle.
Unlike its Modern Greek counterpart, the Classical participle is morphologically
flexible, extant as a declinable nominal in all three voices (Active, Middle,
Passive), and five tenses (Present, Aorist, Present Perfect, Future, Future Perfect). The participle is characteristically used in Classical Greek in clause-chaining; being semantically underspecified78 and factive, it has a wide range of
syntactic and semantic functions, which substantially overlaps with pu. This is
not an idiosyncratic development in Greek: for instance, the English participle
substantially corresponds in usage to that of Classical Greek.
Thus, the three traditional divisions of the Classical participleÑattributive
(adjectival), supplementary (verb complement), and circumstantial (adverbial),
correspond to the three major functions of pu, as relativiser, complementiser,
and adjunctiviser. Because this equivalence has been emphasised in much of the
literature, I spend a little more time on these functions.
Attributive participle
The equivalence between attributive participles and relative clauses is a commonplace of Greek grammar:
(42a)

(367~347ÊBC)
Ún to to tiuªnta t¯ to´tvn Ôkgenon Ópan, gªnesin eýq o»s¼an ¨k t©n met• to pªratoq
½peirgasmªnvn mªtrvn.
he$n tou^to titHe@nta to$ tou@toùn e@kgenon ha@pan, ge@nesin eis ous"Ûan ek to^ùn meta$ tou^
pe@ratos apeirgasme@noùn me@troùn.
I am reckoning all this progeny of our two factors as a unity, and you may
take me to mean a coming-into-being, resulting from those measures that
are achieved (=Êachieved) with the aid of the limit. (Pl Phlb 26d)

Participles are also equivalent to free relatives:
(42b)

78This

(367~347ÊBC)
t¿n te ¨rvt©nta kaç t¯n ¨rvt¿menon ðkan©q ¥n symfvno ntaq ½pofünaien.
to@n te eroùto^ùnta ka"Ý to$n eroùto@menon hikano^ùs a$n sumpHoùnou^ntas apopHe@ùnaien.
there is some prospect of the two parties to a discussion (Ôthe asking and the
askedÕ) being brought to a tolerable agreement. (Pl Phlb 124e)

is repeatedly pointed out by grammarians (e.g. Schwyzer 1950:II 387), and corresponds
to what Ingria (in prep.) has said of ke in Modern Greek, and what could equally well be said of
pu. So Smyth (1959 [1920] ¤2069): ÒThe force of these circumstantial participles does not lie in
the participle itself, but is derived from the context. Unless attended by some modifying adverb,
the context often does not decide whether the participle has a temporal, a causal, a conditional,
a concessive force, etc.; and some participles may be referred to more than one of the above
classes.Ó
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Circumstantial participles
When used as a sentence adjunct, the participle can serve the following functions, being semantically underspecified:79
¥ Temporal:
(43a)

(viiiÊBC)
o{ tiq, ¨me z©ntoq kaç ¨pç xuonç derkomªnoio,/ soç ko¼l‘q par• nhysç bare¼aq xeÁraq
¨po¼sei/ sympŒntvn Dana©n
ou@ tis, emeu^ zdo^ùntos ka"Ý ep"Ý kHtHon"Ý derkome@noio,/ so"Ý ko"Ûleùis para$ neùus"Ý bare"Ûas
kHe"ßras epo"Ûsei/ sumpa@ntoùn danao^ùn
no man while I live and behold light on earth shall lay violent hands upon
thee amid the hollow ships; no man of all the Danaans (Il I 88)

¥ Causal:
(43b)

(viiiÊBC)
Tyde¼dh, t¼ pau¿nte lelŒsmeua uo´ridoq ½lk¶q!
tude"Ûdeù, t"Û patHo@nte lela@smetHa tHou@ridos alke^ùs!
Tydeides, having suffered what do we forget our impetuous valour?
TydeusÕ son, what ails us that we forget our impetuous valour? (Il XI 313)

¥ Conditional:
(43c)

(viiiÊBC)
ka¼ ken to tÕ ¨uªloimi Di¿q ge did¿ntoq ½rªsuai!
ka"Û ken tou^t etHe@loimi dio@s ge dido@ntos are@stHai!
Indeed I should wish to receive this, if Jove would grant it. (Od I 390)

(43d)

(431Ð400ÊBC )
|Auhna¼vn dâ t¯ a»t¯ to to pau¿ntvn diplas¼an ¥n tîn d´namin eýkŒzesuai ½p¯ t¶q
fanerúq Ïcevq t¶q p¿levq · Ôstin.
atHeùna"Ûoùn de$ to$ auto$ tou^to patHo@ntoùn diplas"Ûan a$n te$ùn du@namin eika@zdestHai apo$
te^ùs pHanera^ùs o@pseoùs te^ùs po@leoùs e$ù e@stin.
But the Athenians suffering the same would have seemed to have double the
power of the apparent view of the city
Whereas, if Athens were to suffer the same misfortune, I suppose that any
inference from the appearance presented to the eye would make her power to
have been twice as great as it is. (Th I 10)

¥ Concessive:
(43e)

79 I

(viiiÊBC)
t¯n dÕ Ôktane nostüsanta,/ eýd×q aýpån Ïleuron, ¨peç pr¿ oð eÂpomen ïmeÁq
to$n d e@ktane noste@ùsanta,/ eido$ùs aipu$n o@letHron, epe"Ý pro@ hoi e"Ûpomen heùme"ßs
and slew him on his return, although aware that utter destruction [awaited
himself]; since we forewarned him (Od I 37)

mostly illustrate these functions with genitive absolutives, which dissociate the participial
adjunct from the matrix. There are also instances in which the participle is assigned case from
the matrix, as opposed to being absolutive; these tend to be Attic, and later developments than
Homeric.
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¥ Purposive (where it is mostly associated with the future participle):
(43f)

(viiiÊBC)
Û g•r Älue uo•q ¨pç n¶aq |Axai©n/ lys¿men¿q te u´gatra fªrvn tÕ ½pere¼siÕ Òpoina?
ho$ ga$r e^ùltHe tHoa$s ep"Ý ne^ùas akHaio^ùn/ luso@meno@s (FUT.PART) te tHu@gatra pHe@roùn t
apere"Ûsi a@poina
For he had come to the AchaiansÕ fleet ships to win his daughterÕs freedom,
and brought a ransom beyond telling; (Il I 13)

(43g)

(431Ð400ÊBC )
propªmcanteq küryka pr¿teron p¿lemon proero nta Kerkyra¼oiq, Òranteq
ãbdomükonta naysç kaç pªnte disxil¼oiq te ¸pl¼taiq Ôpleon ¨pç tîn |Ep¼damnon,
Kerkyra¼oiq ¨nant¼a polemüsonteq?
prope@mpsantes ke@ùruka pro@teron po@lemon proerou^nta (FUT.PART ) kerkura"Ûois,
a@rantes hebdome@ùkonta naus"Ý ka"Ý pe@nte diskHil"Ûois te hopl"Ûtais e@pleon ep"Ý te$ùn
ep"Ûdamnon, kerkura"Ûois enant"Ûa poleme@ùsontes (FUT. PART);
the Corinthians sent a herald before them to declare war, and getting under
weigh with seventy-five ships and two thousand heavy infantry, sailed for
Epidamnus to give battle to the Corcyraeans. (Th I 29)

¥ Adjunct of Manner or Means:
(43h)

(387~367ÊBC)
kaç ô gelŒsasa Kaç p©q Òn, Ôfh, À SÃkrateqÉ?
ka"Ý he$ù gela@sasa ka"Ý po^ùs a@n, e@pHeù, o^ù so@ùkratesÉ;
And she, laughing, said ÔAnd how, SocratesÉÕ
At which she laughed, and said, Then can you tell me, my dear SocratesÉ
(Pl Smp 202b)

(43i)

(379~370ÊBC)
eýsç dª tineq t©n Xalda¼vn oà l‘z¿menoi z©si kaç o{tÕ ¥n ¨p¼stainto ¨rgŒzesuai o{tÕ
¥n d´nainto
eis"Ý de@ tines to^ùn kHalda"Ûoùn ho"Ý leùizdo@menoi zdo^ùsi ka"Ý ou@t a$n ep"Ûstainto
erga@zdestHai ou@t a$n du@nainto
but there were some of the Chaldaeans, so they said, who lived by plundering and would not know how to farm and could not (X Cyr 3.2.25)

(43j)

(400~387ÊBC)
paranomo sin Òra Lakedaim¿nioi o» did¿nteq soi xrys¼on kaç ¨pitrªponteq toåq
aæt©n æeÁq.
paranomou^sin a@ra lakedaimo@nioi ou dido@ntes soi kHrus"Ûon ka"Ý epitre@pontes tou$s
hauto^ùn hue"ßs.
Then Lacedaemonians break the law by not entrusting their sons to you,
and paying you handsomely for it. (Pl (?) Hp.Ma 285b)

Modality and factivity of circumstantial participles
Not all these adjunct usages are factiveÑunlike for pu: the conditional and purposive usages are not factive at all. Furthermore, other usagesÑsuch as causal
and mannerÑcan be rendered non-factive by prefixing hoùs, here meaning ÔasÕ
(KŸhner & Gerth 1963 [1898Ð1904] ¤488) (44a).
(44a)

(375~360ÊBC)
kaç toåq mân katakan¿nteq toåq dâ katadiÃjanteq a»toç ¨nta uÕ Ômenon ÷q t¯ Òkron
katªxonteq. Oð dÕ o» kateÁxon, ½ll• mast¯q Än æpâr a»t©n
ka"Ý tou$s me$n katakano@ntes tou$s de$ katadio@ùksantes auto"Ý entau^tH e@menon hoùs to$
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a@kron kate@kHontes. hoi d ou kate"ßkHon, alla$ masto$s e^ùn hupe$r auto^ùn
and killing off these while chasing off those, they themselves remained there as
owning the extremity. However they did not own it, but there was a breast
above themÉ
and after killing some, and driving out the rest, [the party] took their places,
thinking that they were in possession of the height. As a matter of fact they
were not, for above them lay a breast-like hill (X An 4.2.5)

This is not possible in CSMG: a pu-adjunct is factive, and cannot have its factivity weakened, e.g. by inserting an adjective like taxa Ôsupposedly, allegedlyÕ:
*katalaves tipota pu piÄes taxa? Ôwhat did you get out of allegedly going?Õ
The factivity and modality of participial adjuncts is even more involved than
this. As established in OguseÕs (1962) monograph, when a matrix is marked for
modalityÑas with the imperative matrices belowÑthe participle can behave in
three ways.
(44b)

(375~360ÊBC)
½pelu¿nteq ûdh aðreÁsue oð de¿menoi Òrxontaq, kaç ãl¿menoi íkete eýq t¯ mªson to
stratopªdoy, kaç toåq aðreuªntaq Ògete?
apeltHo@ntes e@ùdeù haire"ßstHe hoi deo@menoi a@rkHontas, ka"Ý helo@menoi he@ùkete eis to$
me@son tou^ stratope@dou, ka"Ý tou$s hairetHe@ntas a@gete;
ÔAnd now,Õ said he, Ôlet us waste no time; retire at once, I beg you, and choose
leaders where you need them. After you have made your elections, come
back to the middle of the camp, and bring the newly appointed officers. (X An
iii 1.46)

(44c)

(379~370ÊBC)
kaç så dâ, À |Armªnie, ½pŒgoy t¶n gyna¼ka kaç toåq pa¼daq mhdân a»t©n kataueÁq
ka"Ý su$ de$, o^ù arme@nie, apa@gou te^ùn guna"Ûka ka"Ý tou$s pa"Ûdas meùde$n auto^ùn katatHe"ßs
And you too, king of Armenia, may take back your wife and children without
paying any ransom for them (X Cyr iii 1.37)

The participle may be in modal solidarity (solidaritŽ modale), taking on the
same modality as the matrix. In (44b), apeltHo@ntes (PART) haire"ßstHe (IMP)
Ôdeparting, chooseÕ is imperative both in the matrix (Ôchoose!Õ) and in the participle (ÔdepartingÕÊ= Ôdepart!Õ). The participle may be in modal autonomy
(autonomie modale), in which case any change in the modality of the matrix
leaves the participial adjunct unaffected. Again in (44b), the second matrix
he@ùkete (I M P) (Ôcome back!Õ) is imperative, but its adjunct helo@ m enoi (PART)
(Ôwhen you have chosenÕ) is declarative.
Finally, the participle may be in close association (association Žtroite) with
its matrix. In this case, the participle has the same modality as it matrix, but it is
understood to be contingent on the matrix, rather than independently asserted.
This is illustrated in (44c). Both the matrix apa@gou (IMP) (Ôtake back!Õ) and the
adjunct katatHe"ßs (PART) (ÔpayingÕ) have imperative force: Cyrus wants the King
of Armenia to take his wife back, and not to pay any ransom. So katatHe"ßs is not
modally autonomous. But Cyrus is not independently asking the king to both
take his wife and pay nothing; rather, he asks him to pay nothing, contingent on
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his taking his wife back. The adjunct thus cannot be understood in separation
from the matrix.80
In modal solidarity, the grammatical matrix and adjunct make claims which
are equally important semantically; in (44b), the army is being urged to both
depart and choose a leader. So semantically, modal solidarity is paratactic. 81 In
close association, on the other hand, the adjunct is semantically subordinate to
the matrix. In (44c), the core assertion made is that the king may take his wife
back; that he need not pay any ransom is a claim of subsidiary importance. So
close association, along with modal autonomy, involves semantic hypotaxis.
This three-way differentiation of participles has several consequences. First,
finite subordinate clauses introduced by connectives are modally autonomous:
their very finiteness means they can be marked for modality. So only modally
autonomous circumstantial participles can be paraphrased by such finite
clauses: a temporal participial adjunct is not always properly equivalent to a
when-clauseÑalthough traditional taxonomies of participial function imply this.
This is a crucial difference between the various factotum connectives in GreekÑ
hoùs in Attic, ho@ti in Middle Greek, pu in Modern GreekÑand the participle:
these connectives cannot introduce clauses in modal solidarity or close association.
Second, the gradual reduction in participle usage (¤5.4.2) affects participle
modality. In the New Testament, the three types of modal binding survive, but
matrices with overt irrealis markingÑconditionals and irrealis subjunctivesÑno
longer take participial adjuncts; for non-declaratives, these are now restricted to
purposives and imperatives. If there was a growing disinclination to have the
participle be modally autonomous, then contexts where the participle had a
highly distinct modality from the matrix would be avoidedÑand this is indeed
the case in the New Testament: strongly irrealis matrices for participials are
avoided, and as is seen later in this chapter, so are irrealis participial adjuncts.
OguseÕs other contribution is investigating the behaviour of circumstantial
participles under negation. As established, pu-adjuncts are factive: whether
their matrix is negated or not, they preserve their truth. Whether the participial
adjunct of a negated matrix preserves its truth in Ancient Greek depends on
several factors: the relative order of the negator, matrix and participle; the
modal binding of the participle; and whether the participle occurs in poetry
(which was linguistically conservative) or prose. In the following, I give OguseÕs
80 In

terms of deontic logic, for a participial adjunct A to an imperative matrix B, modal solidarity gives rise to the meaning AÊ ∧ B (A should happen and B should happen); modal autonomy, to
AÊ ∧ B (A happens, and B should happen); and close association, to BÊ∧ (BÊ→ A ) (B should
happen, and if it does happen, then A should happen as well.)
(In deontic logic, A represents a proposition, while A represents its deontic equivalent, Do A! or
A should happen! ∧ signifies and, and → signifies if. Mutatis mutandis, the conclusions for deontic logic also apply for other modalitiesÑepistemic logic, for instance.)
81Oguse (1962:66Ð67) presents several clear cases in which the Ancient Greeks felt parataxis
with ka"Û ÔandÕ to be equivalent to participles in modal solidarity, and paraphrased them accordingly.
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(1962:296) results for when a negation affects only the matrix, and does not
negate the predicate or both the predicate and the matrix:82
Solidarity
Close Assoc.
Autonomy

NPV
−
−
+

NVP
+
−
+

VNP
−
−
+

VPN
−
−
−

PNV
+
−
+

PVN
+
−
−

Table 18a. Factivity of participles in Classical poetry

Solidarity
Close Assoc.
Autonomy

NPV
−
−
+

NVP
+
−
+

VNP
+
−
−

VPN
−
−
−

PNV
+
−
+

PVN
−
−
−

Table 18b. Factivity of participles in Classical prose

If one concentrates on the two orderings where the matrix is most clearly
negatedÑNVP and PNV (the negator normally, though not always, precedes its
argument in Greek)Ña consistent pattern emerges: modal solidarity and autonomy allow factivity of the predicate, close association disallows it.83
The results are consistent. In modal autonomy, the two events are regarded as
independent in modality; so they are also independent in negation. In modal
solidarity, the two events are asserted independently (semantically paratactic);
so they can be negated independently. It is only close association which emphasises the contingency of one event on the other; in that case, it is impossible to
negate the matrix without also negating the adjunct. As the tables show, this is
the case whatever the ordering of the constituents, and whether the style is
poetic or prose.
This means that participles in close association are not factive: their truth is
never preserved under negation. Even for the other two types of modal binding,
factivity is contingent on syntactic and stylistic factors; and with the exception
of poetic modal solidarity PVN (of which there are only two instances in OguseÕs
corpus), there are no instances in which a negation unambiguously affects only
the matrix, rather than the matrixÐparticiple combination.84 This is not behaviour we normally describe as factive.
So while several linguistsÑmost notably in this context Papadopoulou
(1994a)Ñsee a special relation between the factivity of the Classical participle
and the factivity of pu, the evidence suggests that any commonality the two have
is a result of linguistic commonplaces: both the participle and pu are time-stable
nominalisation strategies (Giv—n 1973), which in the default case presuppose
82In the table, N stands for negator, P for participle, and V for matrix (main verb).
83Modal solidarity and autonomy do not require factivity: in fact, both NVP and PNV

allow the
matrixÐpredicate combination to be negated, and poetic PNV allows the predicate, rather than
the matrix, to be negated.
84This is in contrast to English and Modern Greek, where the matrixÐadjunct negation I didnÕt
talk to him coming in, because I DIDNÕT come in/Den tu milisa pu ebena, Äiati De bika is highly
marked.
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their propositions. Looked at more closely, the factivity of the two is in fact quite
different, and makes any direct connection between the two unlikely.
Supplementary participle
Finally, the Classical participle can be used as a factive complement. In this
function, its range is considerably broader than that of pu. Thus, its use as a
subjective predicative complement follows the use of hoùs to introduce nominal
subjective predicative complements, and has no equivalent in pu:
(45a)

(442~441ÊBC)
kaç ue©n
ðkno mai
mî
prodoåq
ïmúq
gªnhi.
ka"Ý
tHeo^ùn
hiknou^mai me$ù prodou$s
heùma^ùs ge@neùi.
and of.gods I.beg
lest betraying
us
you.become
And by the gods I beg you, donÕt be our betrayer! (Soph Aj 588)

Moreover, the participle is used in Occurrence and Action subjective predicatives (already HomericÑ45b), where CSMG would use na or ke rather than pu,
and even in some instances where English would use the infinitive rather than
the participle:85
(45b)

(viiiÊBC)
½llÕ ¨mâ prçn ½pªpemce? t´xhse g•r ¨rxomªnh nh q/ ½ndr©n Uesprvt©n ¨q Doyl¼xion
pol´pyron.
all eme$ pr"Ýn ape@pempse; tu@kHeùse ga$r erkHome@neù neùu^s/ andro^ùn tHesproùto^ùn es
doul"ÛkHion polu@puron.
But me he sent away first; for a ship of the Thesprotians happened to be
going to wheat-abounding Dulichium.
(CSMG: ala emena epempse proto; Äiati etixe na erxete karavi ton Tesproton sto
polisito Dulixio) (Od XIV 334)

(45c)

(431Ð400ÊBC)
Ôtyxon g•r ¨n të ½goré ¸plÁtai kaue´donteq ÷q pentükonta
e@tukHon ga$r en te^ùi agora^ùi hopl"ßùtai katHeu@dontes hoùs pente@ùkonta
About fifty of the Athenian heavy infantry happened to be sleeping in the
market-place
(CSMG: Dioti etixe na kimude stin aÄora kapu penida oplites) (Th IV 113)

(45d)

85The

(375~360ÊBC)
¨g× dâ, À K re, kaç ùn ¨g× krat© kaç meno men par• soç kaç ¸r©nteq sâ ½nej¿meua
kaç karterüsomen æp¯ so e»ergeto´menoi.
ego$ù de$, o^ù ku^ùre, ka"Ý ho^ùn ego$ù krato^ù ka"Ý menou^men para$ so"Ý ka"Ý horo^ùntes se$
anekso@metHa ka"Ý kartere@ùsomen hupo$ sou^ euergetou@menoi.
But as for me, Cyrus, I, with the men whom I command, will remain with you
and endure the sight of you (seeing you) and tolerate your goodness to us
(being benefitted by you).
(CSMG: ma eÄo, kire, ke osi eleNxo ke Ta minume mazi su ke Ta anexomaste na se
vlepume ke Ta ipominume to na mas everÄetis) (X An 5.1.26)

verb tugkHa@nein Ôhappen toÕ was already taking the infinitive and had become an impersonal verb by Hellenistic Greek (Jannaris 1897 ¤2119); the same occurred for the other predicates now associated with na-complements.
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(375~360ÊBC)
¨g× mân to¼nyn, Ôfh, À Òndreq, ½pe¼rhka ûdh jyskeyaz¿menoq kaç bad¼zvn kaç trªxvn
kaç t• Îpla fªrvn kaç ¨n tŒjei ý×n kaç fylak•q fylŒttvn kaç max¿menoq
ego$ù me$n to"Ûnun, e@pHeù, o^ù a@ndres, ape"Ûreùka e@ùdeù ksuskeuazdo@menos ka"Ý bad"Ûzdoùn
ka"Ý tre@kHoùn ka"Ý ta$ ho@pla pHe@roùn ka"Ý en ta@ksei io$ùn ka"Ý pHulaka$s pHula@ttoùn ka"Ý
makHo@menos
For my part, sirs, I am weary by this time of getting kit together and packing
up for a start, of walking and running and carrying heavy arms, and of
tramping along in line, or mounting guard, and doing battle.
(CSMG: eÄo lipon, ipe, adres, exo vareTi pia na mazevo ton eksoplismo mu ke na
perpato ke na trexo ke na kuvalo ta opla ke na vaDizo stin taksi ke na kratao
skopia ke na Dino maxi) (X An 5.1.2)

This use of the participle extends to another factive (Predetermined) Action
context, which also takes the participle in English, but only na in CSMG: phasal
verbs like a@rkHomai ÔbeginÕ, diatelo^ù ÔcontinueÕ, and pau@omai ÔstopÕ:86
(46a)

(viiiÊBC)
¨g× dÕ Ärxon xalepa¼nvnÉ?
ego$ù d e^ùrkHon kHalepa"ÛnoùnÉ
and I was first to be angry; (Il II 378)

(46b)

(428ÊBC)
pa sai lªgoysa?
pau^sai le@gousa;
Stop talking
You, speak no more to me.
(CSMG: papse na milas) (Eur Hipp 706)

(46c)

(400~387ÊBC)
· p¿uen ¥n ¹ru©q ½rja¼meua Òndraq ½gauoåq ¨paino nteq
e$ù po@tHen a$n ortHo^ùs arksa"ÛmetHa a@ndras agatHou$s epainou^ntes
Or from where will we correctly begin praising good men?
and how shall we rightly begin the praises of these brave men?
(CSMG: apo pu Ta arxisume na penevume sosta tus Äeneus adres?/ apo pu
pianume ke penevume sosta tus Äeneus adres?) (Pl Mx 237a)

Amongst the predicates which do take pu-complements in CSMG, the participle
occurs with emotive predicates:
(47a)

(viiiÊBC)
soç mân nostüsanti, Diotrefªq, ®q ¨xŒrhmen,/ ÷q eÂ tÕ eýq |IuŒkhn ½fiko¼meua, patr¼da
gaÁan!É
so"Ý me$n noste@ùsanti, diotrepHe@s, ho$ùs ekHa@reùmen,/ hoùs e"Û t eis itHa@keùn apHiko"ÛmetHa
patr"Ûda ga"ßan!É
We so rejoice at thy return, O noble one, as if we had come to our paternal
land, Ithaca (Od X 419)

(47b)

(387~367ÊBC)
xa¼rv ge dialeg¿menoq toÁq sf¿dra presb´taiq?
kHa"Ûroù ge dialego@menos to"ßs spHo@dra presbu@tais;
and I enjoy talking with the very aged. (Pl R 328e)

86For

an analysis discriminating the use of infinitive and participle after a@rkHomai in terms of
factivity (the participle presupposes the completion of the action, the infinitive does not), see
Rijksbaron (1986).
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(431Ð400ÊBC )
o» to plªonoq mî sterisk¿menoi xŒrin Ôxoysin?
ou tou^ ple@onos me$ù sterisko@menoi kHa@rin e@kHousin;
they do not bear gratitude [for] not being deprived of most
makes them forget to be grateful for being allowed to retain most of their
possessions (Th I 77)

(47d)

(442~441ÊBC)
mü, pr¯q ue©n? ½llÕ Ôndon ½rke¼tv mªnvn.
me@ù, pro$s tHeo^ùn, all e@ndon arke"Ûtoù me@noùn.
No, by the gods; but let it be enough that he stays inside.
No, no, for heavenÕs sake!/ IÕd very much rather he stayed inside. (Soph Aj
76)

However, realis and irrealis emotive complements could also be expressed in
Attic as ho@ti-clauses and conditional clauses, respectively.87
(47g)

(375~360ÊBC)
ïmeÁq dª, À Òndreq SinvpeÁq, íkomen ½gap©nteq, Îti t• sÃmata diesvs¿meua kaç t•
Îpla?
heùme"ßs de@, o^ù a@ndres sinoùpe"ßs, he@ùkomen agapo^ùntes, ho@ti ta$ so@ùmata diesoùso@metHa
ka"Ý ta@ ho@pla;
As to ourselves, men of Sinope, having got so far, we are well content to have
saved our bodies and our arms.
(CSMG: emis, adres tis sinopis, ftanume eDo pera efxaristimeni pu sosame ta
kormia mas ke ta opla mas) (X An 5.5.13)

(47h)

(400~387ÊBC )
kaç ÷q ½lhu©q ½ganakt© eý oætvsç Ù no© mî oò¿q tÕ eýmç eýpeÁn.
ka"Ý hoùs aleùtHo^ùs aganakto^ù ei houtoùs"Ý ha$ noo^ù me$ù ho"ßo@s t eim"Ý eipe"ßn.
and I am really grieved at being thus unable to express my meaning.
(CSMG: ke sta aliTia aÄanakto na min boro na po afta pu exo kata nu) (Pl La
194a)

Participles can also appear with predicates of perception. In Homeric Greek, the
participle is limited to indirect perception (48a). This is the reverse of the status
of pu in CSMG, and lends yet more evidence against any claim that the Modern
pu is a continuation of the Ancient participle.
(48a)

(viiiÊBC)

toåq n n eý ptÃssontaq æfÕ +Ektori pŒntaq ½ko´sai,/ pollŒ ken ½uanŒtoisi f¼laq
½n• xeÁraq ½e¼rai
tou$s (ACC) nu^ùn ei pto@ùssontas hupH he@ktori pa@ntas akou@sai,/ polla@ ken atHana@toisi
pH"Ûlas ana$ kHe"ßras ae"Ûrai
87ÒIn

the same way verbs expressing an emotion, such as tHauma@zdein ÔmarvelÕ, a@kHtHestHai Ôbe
vexedÕ, aganakte"ßn Ôbe uneasyÕ, aiskHu@nestHai Ôbe ashamedÕ, me@mpHestHai ÔblameÕ, deino$n poie"ßstHai
Ôtake something badlyÕ, deino$n esti Ôbe terribleÕ, agapa^ùn ÔloveÕ, pHtHone"ßn ÔenvyÕ, aiskHro@n esti Ôbe
shamefulÕ etc. are followed by an adverbial phrase introduced by ei Ôif, whetherÕ instead of a
noun phrase introduced by ho@ti, through which the object of marvelling etc. is presented not as
actually existing, but as merely possible or still in question, as in tHauma@zdoù, ho@ti tau^ta g"Ûgnetai ÔI
marvel that these things are happeningÕ and ei tau^ta g"Ûgnetai Ôif these things are happeningÕ.
Attic urbanity, which likes to mix into its language the colour of doubt and a certain indecision,
uses this form of expression quite often, even with settled and undisputed situations.Ó (KŸhner
& Gerth 1963 [1898Ð1904] ¤551.8) (This means, presumably, that ei-complements of emotives
were moving in Attic towards becoming unmarked as to factivity.)
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If he heard now of those that all were cowering before Hector, then would
he lift his hands to the immortals (Il VII 129)

In Attic, the participle with a genitive subject indicates direct perception (48b),
the participle with an accusative subject (48c) or a ho@ti- or hoùs-clause (48d) indicate Ôperceiving as a factÕ (i.e. they are propositionalÑthe proposition is communicated to the subject), while an infinitive indicates inference or indirect perception (48e):88
(48b)

(~385ÊBC)
–suhsai oÇn pÃpotª moy · ceydomartyro ntoq · sykofanto ntoq · f¼loyq · p¿lin
eýq stŒsin ¨mbŒllontoq · Òllo ti Òdikon prŒttontoq;
e@ùistHeùsai ou^n po@ùpote@ mou (GEN) e$ù pseudomarturou^ntos e$ù sukopHantou^ntos e$ù
pH"Ûlous e$ù po@lin eis sta@sin emba@llontos e$ù a@llo ti a@dikon pra@ttontos?
Then have you ever found me dealing in perjury or calumny, or stirring up
strife between friends or fellow-citizens, or doing any other unjust act? (X
Mem 4.4.11)

(48c)

(375~360ÊBC)
|Abrok¿maq dâ o» to tÕ ¨po¼hsen, ½llÕ ¨peç ûkoyse K ron ¨n Kilik¼Q Ïnta,
½nastrªcaq ¨k Foin¼khq par• basilªa ½pülaynen
abroko@mas de$ ou tou^t epo"Ûeùsen, all epe"Ý e@ùkouse ku^ùron (ACC ) en kilik"Ûaùi o@nta,
anastre@psas ek pHoin"Ûkeùs para$ basile@a ape@ùlaunen
This, however, Abrocomas had not done; but as soon as he learnt (heard) that
Cyrus was in Cilicia, he had turned round and made his exit from Phoenecia,
to join the king (X An 1.4.5)

(48d)

(375~360ÊBC)
Ôpempon dâ oð polªmioi ûdh, oà plhs¼on Ìkoyn, pr¯q Jenof©nta ½ko´onteq, Îti oÈtoq
pol¼zei t¯ xvr¼on
e@pempon de$ hoi pole@mioi e@ùdeù, ho"Ý pleùs"Ûon o@ùikoun, pro$s ksenopHo^ùnta akou@ontes,
ho@ti hou^tos pol"Ûzdei to$ kHor"Ûon
And the opponents who were living close by were already sending [embassies]
to Xenophon, hearing that he was making the place a town
Even the hostile tribes dwelling in the neighbourhood presently began to send
envoys to Xenophon. It was he who was forming the place into a city, as they
understood (X An 6.6.4)

(48e)

(384~383ÊBC)

½ko´v dÕ a»t¿n, À Òndreq dikasta¼, ¨pç to ton t¯n l¿gon trªpesuai, ÷q ¹rgisueçq
eÂrhke ta ta
akou@où d auto@n, o^ù a@ndres dikasta"Û, ep"Ý tou^ton to$n lo@gon tre@pestHai ( INF), hoùs
orgistHe"Ýs e"Ûreùke tau^ta
I hear, gentlemen, that he is resorting to the argument that he has made
these statements in a fit of anger (Lys X 30)

And participles can appear with cognitive predicatesÑincluding mantHa@ n où,
epimantHa@noù ÔlearnÕ, gigno@ùskoù, o"ßda, ep"Ûstamai ÔknowÕ, me@mneùmai ÔrememberÕ,
88 The

distinction between propositional perception and inferential perception is rather fine;
KŸhnerÐGerth (1963 [1898Ð1904] ¤484.1) speak rather of Òindirect, but certain and grounded
perceptionÓ for accusativeÊ+ participle, as against Ònews relayed only as a rumourÓ for the infinitive. Furthermore, the accusative/genitive participial distinction only applies for some verbs,
like akou@où ÔhearÕ and puntHa@nomai Ôhear, learnÕ; for others, like aistHa@nomai ÔsenseÕ, the accusative
is normal for direct perception.
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and epilantHa@nomai ÔforgetÕ. The distinction between participial and ho@ti-complements of cognitive predicates, unlike that between pu- and oti-complements
in CSMG, Òappears to be merely formalÓ (KŸhner & Gerth 1963 [1898Ð1904]
¤550.1 Note 2).
(49a)

(viiiÊBC)
½llÕ Îte dî g¼nvske ueo g¿non Æån ¨¿nta,/ a»to min katªryke
all ho@te de$ù g"Ûnoùske tHeou^ go@non eùu$n eo@nta,/ autou^ min kate@ruke
So when the king now knew that he was the brave offspring of a god, he kept
him there (Il VI 191)

(49b)

(359~355ÊBC)
½fikneÁtai eýq Xerr¿nhson. ôn katamau×n p¿leiq mân Ôndeka · dÃdeka Ôxoysan
aphikne"ßtai eis kHerro@neùson. he$ùn katamatHo$ùn po@leis me$n e@ndeka e$ù do@ùdeka
e@kHousan
É arrived at the Chersonese. And when he learned that this Chersonese contained eleven or twelve townsÉ (X HG 3.2.10)

(49c)

(400~387ÊBC)
mªmnhmai dâ Ôgvge kaç paÁq ¾n Krit¼Q töde syn¿nta se.
me@mneùmai de$ e@goùge ka"Ý pa"ßs o$ùn krit"Ûaùi to^ùide suno@nta se.
and I remember when I was a child seeing you in company with Critias
here. (Pl Chrm 156a)

(49d)

(407~405ÊBC)
¨pilelümesuÕ ïdªvq/ gªronteq Ïnteq.
epilele@ùmestH heùde@oùs/ ge@rontes o@ntes.
We sweetly forget being old men
I too feel young, young enough to dance. (Eur Ba 189)

Cognitive predicates taking participles also include predicates of proving and
declaration (verba declarandi), such as de"Û k numi ÔproveÕ, agge@lloù ÔannounceÕ,
and pHa"Ûnomai Ôbe apparentÕ, which in CSMG usually do not take pu-complements. Such complements first appear in vÊBC:
(50a)

(343ÊBC )
¨pªdeijÕ o»dân ½lhuâq ½phggelk¿ta ½ll• fenak¼sanuÕ æmúq, mŒrtysi toÁq
gegenhmªnoiq a»toÁq, o» l¿goiq xrÃmenoq.
epe@deiks oude$n aleùtHe$s apeùggelko@ta alla$ pHenak"ÛsantH huma^ùs, ma@rtusi to"ßs
gegeneùme@nois auto"ßs, ou lo@gois kHro@ùmenos.
I have proved, not by words but by the testimony of facts, that there was no
word of truth in the report of Aeschines, but that he successfully deceived
you. (Dem 19.177)

(50b)

(375~360ÊBC)
lªgvn a»tö, Îti dika¼vq ¥n moi xar¼zoito, Îti a»tö K r¿n te ¨pistrate´onta pr©toq
ûggeila kaç boüueian Ôxvn Óma të ½ggel¼Q ½fik¿mhn
le@goùn auto^ùi, ho@ti dika"Ûoùs a$n moi kHar"Ûzdoito, ho@ti auto^ùi ku^ùro@n te epistrateu@onta
pro^ùtos e@ùggeila ka"Ý boe@ùtHeian e@kHoùn ha@ma te^ùi aggel"Ûaùi apHiko@meùn
I claimed it as a favour which was fairly my due; for was it not I who first
announced to him the hostile approach of Cyrus? who supported that announcement by the aid I brought;É (X An 2.3.19)

(50c)

(387~367ÊBC)
n n dÕ ¨peidî ½uŒnatoq fa¼netai oÇsa, o»dem¼a ¥n eÂh a»të Òllh ½pofygî kak©n
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o»dâ svthr¼a
nu^ùn d epeide$ù atHa@natos pHa"Ûnetai ou^sa, oudem"Ûa a$n e"Ûeù aute^ùi a@lleù apopHuge$ù
kako^ùn oude$ soùteùr"Ûa
but now because it is apparent that it is immortal, there is no other avoidance
of evils for it, nor salvation
but as it is, since the soul is clearly immortal, it can have no escape or security
from evil (Pl Phd 107c)

There is also limited use of participles with linguistic predicates; this is mostly
found in Homer (50d), (50e) consituting a rare prose instance:
(50d)

(viiiÊBC)
grhßq dÕ eýq æperöÕ ½nebüseto kagxal¿vsa,/ despo¼n‘ ¨rªoysa f¼lon p¿sin Ôndon
¨¿nta?
greùu$s d eis hupero^ùi anebe@ùseto kagkHalo@oùsa,/ despo"Ûneùi ere@ousa pH"Ûlon po@sin
e@ndon eo@nta;
And the old woman went up to the upper-room exulting, to tell her mistress
that her dear husband was within; (Od XXIII 2)

(50e)

(359~355ÊBC)
kaç eý mî Krîq ue¼Q tinç mo¼rQ proselu×n ¨jüggeile tö |AghsilŒó prosi¯n t¿
strŒteyma, Ôlaben ¥n tîn p¿lin øsper neotti•n pantŒpasin Ôrhmon t©n ½mynomªnvn.
ka"Ý ei me$ù kre$ùs tHe"Ûaùi tin"Ý mo"Ûraùi proseltHo$ùn ekse@ùggeile to^ùi ageùsila@oùi prosio$n to@
stra@teuma, e@laben a$n te$ùn po@lin ho@ùsper neottia$n panta@pasin e@reùmon to^ùn
amunome@noùn.
And had not a Cretan by a kind of providential chance come and reported to
Agesilaus that the army was advancing, he would have captured the city,
like a nest entirely empty of its defenders. (X HG 7.5.10)

With only a few exceptions (notably predicates of perception), ho@ti-complements and participles seem to have been interchangable in Classical Greek.
However, as with pu in CSMG, the participle is used with linguistic predicates
only when the complement is emphasised as being given (51):
(51)
PAIDAGVGOS:
HLEKTRA :
KLYTAIMNHSTRA:
PAIDAGVGOS:

paidagoùgo@s:
eùle@ktra:
klutaimne@ùstra:
paidagoùgo@s:
PAEDAGOGUS:
E LECTRA:
CLYTEMNESTRA:
PAEDAGOGUS:
676)

(409Ê BC)
tªunhkÕ |Orªsthq? ¨n braxeÁ jynueçq lªgv.
o} Õg× tŒlainÕ, Ïlvla t¶idÕ ¨n ïmªrai.
t¼ füq, t¼ füq, À jeÁne; mî ta´thq kl´e.
uan¿ntÕ |Orªsthn n n te kaç pŒlai lªgv.
te@tHneùk ore@steùs; en brakHe"ß ksuntHe"Ýs le@goù.
o"Ý go$ù ta@lain, o@loùla te^ùid en heùme@rai.
t"Û pHe@ùs, t"Û pHe@ùs, o^ù kse"ßne? me$ù tau@teùs klu@e.
tHano@nt ore@steùn nu^ùn te ka"Ý pa@lai le@goù.
Orestes is dead. There it is, in one short word.
O God, O God! This is the day I die.
What is this you say, sir, what? DonÕt listen to her.
What I said and say now is ÔOrestes is dead.Õ (Soph El
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A final class of predicates taking participles is not factive: it involves predicates
of attempt, such as peiro^ùmai ÔtryÕ. Participles are infrequent in Attic (52a), but
much more frequent in Herodotus (52b):89
(52a)

(387~367ÊBC)
o»k ¨r© soi prçn ¥n pantaxë peirau© skop©n .
ouk ero^ù soi pr"Ýn a$n pantakHe^ùi peiratHo^ù skopo^ùn.
I will not tell you before I try looking everywhere.
I will not mention them until I have tried to look at the question from every
quarter. (Pl Tht 190e)

(52b)

(~450Ê BC)
diªbh ¨q AÂginan, boyl¿menoq syllabeÁn Aýginhtªvn toåq aýtivtŒtoyq? ÷q dâ ¨peirúto
syllambŒnvn, Òlloi te dî ¨g¼nonto a»tö ½nt¼jooi
die@beù es a"Ûginan, boulo@menos sullabe"ßn aigineùte@oùn tou$s aitioùta@tous; hoùs de$
epeira^ùto sullamba@noùn, a@lloi te de$ù eg"Ûnonto auto^ùi ant"Ûksooi
(He) crossed over to Aegina intending to arrest the most culpable of its people.
But when he attempted to make the arrests, the Aeginetans opposed him
(Hdt VI 50)

As with adjuncts, hoùs can frequently precede complement participles, although
it serves not to mark the complement as non-factive, but
to mark the mental attitude of the subject of the main verb or of some other person
mentioned prominently in the sentence [É]; sometimes, to denote emphasis, when
that mental attitude is already clearly marked (Smyth 1959 [1920] ¤2120):
(52c)

(409Ê BC)

÷q
mhdân
eýd¿tÕ
Âsui
mÕ
ùn
½nistoreÁq.
hoùs meùde$n eido@t
"ÛstHi
m
ho^ùn
anistore"ßs.
as
nothing knowing
know! me
of what you.ask
I never knew a word of what you ask me. (Soph Ph 253)

Indeed, the class of predicates taking hoùsÊ+ predicate complements is broader
than that taking predicates alone, such as iskHur"Ûzdomai ÔclaimÕ and gno@ùmeùn
e@kHoù Ôbe of the opinion thatÕ (Smyth 1959 [1920] ¤2121Ð2122). This means that
hoùs allowed non-factive predicates to take participles, although the complement
did not necessarily become non-factive as a result.
So on the one hand the use of the participle as a verb complement follows
factivity far more closely than pu-complements, or even the English participle:
the Classical participle expands to Predetermined Occurrence and Action contexts, propositional perception as distinct from inferential perception, and predicates of proving and declaration. 90 On the other, adjunct participles are clearly
89 There

are up to 15 participial complements of peiro^ùmai in Herodotus against 37 infinitival
complements; in Plato, by contrast, there are only two instances of participial complements
(Rijksbaron 1986:190).
In his attempt to use factivity to account for the distribution of the Classical participle,
Rijksbaron (1986) finds that for at least some complements of peiro^ùmai, there is no semantic
difference between the participial and the normal infinitival complement.
90Rijksbaron (1986) analyses participial complements explicitly in terms of factivity, but such
an analysis is anticipated in the standard Greek grammars, such as KŸhner & Gerth (1963
[1898Ð1904]).
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not always factive; they include the two basic irrealis adjuncts, conditional and
purposive. And even amongst supplementary participles, peiro^ùmai forms an
exception to a factive account; the exception also holds for the English participle
(try going). A unifying factor for the functions of the participle might prove
difficult to establish.91
This emphasises that, attractive as it might be synchronically, it is not always
useful to subsume such a functional heterogeny under a single ordering principleÑparticularly when speaking in diachronic terms, as the heterogeny results
from diachronic accretions, subsequently only partially simplified through analogy. A series of diachronic accretionsÑincluding many local reanalyses and
analogiesÑhas given rise to the predominantly factive Ancient participle. A
similar but not identical series of accretions has given rise to the predominantly
factive Modern pu. Their similarity is a matter of linguistic typology, and not
diachrony as far as we can tell; some confirmation of this arises in looking at the
status of the participle in Middle Greek.

5.4. Middle Greek status quo ante
To investigate the environment in which ho@ p ou came to acquire its modern
functions, it is useful to survey the status of its Classical equivalentsÑho@ti, hoùs
and the participleÑas well as any new competitors such as pos, in the era when
ho@pou was reanalysed, namely Middle Greek.
5.4.1. Relativisers
In written Koine, ho@stis is used alongside ho@s as a relativiser. From iiiÊAD, in addition, the definite article is increasingly used as a relativiser in the papyri
(Gignac 1981:179), following on from parallel sporadic usage in older Greek dialects:
(53a)

(i~ii AD)

t• pepiŒkamen dedÃkamen
ta$ pepia@kamen dedo@ùkamen
what we have received, we have given (SB 9017 (14).9)
(53b)

(~296)
t• xalkÃmata t• Ôxiq par• so¼, d¯q a»tŒÉ
ta$ kHalko@ùmata ta$ e@kHis para$ so"Û, do$s auta@É
the copper vessels that you have with you, give themÉ (SB 7253)

91Fox

(1983) identifies backgroundedness in discourse as such a factor, as confirmed by the
morphological features of the participle, characteristic of background status. Thus, the participle
tends not to be used to chain clauses with the same subject in a narrative, but to introduce supplementary information with novel, digressive subjects; furthermore, participials tends to be
more intransitive and atelic. FoxÕs discussion is relatively brief, and does not substantially tackle
the issue of complements. However, a discourse-based approach would encompass the irrealis
adjuncts (by virtue of their backgrounded status in discourse), and would encompass the factive
complements through the equation BACKGROUNDED Ê= GIVENÊ= PRESUPPOSEDÊ= PREDETERMINED.
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There are also sporadic instances of to as a relativiser in Low Literary Middle
Greek:
(53c)

(~480)
¨keÁno t¯ ¨fŒgomen t¶q ½gŒphq Än? ïmeÁq dâ tîn ãayt©n nhste¼an kratüsvmen, tªknon.
eke"ßno to$ epHa@gomen te^ùs aga@peùs e^ùn; heùme"ßs de$ te$ùn heauto^ùn neùste"Ûan
krate@ùsoùmen, te@knon.
What (=that which) we have eaten came through charity but, my child, let us
keep our own fast. (Apophth.Patr 408C)

(53d)

(~650)
mî de¼r‘q t• paid¼a t• fil©, Îti makr•n strŒtan Ôxoysin ½pelueÁn.
me$ù de"Ûreùis ta$ paid"Ûa ta$ pHilo^ù, ho@ti makra$n stra@tan e@kHousin apeltHe"ßn.
do not thrash the children whom I kiss, for they have a long way to go.
(Leont.N v.Sym 1717A=151.5)

(53e)

(~800)

t¯ mis© o» uªlv blªpein
to$ miso^ù ou tHe@loù ble@pein
what I hate I do not want to see (Thphn 183.31)

Bakker (1974:96) concludes to was a vernacular relativiser, mostly suppressed in
writing; Òit seems that the only reason why it is found a few times more often
than ho@pou is that it was so similar to the ÔofficialÕ pronoun ho@s he@ù ho@.Ó
Use persists of the relativisers ho@ s and ho@ s tis to convey sundry modal
meanings, which would prepare the way for any novel relativisers being used
with similar modal nuances. These include purposives with the future indicative
(54a) and subjunctive (54b), resultatives (54c), causals (54d), concessives (54e),
and conditionals (54f):92
(54a)

(173?)
dÃsv kritîn kaç logouªthn t¯n a»t¯n Ûq ¨jetŒ²sei³
do@ùsoù krite$ùn ka"Ý logotHe@teùn to$n auto$n ho$s ekseta@sei
I will give you the same judge and legislator, who will examine (PSel 183.31)

(54b)

(70~79)
syn¶luon dâ kaç t©n mauht©n ½p¯ Kaisar¼aq sån ïmÁn, Ògonteq parÕ Ø jenisu©men
MnŒsvn¼ tini Kypr¼ó, ½rxa¼ó mauhtë.
sune^ùltHon de$ ka"Ý to^ùn matHeùto^ùn apo$ kaisar"Ûas su$n heùm"ßùn, a@gontes par ho^ùi
ksenistHo^ùmen mna@soùn"Û tini kupr"Ûoùi, arkHa"Ûoùi matHeùte^ùi.
And some of the disciples from Caesarea went with us, bringing us to the
house of Mnason of Cyprus, an early disciple, with whom we should lodge.
(NT Ac 21:16)

(54c)

(57)
t¼q g•r Ôgnv no n Kyr¼oy, Ûq symbibŒsei a»t¿n;
t"Ûs ga$r e@gnoù nou^n kur"Ûou, ho$s sumbiba@sei auto@n?

92With

these relativisers, as with their counterparts in Classical Greek, Modern Greek, and English, the issue of underspecification holds, as articulated by Robertson (1934 [1923]:956): ÒAlmost any sentence is capable of being changed into some other form as a practical equivalent.
The relative clause may indeed have the resultant effect of cause, condition, purpose or result,
but in itself it expresses none of these things. It is like the participle in this respect. One must
not read into it more than is there.Ó
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For who has known the mind of the Lord so as to instruct him? (NT 1ÊCor
2:16)
(54d)

(58)

Îq ge to ýd¼oy Yðo o»k ¨fe¼sato, ½ll• æpâr ïm©n pŒntvn parªdvken a»t¿n, p©q
o»xç kaç sån a»tö t• pŒnta ïmÁn xar¼setai;
ho@s ge tou^ id"Ûou huiou^ ouk epHe"Ûsato, alla$ hupe$r heùmo^ùn pa@ntoùn pare@doùken auto@n,
po^ùs oukH"Ý ka"Ý su$n auto^ùi ta$ pa@nta heùm"ßùn kHar"Ûsetai?
He who did not even spare his own Son but gave him up on for us all, will he
not also give us all things with him? (NT Rom 8:32)
(54e)

(50~100)
Òge n n oð lªgonteq Sümeron · a{rion poreys¿meua eýq tünde tîn p¿lin kaç poiüsomen
¨keÁ ¨niayt¯n kaç ¨mporeys¿meua kaç kerdüsomen? oñtineq o»k ¨p¼stasue t¶q a{rion
po¼a ï zvî æm©n.
a@ge nu^ùn hoi le@gontes se@ùmeron e$ù au@rion poreuso@metHa eis te@ùnde te$ùn po@lin ka"Ý
poie@ùsomen eke"ß eniauto$n ka"Ý emporeuso@metHa ka"Ý kerde@ùsomen; ho"Ûtines ouk
ep"ÛstastHe te^ùs au@rion po"Ûa heù zdoùe$ù humo^ùn.
Come now, you who say, ÔToday or tomorrow we will go into such and such a
town and spend a year there and trade and get gainÕ; whereas you do not
know about tomorrow. What is your life? (NT Jac 4:14)

(54f)

(~65)
½llÕ Ûq ¥n uªl‘ mªgaq genªsuai ¨n æmÁn, Ôstai æm©n diŒkonoq, kaç Ûq ¥n uªl‘ ¨n æmÁn
eµnai pr©toq, Ôstai pŒntvn do loq?
all ho$s a$n tHe@leùi me@gas gene@stHai en hum"ßùn, e@stai humo^ùn dia@konos, ka"Ý ho$s a$n
tHe@leùi en hum"ßùn e"ßnai pro^ùtos, e@stai pa@ntoùn dou^los;
but whoever want to be great among you must be your servant, and whoever would be first among you must be slave of all. (NT Mc 10:43)

The use of the relativiser as a discourse connective reaches endemic proportions
in written Middle GreekÑalthough this is likelier to reflect the officialese of the
time than the vernacular, as Tabachovitz has argued:
The explanation of this fact [relative connection], it seems to me, should be sought
also in this case in the ambition of the authors to write in a style distanced from the
spoken language [É] Considering how frequent paratactic connection with ka"Û (ke)
ÔandÕ was and remains in the popular language [É], one must surmise that those
Byzantine authors who were not good enough stylists to make proper use of the
finely nuanced particles of Ancient Greek would see in relative connection a convenient replacement for popular ka"Û, which they were seeking to avoid. (Tabachovitz 1943:11).
(55a)

(70~79)
t¯n dâ |Arxhg¯n t¶q zv¶q ½pekte¼nate, Ûn ¸ Ue¯q ûgeiren ¨k nekr©n, oÈ ïmeÁq mŒrtyrªq
¨smen.
to$n de$ arkHeùgo$n te^ùs zdoùe^ùs apekte"Ûnate, ho$n ho tHeo$s e@ùgeiren ek nekro^ùn, hou^
heùme"ßs ma@rture@s esmen.
And killed the Prince of life, whom God hath raised from the dead; whereof
we are witnesses. (King James)
and killed the Author of life, whom God raised from the dead. ∅ To this we
are witnesses. (NT Ac 3:15)

(55b)

(~800)
to ton ÆgŒpa púq ¸ la¯q oýkodomo´menoq sf¿dra taÁq didaskal¼aiq a»to , oð dâ
z©nteq ½sÃtvq ½pestrªfonto a»t¿n? oà kaç eýq t¯n katÕ a»to p¿lemon synürghsan.
tou^ton eùga@pa pa^ùs ho lao$s oikodomou@menos spHo@dra ta"ßs didaskal"Ûais autou^, hoi de$
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zdo^ùntes aso@ùtoùs apestre@pHonto auto@n ; ho"Ý ka"Ý eis to$n kat autou^ po@lemon
sune@ùrgeùsan.
The entire people loved this man, being greatly edified by his teachings; but
those who lived dissolutely avoided him; who also contributed to the war
against him. (Thphn 78.3)

(55c)

(~800)
diŒdhma periuªmenoq pr¯ t¶q Kvnstant¼oy teleyt¶q eýq ãllhnism¯n ½naid©q
¨jetrŒph. Îper KvnstŒntioq pleÁsta metamelo´menoq ½pªdvke t¯ pne ma ¨p¼ te tö
gªnoyq f¿nó kaç të kainotom¼Q t¶q p¼stevq kaç të ½narrüsei to ½postŒtoy.
dia@deùma peritHe@menos pro$ te^ùs koùnstant"Ûou teleute^ùs eis helleùnismo$n anaido^ùs
eksetra@peù. ho@per koùnsta@ntios ple"ßsta metamelou@menos ape@doùke to$ pneu^ma ep"Û te
to^ùi ge@nous pHo@noùi ka"Ý te^ùi kainotom"Ûaùi te^ùs p"Ûsteoùs ka"Ý te^ùi anarre@ùsei tou^ aposta@tou.
wearing a crown before Constantius died, he (Julian) shamelessly gave himself
over to paganism. So Constantius gave up the spirit with great regret over the
murder of his kin and the innovation in creed and the rise of the apostate.
(Thphn 46.33=71.8)

In (55b) the pronominal meaning of the relativiser is so bleached that it appears
in redundant combination with ka"@, a fully-fledged sentence connective. In (55c)
any semblance of referentiality for the relativiser is dropped through the use of a
neuter singular form (cf. Puristic-influenced Modern Greek to opion); the referent konsta@ntios is masculine.
A particular quirk of the era (adumbrated in 55c) is the use of adjectival ho@stis
as a discourse connective (Tabachovitz 1943:13)Ña trait continued in formal
CSMG with o opios (¤3.5.2):
(55d)

(525Ð550)
|En dâ të a»to basile¼Q ½nt¶ren ¸ patr¼kioq |Illo q ¸ =Isayroq, ¸ f¼loq to a»to
basilªvq Zünvnoq, ¸ ½nagag×n t¯n a»t¯n basilªa Zünvna met• bohue¼aq poll¶q tîn
deytªran a»to ¨pŒnodon ½p¯ t¶q |Isayr¼aq, Îte Ôfygen ½p¯ Kvnstantinoyp¿levq
basile´vn. Îstiq |Illo q ½n¶luen ¨n Kvnstantinoyp¿lei met• to a»to basilªvq
Zünvnoq?
en de$ te^ùi autou^ basile"Ûaùi ante^ùren ho patr"Ûkios illou^s ho "Ûsauros, ho pH"Ûlos tou^ autou^
basile@oùs zde@ùnoùnos, ho anagago$ùn to$n auto$n basile@a zde@ùnoùna meta$ boeùtHe"Ûas
polle^ùs te$ùn deute@ran autou^ epa@nodon apo$ te^ùs isaur"Ûas, ho@te e@pHugen apo$
koùnstantinoupo@leoùs basileu@oùn. ho@stis illou^s ane^ùltHen en koùnstantinoupo@lei meta$
tou^ autou^ basile@oùs zde@ùnoùnos;
And in the reign of the same, the patrician Illus the Isaurian rebelled, the friend
of the same emperor Zeno, who escorted the same emperor Z. with great
assistance on his second return from Isauria, when he fled from C. while
reigning. The which Illus came up to Constantinople with the same emperor
Z.
In his reign the patrician Illus rebelled. He was an Isaurian and friend of the
emperor Zeno and had escorted him back with a large force on his second return from Isauria, after he had fled there from Constantinople while emperor.
Illus had returned to Constantinople with the emperor Zeno. (Jo.Mal 385.13)

5.4.2. Participle
The participle remains in use in Middle Greek to express complements and adjuncts. Thus:93

93Papyrological

examples from Mandilaras (1973:365Ð368).
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The purposive function is usually expressed by a infinitive rather than a participle; participial instances in the New Testament are characterised as ÒremnantsÓ (Robertson 1934 [1923]:991, 1118)Ñparticularly the future participle.
The following instances are exceptional:
(56a)

(70~79)
Òfeq Âdvmen eý Ôrxetai \Hle¼aq sÃsvn a»t¿n.
a@pHes "Ûdoùmen ei e@rkHetai heùle"Ûas so@ùsoùn auto@n.
Wait, let us see whether Elijah will come to save him. (NT Mt 27:49)

(56b)

(248)
pros¶luon a»tö aýtüsvnÉ
prose^ùltHon auto^ùi aite@ùsoùnÉ
they aproached him askingÉ (PGraux 4.8Ð9)

(56c)

(ivÊAD)
k¥n ÷se¼per mªli soi ½p¿stÁl¿n mo¼ tina · Go n³uon · |AmmÃnionparamªnontŒ moi
Òxriq ¥n gn© p©q t• katÕ aýmaç ½pot¼uatai.
k a$n hoùse"Ûper me@li soi apo@st"ßùlo@n mo"Û tina e$ù gou^ntHon e$ù ammo@ùnion parame@nonta@
moi a@kHris a$n gno^ù po^ùs ta$ kat aima"Ý apot"ÛtHatai.
make it your business to send some one to me, either Gunthus or Ammonius,
to stay with me until I know the position of my affairs. (POxy 120.13)

On the other hand, the participle remains in full use as a temporal:
(57a)

(~67)
p¼stei |Iak×b ½pounüskvn Õkaston t©n yð©n |Ivsîf e»l¿ghsen
p"Ûstei iako$ùb apotHne@ùskoùn he@kaston to^ùn huio^ùn ioùse$ùpH eulo@geùsen
By faith Jacob, when dying, blessed each of the sons of Joseph (NT Heb
11:21)

(57b)

(ii~ea. iiiÊAD)
¨•n dâ mªll‘q oÜtv a³»³tö ¨pitimún PtolemaÁ²o³n pªmcasa ½pospŒs²v³ a»t¿n.
ea$n de$ me@lleùis hou@toù auto^ùi epitima^ùn ptolema"ßon pe@mpsasa apospa@soù auto@n.
but if you intend to blame him in this way, I shall send Ptolemaeus and take
him away. (POxy 1295.5Ð6)

Such instances include temporal participles ambiguous with conditionals, although purely conditional participles are restricted to stereotyped expressions
in the Ptolemaic papyri (iiiÐiÊBC) (Mandilaras 1973:367):
(57c)

(ea. iiiÊAD)
mnhm¿neyson dâ ¨rx¿menoq ùn ÔgracŒ soi pollŒkiq
mneùmo@neuson de$ erkHo@menos ho^ùn e@grapsa@ soi polla@kis
and remember when/if you come what I have written you about many a time
(PLond Inv. No. 1575.17Ð18)

Conditional participles are still extant in the New TestamentÑalthough RobertsonÕs (1934 [1923]:1129) examples come from the literary rather than vernacular authors:
(57d)

(70~79)
t¼ g•r ºfeleÁtai Ònurvpoq kerdüsaq t¯n k¿smon Îlon ãayt¯n dâ ½polªsaq ·
zhmivue¼q;
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t"Û ga$r oùpHele"ßtai a@ntHroùpos kerde@ùsas to$n ko@smon ho@lon heauto$n de$ apole@sas e$ù
zdeùmioùtHe"Ûs?
For what does it profit a man if he gains the whole world, and loses or forfeits himself? (NT Lc 9:25)

The participle is also in full use to denote manner, means and circumstanceÑ
(58a)

(70~79)
Õteroi dâ diaxleyŒzonteq Ôlegon Îti Gle´koyq memestvmªnoi eýs¼n.
he@teroi de$ diakHleua@zdontes e@legon ho@ti Ògleu@kous memestoùme@noi eis"Ûn.Ó
But others mocking said, ÔThey are filled with new wine.Õ (NT Ac 2:13)

(58b)

(70~79)
t¼q dâ ¨j æm©n merimn©n d´natai prosueÁnai ¨pç tîn ïlik¼an a»to p¶xyn Õna;
t"Ûs de$ eks humo^ùn merimno^ùn du@natai prostHe"ßnai ep"Ý te$ùn heùlik"Ûan autou^ pe^ùkHun
he@na?
And which of you by being anxious can add one cubit to his span of life?
(NT Mt 6:27)

(58c)

(iiÊAD)
gin¿skein se uªlv ½fÕ ÷q ¨{k}j¶lueq ½pÕ ¨mo pªnuoq ïgo´mhn nykt¯q klªvn ïmªraq dâ
penu©. ÜnÝ
gino@skein se tHe@loù apH hoùs ekse^ùltHes ap emou^ pe@ntHos heùgou@meùn nukto$s kle@oùn
heùme@ras de$ pentHo^ùn
I assure you that ever since you left me I have been in mourning, weeping by
night and lamenting by day (POxy 528.8Ð9)

(58d)

(ivÊAD)
Ôr²r³vs¿ moi di• pant¯q eÇ prŒs²s³oysa
e@rroùso@ moi dia$ panto$s eu^ pra@ssousa
Fare well for me, always doing well
Farewell; I wish you all prosperity (POxy 120.26)

causeÑ
(59a)

(70~79)
|Ivsîf dâ ¸ ½nîr a»t¶q, d¼kaioq ¾n kaç mî uªlvn a»tîn deigmat¼sai, ¨boylüuh lŒurQ
½pol sai a»tün.
ioùse$ùpH de$ ho ane$ùr aute^ùs, d"Ûkaios o$ùn ka"Ý me$ù tHe@loùn aute$ùn deigmat"Ûsai, eboule@ùtHeù
la@tHraùi apolu^ùsai aute@ùn.
and her husband Joseph, being a just man and unwilling to put her to shame,
resolved to divorce her quietly. (NT Mt 1:19)

(59b)

(la. v~ea. viÊAD)
uar¿n g•r të sâ ½retë kaç të meÜtaÝjå fil¼Q gegrŒfeka
tHaro@n ga$r te^ùi se$ arete^ùi ka"Ý te^ùi metaksu$ pHil"Ûaùi gegra@pHeka
For I have written trusting in your virtue and our mutual friendship (POxy
1872.4Ð5)

and concession:
(60a)

(70~79)
kaç lyphueçq ¸ basileåq di• toåq Îrkoyq kaç toåq synanakeimªnoyq ¨kªleysen
dou¶nai, kaç pªmcaq ½pekefŒlisen |IvŒnhn ¨n të fylakë.
ka"Ý lupeùtHe"Ýs ho basileu$s dia$ tou$s ho@rkous ka"Ý tou$s sunanakeime@nous eke@leusen
dotHe^ùnai, ka"Ý pe@mpsas apekepHa@lisen ioùa@neùn en te^ùi pHulake^ùi.
And the king was sorry; but because of his oaths and his guests he com-
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manded it to be given; he sent and had John beheaded in the prison. (NT Mt
14:9)
(60b)

(iiiÊAD)
¨piuym©n oÇn pr¯q æmúq tö ½na³p ³l¿³ó. katant¶sai periekle¼suhmen ½p¯ to douªntoq
²tö pai³d³¼³ó. æp¯ to lamprotŒtoy ïgem¿noq komeŒt.²oy³
epitHumo^ùn ou^n pro$s huma^ùs to^ùi anaplo@oùi katante^ùsai periekle"ÛstHeùmen apo$ tou^
dotHe@ntos to^ùi paid"Ûoùi hupo$ tou^ lamprota@tou heùgemo@nos komea@tou
I desired then to pay you a visit on the upward voyage, but we were limited
by the furlough granted to the boy by the most illustrious praefect (POxy
1666.11Ð12)

However, in Romanus the Melodist (viÊAD), participial adjuncts are dispreferredÑparticularly the purposive (Mitsakis 1967:156).
So the irrealis participial usages die out in Middle Greek, while the factive usages remain intact. This makes the Middle Greek participle more closely aligned
with Modern Greek adjunct-pu in their factivity.
As a verb complement, the participle remains in use by such authors as
Malalas and Romanus the Melodist; but subsitution by the infinitive and ho@ticlauses is well underway. For example, a@rkHomai ÔbeginÕ already takes the infinitive instead of the participle in the New Testament, although pau@omai ÔceaseÕ
still takes the participle (Robertson 1934 [1923]:1121).94
Statistical evidence suggests that there was a steady drop in usage of the participle overall throughout the period. Robertson (1934 [1923]:1098Ð1099),
using WilliamsÕ text counts, gives the following average text counts of participles
per 30-line page (which I have converted to counts per 1000 words):
Genre
Homeric:
Tragedians:
Historians:

Orators & Philosoph.:
Atticists:
Literary Koine:

Septuagint:
Papyri:
New Testament:

Mediaeval Cypriot:

94For

Date
viii BC
v BC
v BC
v BC
iv BC
iv BC
iv BC
ii BC
i AD
ii BC
i AD
ii AD
ii BC
i AD
i AD
i AD
i AD
i AD
i AD
i AD
xv AD

further discussion, see below.

Text
Homer
Sophocles
Herodotus
Thucydides
Xenophon
Plato
Demosthenes
IIÊMaccabees
Josephus
Polybius
Strabo
Plutarch
Ex, Dt, Jud
(unspecified)
Acts
Luke
Hebrews
Mark
John
Paul: Gal, 1ÊCor, Rom
Revelation
Chr. of Makhairas

/page
8.2
9
17.5
13
12.6
10.2
10.7
23.5
20
17.8
13.5
14
6.2
6.8
17.2
16.7
14
11.7
10.4
9
9
2.6

ä words
34
38
74
55
53
43
45
99
84
75
57
59
26
29
72
70
59
49
44
38
38
11
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CSMG:

xx AD

The Third Wedding

1.1

4.5

Table 19. Diachronic participle frequency counts95

The counts show that the participle was particularly widespread in formal, historical prose (34ä in Homer against 55ä in Thucydides, and 74ä in Herodotus), and hypercorrectly used in Atticist Greek (99ä in IIÊMaccabees). However, it had fallen into less frequent use in Koine (more so in the Septuagint,
because of the influence of HebrewÑ26ä, as against 29ä in the papyri), and
usage in the New Testament broadly correlates with the formality of the language (38Ð72ä) (Paul forming an exception.)
So while the participle may not have been dying out yet, its use was clearly on
the wane. This is corroborated by an increase through Middle Greek of errors in
using participle case and gender, and its use in matrix clauses (Jannaris 1897
¤2168). This trend continues through to Modern Greek; thirteen centuries after
RevelationÕs 38ä, the Chronicle of Makhairas yields 11ä, and five centuries
after that, The Third WeddingÕs 4.5ä represents an upper limit for CSMG.
It is crucial to the question of whether the participle was involved in functional continuity with pu, to determine how the participle was used at the time
pu acquired the functions characteristic of it. Unfortunately this seems to be the
very time we do not have good attestation of the vernacularÑthe Greek Dark
Ages. It is true that in Early Middle Greek the distribution of the participle became more like that of pu, with an increase in factivity. By Late Middle Greek, a
drop in the distribution of the participle set in, and although we cannot tell how
quick that drop was, by Early Modern Greek the participle was no longer an effective antecedent to pu. The evidence is inconclusive at this stage, but the typological plausibility of the similarities between the two strategies make it unnecessary to postulate any direct continuity.

95 I

am responsible for the last two text counts, based on an estimate that WilliamsÕ page measure corresponds to 238 words. There are 1164 participles in the Chronicle of Makhairas
(107,000 words), of which 517 are past passive (adjectival) participles, 3 are aorist passive (adjectival) participles, 97 are present passive (adjectival), and 547 are active (adverbial). So there
at least 1.2 adjunct usages per page. (Adjectival participles are not sentential adjuncts.) Antiquarianism in MakhairasÕ text can be ruled out as a factor compelling participle use: the adverbial active participle is a late Middle Greek innovation with no Attic equivalent, and there are
no instances of the Attic use of the participle as a predicate complement in the text.
There are 526 participles in The Third Wedding (118,000 words). (The count depends on lexicalisation judgementsÑnot all CSMG morphological participles are lexically productive.) 395 of
these are past passive (adjectival) participles, 21 are present passive (adjectival), and 110 are active (adverbial). This means that mid-xxÊAD urban written Greek has a proportion of adjunct
participial usage not substantially more than 0.22 adverbial instances per page. So while the
drop in adjectival participles is not significant, adverbial usage has dropped by a factor of six in
six hundred years. If anything, The Third Wedding is probably at the higher range of contemporary Greek participial usage, as it makes more concessions to Puristic than is usual in Greek literature.
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5.4.3. ho@ti
In Middle Greek, ho@ t i remains vigorous in use; if anything, its usage is expanded, so that it supplants hoùs as the all-purpose connective. As Jannaris
(1897 App. VI.12) argues, this was because the paradigm of complementisers
and purposives was reduced from ho@ti, hoùs, ho@ùs, ho@poùs, ho@poùs a@n, h"Ûna to ho@ti
and h"ÛnaÑin grammaticalisation theory parlance, the paradigm has undergone
obligatorification;
this fact, besides its own significance, shows further that the conjunctions ho@ti and
h"Ûna, having appropriated the functions of all former declarative and final particles,
had become very common.

Thus, ho@ti remains in use as a causal particle, alongside the reinforced version
dio@ti Ôfor thatÕ:
(61a)

(70~79)
¨pistŒta, eÂdomªn tina ¨n tö ¹n¿mat¼ soy ¨kbŒllonta da¼mona, kaç ¨kvl´omen a»t¿n,
Îti o»k ½koloyueÁ meuÕ ïm©n.
epista@ta, e"Ûdome@n tina en to^ùi ono@mat"Û sou ekba@llonta da"Ûmona, ka"Ý ekoùlu@omen
auto@n, ho@ti ouk akoloutHe"ß metH heùmo^ùn.
Master, we saw a man casting out demons in your name, and we forbade him,
because he does not follow with us. (NT Lc 9:49)

(61b)

(525Ð550)
eý g•r syn’dei kakö, o»k ¥n ï d¼kh ¨po¼hsen a»t¯n fageÁn metÕ ¨mo , Îti n¿moq ¨stçn
+Ellhsi tö synesu¼onti mî poieÁn kak©q.
ei ga$r sune@ùidei kako^ùi, ouk a$n heù d"Ûkeù epo"Ûeùsen auto$n pHage"ßn met emou^, ho@ti
no@mos est"Ýn he@lleùsi to^ùi sunestH"Ûonti me$ù poie"ßn kako^ùs.
for if he were guilty of evil, justice would not have allowed him to eat with me,
because it is the custom amongst the Hellenes not to harm anyone who has
eaten with you. (Jo.Mal 84.14)

ho@ti also spreads to realis resultatives; Jannaris (1897 ¤1757) speculates this is
because of the synonymy of hoùs and ho@ti in Classical Greek, and may have also
involved phonetic similarity between the two:
(62a)

(iiÐiÊBC)
t¼q eými ¨g× Îti pore´somai pr¯q FaraÃ, basilªa Aýg´ptoy, kaç Îti ¨jŒjv toåq yðoåq
|Israül ¨k g¶q Aýg´ptoy;
t"Ûs eimi ego$ù ho@ti poreu@somai pro$s pHarao@ù, basile@a aigu@ptou, ka"Ý ho@ti eksa@ksoù tou$s
huiou$s israe@ùl ek ge^ùs aigu@ptou?
Who am I that I should go to Pharaoh, [king of Egypt], and ∅ bring the sons
of Israel out of Egypt? (LXX Ex 3:11)

(62b)

(70~79)
potap¿q ¨stin oÈtoq, Îti kaç oð Ònemoi kaç ï uŒlassa a»tö æpako´oysin;
potapo@s estin hou^tos, ho@ti ka"Ý hoi a@nemoi ka"Ý heù tHa@lassa auto^ùi hupakou@ousin?
What sort of man is this, that even winds and sea obey him? (NT Mt 8:27)

(62c)

(~480)
Ôlegen ¸ ½bbúq Poimîn di• t¯n ½bbún K¿prin, Îti eýq toso ton Älue mªtron, Îti
Æsuªnei kaç klhnürhq Än, kaç e»xar¼stei, kaç ¨kÃlye t¯ Âdion uªlhma.
e@legen ho abba^ùs poime$ùn dia$ to$n abba^ùn ko@prin, ho@ti eis tosou^ton e^ùltHe me@tron, ho@ti
eùstHe@nei ka"Ý kleùne@ùreùs e^ùn, ka"Ý eukHar"Ûstei, ka"Ý eko@ùlue to$ "Ûdion tHe@leùma.
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Abba Poemen said of Abba Copres that he was so holy that when he was ill
and in bed, he still gave thanks and restrained his own will. (Apophth.Patr
252C)

(62d)

(525Ð550)
toso toi dâ Äsan oð ¨rx¿menoi ½gvn¼sasuai Îti o»x æperbŒllonto ½riumö, ½llÕ
Îsoyq synªbh ¨lueÁn kat• tŒgma kaç eÂte nªoyq eÂte paruªnoyq k¿raq pŒntaq
¨ueÃroyn.
tosou^toi de$ e^ùsan hoi erkHo@menoi agoùn"ÛsastHai ho@ti oukH huperba@llonto aritHmo^ùi, all
ho@sous sune@beù eltHe"ßn kata$ ta@gma ka"Ý e"Ûte ne@ous e"Ûte partHe@nous ko@ras pa@ntas
etHeo@ùroun.
So many came to compete that their numbers were unparalleled, but however
many happened to arrive, whether young men or virgin girls, they were all
allowed to take part in the spectacle. (Jo.Mal 289.4)

(62e)

(~650)
kratüsaq oÇn t¯ ºt¼on to skandalisuªntoq d¼dei a»tö k¿sson toio ton, Îti ¨pç
treÁq ïmªraq ¨fa¼neto
krate@ùsas ou^n to$ oùt"Ûon tou^ skandalistHe@ntos d"Ûdei auto^ùi ko@sson toiou^ton, ho@ti ep"Ý
tre"ßs heùme@ras epHa"Ûneto
Thereupon he grabbed the ear of the one who had been scandalized and gave
him such a blow that (the bruise) could be seen for three days. (Leont.N v.Sym
1721A=153.10)

For irrealis resultatives, by contrast, Middle Greek uses h"Ûna aloneÑconflating
them with purposives; there is no Middle Greek equivalent of the Modern compromise form pu na, or for that matter the Ancient ho@tiÊ+ subjunctive.
(63a)

(~40)
eý g•r toso ton Âsxysan eýdªnai ñna d´nvntai stoxŒsasuai t¯n aý©na, t¯n to´tvn
desp¿thn p©q tŒxion o»x eÈron;
ei ga$r tosou^ton "ÛskHusan eide@nai h"Ûna du@noùntai stokHa@sastHai to$n aio^ùna, to$n tou@toùn
despo@teùn po^ùs ta@kHion oukH heu^ron?
for if they were so resourceful as to be able to infer the ÔUniverseÕ, how is it
they did not sooner discover the master of these things? (LXX Sap 13:9)

(63b)

(90~99)
kaç poieÁ shmeÁa megŒla, ñna kaç p r poië ¨k to o»rano kataba¼nein eýq tîn g¶n
¨nÃpion t©n ½nurÃpvn.
ka"Ý poie"ß seùme"ßa mega@la, h"Ûna ka"Ý pu^ùr poie^ùi ek tou^ ouranou^ kataba"Ûnein eis te$ùn
ge^ùn eno@ùpion to^ùn antHro@ùpoùn.
And he doeth great wonders, so that he maketh fire come down from heaven
on the earth in the sight of men (King James)
It works great signs, even making fire come down from heaven to earth in the
sight of men. (NT Apoc 13:13)

(63c)

(~630)
¨g× uªlv eæreÁn nevtªran e{morfon pŒny ñna toio ton kŒlloq mî Ôx‘ Òllh gynî ¨n
Kvnstantinoyp¿lei, kaç ¨j añmatoq basiliko .
ego$ù tHe@loù heure"ßn neoùte@ran eu@morpHon pa@nu h"Ûna toiou^ton ka@llos me$ù e@kHeùi a@lleù
gune$ù en koùnstantinoupo@lei, ka"Ý eks ha"Ûmatos basilikou^.
I wish to find a young woman who is exceedingly comely, so that no other
woman in Constantinople may have such beauty, even one of imperial blood.
(Chron.Pasch 575.15)

(63d)

(~950)
kl©sai Ôxv nümata met• t¶q ½trŒktoy kaç ÆlakŒthq ñna, mªxriq ¥n z©sin oð \RvmaÁoi,
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mî dynhu©sin ¨jyfúnai ta ta.
klo^ùsai e@kHoù ne@ùmata meta$ te^ùs atra@ktou ka"Ý eùlaka@teùs h"Ûna, me@kHris a$n zdo^ùsin hoi
r8oma"ßoi, me$ù duneùtHo^ùsin eksupHa^ùnai tau^ta.
I will twist you hanks with spindle and distaff such as the Romans shall
never be able to unravel so long as they endure. (Const.Por Adm 119.18)

As a complementiser, ho@ti is much more widespread in Middle than in Classical
Greek. This is at the expense of the infinitive; while the infinitive was used in
both realis and irrealis functions in Classical Greek, the realis function could already be expressed by ho@ti- or hoùs-clauses in Attic, and the infinitive was largely
supplanted by ho@ti by 300ÊAD (Jannaris 1897 ¤2086).96 Even as scrupulous an
Atticist as Lucian occasionally used ho@ti-complements after weak assertives,
which in Attic took only the infinitive:97
(64a)

(iiÊAD)
oð mân polloç nom¼zoysin Îti æco toÁsi ueoÁsin ¸milªei kaç ½gau• jynapŒs‘ Syr¼‘
aýtªei, oð dâ t©n e»xvlªvn ½gx¿uen ¨pa‚oysin.
hoi me$n pollo"Ý nom"Ûzdousin ho@ti hupsou^ to"ßsi tHeo"ßsin homile@ei ka"Ý agatHa$
ksunapa@seùi sur"Ûeùi aite@ei, hoi de$ to^ùn eukHoùle@oùn agkHo@tHen epa"Ûousin.
The many think that he speaks to the gods from a height, and asks for good
things for all Syria, while the gods hearken to his prayers close by.
Lewed folk trowen that he speketh with the goddes on highe and axeth bones
for alle Surrye, and the goddes heren his preyeres fro there nyghe. (Luc SyrD
28)

(64b)

(iiÊAD)
tŒxa dâ kaç PasifŒh, par• DaidŒloy ½ko´sasa ta´roy te pªri to ¨n toÁq Òstroisi
fainomªnoy kaç a»t¶q ½strolog¼hq, ¨q Ôrvta to l¿goy ½p¼keto, Ônuen nom¼zoysi Îti
Da¼daloq min tö ta´ró ¨n´mfeysen.
ta@kHa de$ ka"Ý pasipHa@eù, para$ daida@lou akou@sasa tau@rou te pe@ri tou^ en to"ßs a@stroisi
pHainome@nou ka"Ý aute^ùs astrolog"Ûeùs, es e@roùta tou^ lo@gou ap"Ûketo, e@ntHen nom"Ûzdousi
ho@ti da"Ûdalos min to^ùi tau@roùi enu@mpHeusen.
Doubtless Pasiphae also, hearing from Daedalus of the Bull that appeareth
amongst the constellations and of Astrology itself, fell in love with the doctrine; whence they derive the belief that Daedalus conjoined her in wedlock
with the bull. (Luc Astr 16)98

(64c)

(iiÊAD)
oµmai dâ Îti kaç, toÁq ¨ntyxo si xrüsim¿n ti Ôxein d¿jei ï grafü, t• mân diejelªgxoysa,
t• dâ ¨n taÁq t©n eÇ frono´ntvn gn©maiq bebaio sa.
o"ßmai de$ ho@ti ka"Ý, to"ßs entukHou^si kHre@ùsimo@n ti e@kHein do@ksei heù grapHe@ù, ta$ me$n
dieksele@gkHousa, ta$ de$ en ta"ßs to^ùn eu^ pHronou@ntoùn gno^ùmais bebaiou^sa.
I think too that to its readers the writing will seem to have some usefulness,

96So

also Jannaris (1897 App. VI 13), referring to ÔPost-ChristianÕ usage: Òit is very doubtful indeed whether, after verbs of saying, thinking, believing, seeing, hearing, and the like, popular
speech admitted of any other verbal complement than ho@ti with the indicative.Ó
97 Already in the New Testament, the proportion of ho@ t i-complements to infinitival complements after nom"Ûzdoù ÔthinkÕ is 4:10, but of pisteu@où ÔbelieveÕ 25:2 (Robertson 1934 [1923]:1422).
98 In both pieces Lucian apes the already extinct Ionic dialect (as echoed charmingly in
HarmonÕs translation)ÑHerodotus in On the Syrian Goddess, Democritus in Astrology. Since
Herodotus does not use ho@ti in this manner, it seems Lucian, in his effort to make the pieces
sound elevated, has let a modernism removed from Atticism slip past. Such an account does not
seem to hold for the instances of ho@ti with o"Ûmai ÔthinkÕ below, however.
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refuting as it does certain falsehoods and confirming certain truths in the
minds of all men of sense. (Luc Alex 61)

(64d)

(iiÊAD)
¨keÁnoq to¼nyn ¸ Uers¼thq ¸ toio toq eý lŒboi tîn |Axillªvq panopl¼an, oµei Îti
a»t¼ka di• to to kaç kal¯q Óma kaç ýsxyr¯q ¥n gªnoito;
eke"ßnos to"Ûnun ho tHers"Ûteùs ho toiou^tos ei la@boi te$ùn akHille@oùs panopl"Ûan, o"ßei ho@ti
aut"Ûka dia$ tou^to ka"Ý kalo$s ha@ma ka"Ý iskHuro$s a$n ge@noito?
Now then, if that man, Thersites, should get the armour of Achilles, do you
suppose that he would thereby at once become both handsome and strong?
(Luc Ind 7)

ho@ti further spread to complements of emotion (65a), perception (65b) and
showing (65c), which in Classical Greek took the participle alone.
(65a)

(90~99)
¨moç xolúte Îti Îlon Ònurvpon ægi¶ ¨po¼hsa ¨n sabbŒtó;
emo"Ý kHola^ùte ho@ti ho@lon a@ntHroùpon hugie^ù epo"Ûeùsa en sabba@toùi?
are you angry with me because on the sabbath I made a manÕs whole body
well? (NT Jo 7:23)

(65b)

(ivÊAD)
+Ote me ½pªsteileq pr¯q t¯n |IoydaÁon |Alªjandron, ¨nªtyxon tö |Ihso eýserxomªnó
tîn p´lhn t¶q p¿levq kauhmªnó ¨pç Ïnoy? kaç eµdon toåq \Ebra¼oyq Îti ¨strÃnnyon ¨n
të ¸dö t• ðmŒtia a»t©n
ho@te me ape@steiles pro$s to$n iouda"ßon ale@ksandron, ene@tukHon to^ùi ieùsou^
eiserkHome@noùi te$ùn pu@leùn te^ùs po@leoùs katHeùme@noùi ep"Ý o@nou; ka"Ý e"ßdon tou$s
hebra"Ûous ho@ti estro@ùnnuon en te^ùi hodo^ùi ta$ hima@tia auto^ùn
When you sent me to the Jew Alexander, I came across Jesus entering the
gate to the city sitting on a donkey; and I saw the Jews, that they were
spreading out their clothes in the street (A.Pil B I:3)99

(65c)

(70~79)
½p¯ t¿te ûrjato |Ihso q Xrist¯q deikn´ein toÁq mauhtaÁq a»to Îti deÁ a»t¯n eýq
\Ieros¿lyma ½pelueÁn
apo$ to@te e@ùrksato ieùsou^s kHristo$s deiknu@ein to"ßs matHeùta"ßs autou^ ho@ti de"ß auto$n eis
hieroso@luma apeltHe"ßn
From that time Jesus began to show his disciples that he must go to
Jerusalem (NT Mt 16:21)

Complements of showing were no longer participial in the New Testament
(Robertson 1934 [1923]:1035); the cognitive factive verbs mantHa@noù ÔlearnÕ and
me@mneùmai ÔrememberÕ likewise no longer took the participle (Robertson 1934
[1923]:1040). On the other hand, the participial/finite distinction for predicates
of perception is still maintained in the New Testament (Robertson 1934
[1923]:1041).

99Example

(65b) is interesting as an instance of raising in perception complements: ÔI saw the
Jews, that they were layingÉÕ. Such raising was already commonplace in Attic, where it is known
as prolepsis; it occurred with linguistic and cognitive predicates as well (KŸhner & Gerth 1963
[1898Ð1904] ¤600.4). The resemblance to Modern Greek perception complement raising is obvious, but probably represents a typological fact about perception, rather than a necessary continuity.
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There persist in Middle Greek usages of ho@ti reminiscent of CSMG pu, which
had been innovated in Ancient Greek. For example, ho@ti-complements can still
follow predicative adverbs, a development Middle Greek shares with Late Latin
(vere quia Ôtrue thatÕ, sane quia Ôsurely thatÕ, plane quia Ôcertainly thatÕ)
(Tabachovitz 1943:42Ð46; 1946:163Ð164):
(66a)

(~650)
lªgei a»tö ï a»uªntria t¶q k¿rhq? Òkal©q, ½bbú SymeÃn, Îti Ôfueiraq kaç
¨negŒstrvsaq tîn do´lhn moy.Ó
le@gei auto^ùi heù autHe@ntria te^ùs ko@reùs; Òkalo^ùs, abba^ù sumeo@ùn, ho@ti e@pHtHeiras ka"Ý
enega@stroùsas te$ùn dou@leùn mou.Ó
the mistress of the girl says to him: ÒItÕs good, Abba Symeon, that you have
corrupted and impregnated my slave!Ó
the girlÕs mistress said to him, ÒWell, Abba Symeon, so you seduced my slave
and got her pregnant.Ó (Leont.N v.Sym 1717B=151.16)

(66b)

(821~822)
p©q ¨t¿lmhsaq så ½ll¿trion bo n tö sö zygö katoxe sai; ÷q ½lhu©q Îti eýq toåq
nekroåq ïmúq katechf¼sasue toåq ½p¯ toso´toy plo´toy eýq tosa´thn pen¼an
¨lu¿ntaq.
po^ùs eto@lmeùsas su$ allo@trion bou^n to^ùi so^ùi zdugo^ùi katokHeu^sai? hoùs aleùtHo^ùs ho@ti eis
tou$s nekrou$s heùma^ùs katepseùpH"ÛsastHe tou$s apo$ tosou@tou plou@tou eis tosau@teùn
pen"Ûan eltHo@ntas.
Comment as-tu osŽ mettre sous le joug le bien dÕun autre? Vraiment, on peut
bien dire que vous nous comptez pour morts, nous qui, dÕune telle richesse,
sommes tombŽs dans une telle mis•re.
How dare you bind anotherÕs ox to your own yoke? How true that you treat us
like the dead, as having fallen from such riches into such poverty. (Nicet v.Phl
121.23)

(66c)

(~950)
ï dâ paid¼skh lªgei? ÇPŒntvq, dªspoina, Îti ¨k uelümatoq ueo Ôpese t¯ sfont´lin ¨k
t¶q ½trŒktoy moy, kaç kylisuân eýs¶luen ¨n të ¹pë ta´t‘È
heù de$ paid"Ûskeù le@gei; Òpa@ntoùs, de@spoina, ho@ti ek tHele@ùmatos tHeou^ e@pese to$
spHontu@lin ek te^ùs atra@ktou mou, ka"Ý kulistHe$n eise^ùltHen en te^ùi ope^ùi tau@teùiÓ
The girl slave said: ÒSurely, lady, by the will of God, the weight fell off my
spindle and rolled and dropped into this creviceÓ (Const.Por Adm 261.12)

(66d)

(~950)
Òbyssoq gŒr ¨sti t¯ prúgma. =Isvq g•r Îti eær¼skeiq ½b´ssoy Òkran, kaç pŒlin tîn
Ònv t¼ Òra æpolambŒneiq æpŒrxein; pŒntvq Îti Ôktama fober¿n, Ôpeita pªlagoq
½xanâq kaç ½per¼blepton kaç ½peri¿riston.
a@bussos ga@r esti to$ pra^ùgma. "Ûsoùs ga$r ho@ti heur"Ûskeis abu@ssou a@kran, ka"Ý pa@lin te$ùn
a@noù t"Û a@ra hupolamba@neis hupa@rkHein? pa@ntoùs ho@ti e@ktama pHobero@n, e@peita
pe@lagos akHane$s ka"Ý aper"Ûblepton ka"Ý aperio@riston.
for this matter is an abyss. Even assuming that you find a limit, what do
you think exists above that again? Certainly an awesome expanse, and then
an immense, infinite and limitless sea! (Niceph v.And 4298=884A)

(66e)

(~480)
f´sei Îti Ôstin, Ûq o»dân parªxei tö ¨xurö
pHu@sei ho@ti e@stin, ho$s oude$n pare@kHei to^ùi ekHtHro^ùi
It is true that there are some who give nothing to the enemy. (Apophth.Patr
344A)
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ple$ùn ho@ti Ôexcept thatÕ also remains in use in Middle Greek, and starts taking on
the function of a simple connective (ÔbutÕ) (Tabachovitz 1946:164):
(67a)

(65)
t¼ gŒr; plîn Îti pantç tr¿pó, eÂte profŒsei eÂte ½lhue¼Q, Xrist¯q kataggªletai, kaç
¨n to´tó xa¼rv
t"Û ga@r? ple$ùn ho@ti pant"Ý tro@poùi, e"Ûte propHa@sei e"Ûte aleùtHe"Ûaùi, kHristo$s katagge@letai,
ka"Ý en tou@toùi kHa"Ûroù
What then? notwithstanding, every way, whether in pretence, or in truth,
Chrst is preached; and I therein do rejoice (King James)
What then? Only that in every way, whether in pretense or in truth, Christ is
proclaimed; and in that I rejoice. (NT Phil 1:18)100

(67b)

(~650)
½llÕ oð treÁq ¨j a»t©n kaç ¨m¿nasan, katanygªnteq ¨pç të polite¼Q to Salo . plîn
Îti tinç eýpeÁn t¼pote Òxriq oÈ Ôzh ¨n sarkç ¸ Sal¯q o»k Ædynüuhsan.
all hoi tre"ßs eks auto^ùn ka"Ý emo@nasan, katanuge@ntes ep"Ý te^ùi polite"Ûaùi tou^ salou^. ple$ùn
ho@ti tin"Ý eipe"ßn t"Ûpote a@kHris hou^ e@zdeù en sark"Ý ho salo$s ouk eùdune@ùtHeùsan.
and three of them became monks, spurred on by the FoolÕs conduct. But while
the Fool lived in the flesh, they were unable to tell anyone anything about this.
(Leont.N v.Sym 1737C=164.12)

The collocation ple$ùn ho@ti is joined by the new collocation alla$ ho@ti Ôbut thatÕ (cf.
Modern Greek ala pu, Arvanitika po •‘):
(68a)

(vÊAD)
mhdân mân Ôxoysai meuÕ ãayt©n, ½llÕ Îti m¼a ¨j a»t©n eýdyÁa æeloyrgeÁn t¶q
¨fhmªroy trof¶q ¨xorügei t•q xre¼aq
meùde$n me$n e@kHousai metH heauto^ùn, all ho@ti m"Ûa eks auto^ùn eidu"ßa huelourge"ßn te^ùs
epHeùme@rou tropHe^ùs ekHore@ùgei ta$s kHre"Ûas
having no possesions with them, except that one of them, who knew how to
make glass, supplied them with the necessaries for their daily food (Agathan
34.97)

(68b)

(~950)
Ü÷qÝ t• eýkositªssara stoixeÁa t©n grammŒtvn oÜtvq t• noerŒ te kaç aýsuht• ½p¯
foberúq uevr¼aq pne´matoq ág¼oy ginÃskein. |AllÕ Îti m¿nó ¨mo¼ te kaç |Epifan¼ó
÷m¼lei, ïn¼ka pr¿q me ¨gªneto · pŒlai pr¯q to ton ¨pedümhsen, ãtªró dª tini o»dâ k¥n
cil¯n l¿gon perç graf¶q ½pekr¼nato.
hoùs ta$ eikosite@ssara stoikHe"ßa to^ùn gramma@toùn hou@toùs ta$ noera@ te ka"Ý aistHeùta$ apo$
pHobera^ùs tHeoùr"Ûas pneu@matos hag"Ûou gino@ùskein. all ho@ti mo@noùi emo"Û te ka"Ý
epipHan"Ûoùi hoùm"Ûlei, heùn"Ûka pro@s me ege@neto e$ù pa@lai pro$s tou^ton epede@ùmeùsen;
hete@roùi de@ tini oude$ k a$n psilo$n lo@gon per"Û grapHe^ùs apekr"Ûnato.
he knew the intellectual and the sensible world no less than the twenty-four
letters of the alphabet. Yet it was only to me and Epiphanios he talked, the
times he came to me or when he visited him, whereas he did not utter a single
word on the Scripture to any other. (Niceph v.And 4277=881B)

(68c)

(before 556)
¨mayt¯n urhnód© p©q ¨xleyŒsuhn?/ kaç o»k ûrkese to to m¿non eýq aýsx´nhn moy
½llÕ Îti kaç ¨mpa¼zomai?
emauto$n tHreùnoùido^ù po^ùs ekHleua@stHeùn;/ ka"Ý ouk e@ùrkese tou^to mo@non eis aiskHu@neùn
mou all ho@ti ka"Ý empa"Ûzdomai;
I mourn for myself and the way I am mocked./ The one thing (the

100Some

manuscripts omit (pleonastic) ho@ti.
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Resurrection of Christ) was not shame enough for me;/ but I must be jeered
at. (Rom.Mel 25.iv.2)101

And ou (mo@non) ho@ti remains in use, with the new meaning Ônot thatÕ (69a) as
well as Ônot onlyÕ (69b) (Tabachovitz 1943:43Ð44):
(69a)

(57)
feid¿menoq æm©n o»kªti Äluon eýq K¿rinuon. o»x Îti kyrie´omen æm©n t¶q p¼stevq,
½ll• synergo¼ ¨smen t¶q xarúq æm©n?
pHeido@menos humo^ùn ouke@ti e^ùltHon eis ko@rintHon. oukH ho@ti kurieu@omen humo^ùn
te^ùs p"Ûsteoùs, alla$ sunergo"Û esmen te^ùs kHara^ùs humo^ùn;
it was to spare you that I refrained from coming to Corinth. Not that we lord
it over your faith; we work with you for your joy (NT 2ÊCor 1:24)

(69b)

(~650)
kaç Ôktote o» m¿non Îti eµxen a»t¯n ¸ kŒphloq parÕ ãayt¯n ½ll• kaç eý Òlloy tin¯q
ûkoyen lªgontoq? ÒÏntvq tŒxa ãayt¯n poieÁ ¸ ½bbúq oÜtvq,Ó e»uªvq Ôlegen a»tö?
ÒÏntvq daimoniŒriq ¨stçn kauar¿qÓ
ka"Ý e@ktote ou mo@non ho@ti e"ßkHen auto$n ho ka@peùlos par heauto$n alla$ ka"Ý ei a@llou
tino$s e@ùkouen le@gontos; Òo@ntoùs ta@kHa heauto$n poie"ß ho abba^ùs hou@toùs,Ó eutHe@oùs
e@legen auto^ùi; Òo@ntoùs daimonia@ris est"Ýn katHaro@sÓ
And from that moment, not only did the tavern keeper think that he was beside himself, but if he heard someone else saying, ÒPerhaps Abba Symeon pretends to be like this,Ó immediately he answered, ÒHe is completely possessed.Ó
(Leont.N v.Sym 1712C=148.6)

In fact, ou mo@non ho@ti was paralleled by its affirmative counterpart mo@non ho@ti
ÔonlyÕ in Leontius of Neapolis (cf. CSMG mono pu ÔitÕs just thatÕ):102
(69c)

(~650)
eÂkosi nyxuümera Ærmen¼samen sfodrö ½nªmó mî dynhuªnteq Îlvq gnvr¼sai t¯ po
æpŒgomen müte ½p¯ Òstroy müte ½p¯ t¿poy. m¿non dâ Îti ¨ueÃrei ¸ k´bernoq t¯n
pŒpan sån a»tö krato nta t¯n a»xªna kaç lªgonta a»tö? ÇMî fobhuëq, kal©q
½rmen¼zeiq.È
e"Ûkosi nukHtHe@ùmera eùrmen"Ûsamen spHodro^ùi ane@moùi me$ù duneùtHe@ntes ho@loùs
gnoùr"Ûsai to$ pou^ hupa@gomen me@ùte apo$ a@strou me@ùte apo$ to@pou. mo@non de$ ho@ti
etheo@ùrei ho ku@bernos to$n pa@pan su$n auto^ùi kratou^nta to$n aukHe@na ka"Ý le@gonta auto^ùi;
Òme$ù pHobeùtHe^ùis, kalo^ùs armen"Ûzdeis.Ó
We sailed for twenty days and nights, and owing to a violent wind we were
unable to tell in what direction we were going either by the stars or by the
coast. But the only thing we knew was that the steersman saw the
Patriarch by his side holding the tiller and saying to him: ÔFear not! You are
sailing quite right.Õ (Leont.N v.Jo.Eleem 19.10=VIII 38)

(69d)

(~650)
eµxen oÇn ¸ Ôxvn a»t¯n portŒrin mogg¯n kaç kvf¯n ½p¯ gennüsevq. m¿non dâ Îti di•
ne´matoq a»tö Ôlegan a»tö? ÇKleÁsonÈ kaç Ôkleien kaç pŒlin Ç=AnoijonÈ kaç
ûnoigen.
e"ßkHen ou^n ho e@kHon auto$n porta@rin moggo$n ka"Ý koùpHo$n apo$ genne@ùseoùs. mo@non de$
ho@ti dia$ neu@matos auto^ùi e@legan auto^ùi; Òkle"ßsonÓ ka"Ý e@kleien ka"Ý pa@lin Òa@noiksonÓ

101Mitsakis

(1967:138) believes this is a scribal error, involving either a misplacement of ho@ti, or
a mistake for e@ti ÔstillÕ; but the other instances in late Middle Greek confirm the manuscript
reading as valid.
102mo@ n on (mono) by itself is also used as a connective, both in Middle Greek (Tabachovitz
1943:65Ð68) and Modern Greek.
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ka"Ý e@ùnoigen.
Le ma”tre de Pierre avait un portier sourd-muet de naissance. CÕest par signe
seulement quÕon lui disait ÇFermeÈ, et il fermait, ou ˆ lÕinverse ÇOuvre,È et il
ouvrait.
And the man who owned Peter had a porter who was deaf-mute from birth.
Only by signs did they tell him ÔClose!Õ and he would close and again ÔOpen!Õ
and he would open. (Leont.N v.Jo.Eleem XXI 157)

oti survived well into Modern Greek, particularly as a temporal and causal
marker. It is possible that oti as a complementiser passed out of currency some
time this millennium, and was revived by Puristic; Jannaris (1897) certainly believes oti was in the process of being displaced by low-register pos in the vernacular. That oti has been borrowed by Macedonian Slavonic, however, suggests
that, if indeed oti did lose out in competition with pos, it was later rather than
sooner.
So Middle Greek ho@ti had moved substantially closer to the functional range of
Modern pu, particularly in its collocations and adjunct usage. The latter came at
the expense of the participle and hoùs, which begin retreating at this time. The
case for a functional continuity here is much stronger than for the participle: the
overlap between oti and pu has been carried forward into modern times, involving as it does adjuncts and collocations as well as complements, and thereby
exploiting the commonality of the two expressions as nominalisers.
5.4.4. hoùs
The use of hoùs became severely restricted in Middle Greek. As a causal and purposive, hoùs had died out by iiÊBC (Jannaris 1897 ¤1740, ¤1761); this is confirmed
by the great popularity, in reaction, of purposive hoùs amongst Atticists like
Lucian and Arrian (Hult 1990:77).
The same fate befell resultative hoùs: it is rare or absent in Hellenistic prose
(Polybius, the Ptolemaic Papyri, the Septuagint, the New Testament.) However,
a reanalysis of ho^ ù steÊ= he@oùs ho@te Ôuntil whenÕ (according to JannarisÕ (1897
¤1757b) analysis) gave rise to hoùs as a resultative again, in late Middle Greek.103
That this particle shows up in the later vernacular Middle Greek texts (the
Apostolic Fathers, the Christian Apocrypha, the Alchemists, the Apophthegmata Patrum) (70a, 70b), while entirely absent in the New Testament, suggests
it is an independent phenomenon to Attic resultative hoùs.
(70a)

103There

(120~200)
kaç par• to Ueo , to kaç t¯ lªgein kaç t¯ ½ko´ein ïmÁn xorhgo ntoq, aýto mai
dou¶nai, ¨moç mân, eýpeÁn oÜtvq ÷q mŒlista ¥n ½ko´santa se belt¼ona genªsuai, so¼
te oÜtvq ½ko´sai ÷q mî lyphu¶nai t¯n eýp¿nta.
ka"Ý para$ tou^ tHeou^, tou^ ka"Ý to$ le@gein ka"Ý to$ akou@ein heùm"ßùn kHoreùgou^ntos, aitou^mai

is some corroboration lent to this hypothesis by the fact that he@oùs was also in use as a
purposive at the time (Ljungvik 1932:43Ð46). According to Hatzidakis (1990 [1907]:470)
(refuting Meyer), it is as a reflex of he@oùs rather than hoùs that Modern Greek os Ôuntil, up toÕ
survivesÑalthough in its function Ôas, whenÕ it probably represents a continuation of hoùs. hoùs
was already being used instead of he@oùs, meaning ÔuntilÕ, in Sophocles (Aj 1117) (Schwyzer
1950:II 650).
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dotHe^ùnai, emo"Ý me$n, eipe"ßn hou@toùs hoùs ma@lista a$n akou@santa se belt"Ûona gene@stHai,
so"Û te hou@toùs akou@sai hoùs me$ù lupeùtHe^ùnai to$n eipo@nta.
and I pray God, the Author of both our speech and hearing, to grant me such
use of my tongue that you may derive the fullest benefit from listening to me,
and to you such use of your ears that I may have no cause to regret having
spoken. (Diogn 1)
(70b)

(~480)
tosa´th tö poimªni pros¶n ¸si¿thq ÷q ½jivu¶nai a»t¯n kaç ½nurÃpvn poimªna
genªsuai.
tosau@teù to^ùi poime@ni prose^ùn hosio@teùs hoùs aksiotHe^ùnai auto$n ka"Ý antHro@ùpoùn
poime@na gene@stHai.
he took care of his flook of sheep with such great holiness that he was judged
worthy to be a shepherd of men too. (Apophth.Patr 417C)

This finding is corroborated by Hult, who finds that hoùsÊ + infinitive is the
normal resultative in vÊAD, for both Atticist and vernacular writers: ÒIf consecutive hoùs earlier had an Atticist colouring, it seems to have lost it by this time and
become neutral as to styleÓ (Hult 1990:140).104
Complementiser-hoùs was dying out by early Middle Greek; Jannaris (1897
¤1753b) gives the following counts:
Author
Thucydides
Xenophon105 (An iÐiii)
Polybius iÐv
Diodorus Siculus i

Date
la. vÊBC
ea. ivÊBC
iiÊBC
iÊBC

hoùs
130
22
45
8

ho@ti
223
111
87
36

dio@ti
0
0
60
9

ho@tiÊ+ dio@ti
223
111
147
45

%hoùs
37
17
23
13

There are only two instances of complementiser-hoùs in Malalas (viÊAD)
(Weierholt 1963:57), and Robertson (1934 [1923]:1032) finds Òno clear instance
of hoùs in this senseÓ in the New Testament.
Although hoùs by itself had died out as a complementiser, Middle Greek innovated the double-barrelled complementiser hoùso@ti around iÊBC, which remained
in use throughout Middle Greek (Jannaris 1897 ¤1754).

104To

explain the phenomenon, Hult prefers to point out that, of the two Attic resultatives,
ho@ùste had become associated with the indicative, and hoùs with the infinitive (so in the prose of
St Basil the Great (ivÊAD), and Attic use of resultative hoùs was predominantly infinitival). The
Attic status of the infinitive as the unmarked mood in the resultative was extended in Hellenistic
Greek: the infinitive occurs 85% of the time in Polybius, and in all but two instances in both the
Septuagint and the New Testament (Hult 1990:123). So Hult suggests that the hypercorrection
of hoùs, used to match the extended use of the infinitive, became entrenched usage by vÊAD. A
hypercorrection passing into colloquial usage seems unlikely, however, and this may be an instance instead of ho@ùste remodelled after he@oùs, as Jannaris suggested.
Since hoùs became consistently used with the infinitive, there was no way of distinctly expressing
irrealis results with hoùs. Increasingly, the irrealis resultative was expressed instead with h"Ûna, as
discussed above, and conversely, ho@ùste was used as a purposive (Ljungvik 1932:46Ð49).
105 Xenophon travelled widely, so his dialect is not pure Attic, and his prose frequently anticipates Hellenistic Koine.
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(71a)

(57)
kat• ½tim¼an lªgv, ÷q Îti ïmeÁq Æsuenükamen.
kata$ atim"Ûan le@goù, hoùs ho@ti heùme"ßs eùstHene@ùkamen.
To my shame, I must say, ∅ we were too weak for that! (NT 2ÊCor 11:21)

(71b)

(~650)
t¯n k´rion proball¿menoq t©n legomªnvn mŒrtyra, ÷q Îti o»dân kat• prosuükhn
¨pªgracen tö dihgümati ½ll• múllon kaç t• pleÁsta ¨k to xr¿noy ¨pelŒueto.
to$n ku@rion proballo@menos to^ùn legome@noùn ma@rtura, hoùs ho@ti oude$n kata$
prostHe@ùkeùn epe@grapsen to^ùi dieùge@ùmati alla$ ma^ùllon ka"Ý ta$ ple"ßsta ek tou kHro@nou
epela@tHeto.
calling on the Lord as witnesses to his story, that he had written nothing to
add to the narrative, but rather that since that time he had forgotten most
things. (Leont.N v.Sym 1677A=125.23)

The particle competing with ho@ti as a complementiser was no longer hoùs by late
Middle Greek, but po^ùs ( pos) Ôhow?ÕÑthe interrogative counterpart to hoùs.
Interrogatives had displaced *yoÊ+ *kwo particles as indirect interrogativesÑa
process already underway in Classical Greek (Smyth 1959 [1920] ¤2664); so po^ùs
as a complementiser reflects exactly the same semantic development as hoùs.106
Elsewhere (Nicholas 1996) I evaluate the evidence for the reanalysis of po^ ù s;
there are no unambiguous instances of po^ùs as a complementiser in surviving
texts of Middle Greek, but the weight of evidence suggests that the reanalysis
had taken place, if not by iiÊAD , certainly by viÊAD .
There are a few functions where hoùs remains active in Middle Greek. hoùs is
the dominant comparative particle in Malalas (Weierholt 1963:66). Furthermore, hoùs remained in use as a particle introducing causal participlesÑin fact,
the full functional range of participles in the New Testament (Robertson 1934
[1923]:1140)Ñand equative and predicative complements. And hoùs is
ÒcommonÓ as a temporal in the New Testament (Robertson 1934 [1923]:974)
(72a). Malalas uses hoùs as a temporal some 40 times, with the meaning ÔwhileÕ
(72b), as distinct from ho@te (45 times), which denotes punctual time, even when
the ho@te-verb is imperfective (72c) (Weierholt 1963:60):107
(72a)

(~65)
p¿soq xr¿noq ¨stçn ÷q to to gªgonen a»tö;
po@sos kHro@nos est"Ýn hoùs tou^to ge@gonen auto^ùi?
How long is it ago since this came unto him? (King James)
How long has he had this? (NT Mc 9:21)

(72b)

(525Ð550)
kaç Ômeinen Ôsv, kaç ¨wW´suh uanŒtoy. kaç ÷q Ôstin ¨keÁ, ¨dümeysen a»t¯n ¸ basileåq
Zünvn.
ka"Ý e@meinen e@soù, ka"Ý err8u@stHeù tHana@tou. ka"Ý hoùs e@stin eke"ß, ede@ùmeusen auto$n ho
basileu$s zde@ùnoùn.

106Indeed,

there are some passages of the New Testament where po^ùs and hoùs are alternative
readings in the manuscripts (Robertson 1934 [1923]:1032).
107In Romanus the Melodist, by contrast, Òthe domain of hoùs is extended at the expense of
clarity and it often appears where another temporal conjunction would be expected (i.e. en ho^ùi
ÔwhileÕ, he@oùs ÔuntilÕ, ho@te ÔwhenÕ)Ó (Mitsakis 1967:145).
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He stayed inside, and escaped death. While he was there, the emperor Zeno
confiscated his property. (Jo.Mal 390.20)
(72c)

(525Ð550)
kaç Îte mân ¸ kl¶roq ¨kŒlei t¯n Oýn¿maon ½gvn¼sasuai æpâr to Poseid©noq, ¨f¿rei
sx¶ma ðmat¼vn kyan©n
ka"Ý ho@te me$n ho kle^ùros eka@lei to$n oino@maon agoùn"ÛsastHai hupe$r tou^ poseido^ùnos,
epHo@rei skHe^ùma himat"Ûoùn kuano^ùn
When the lot summoned Oinomaos to compete on behalf of Poseidon, he wore
a blue costume (Jo.Mal 173.18)

The surviving temporal use of hoùs naturally spills back over into ambiguity with
a causal interpretation:
(72d)

(90~99)
¨pç dâ t¯n |Ihso n ¨lu¿nteq, ÷q eµdon ûdh a»t¯n teunhk¿nta, o» katªajan a»to t•
skªlh
ep"Ý de$ to$n ieùsou^n eltHo@ntes, hoùs e"ßdon e@ùdeù auto$n tetHneùko@nta, ou kate@aksan autou^
ta$ ske@leù
But coming to Jesus, as they saw that he was already dead, they did not break
his legs
but when they came to Jesus and saw that he was already dead, they did not
break his legs (NT Jo 19:33)

In all, hoùs in Middle Greek loses its status as a universal particleÑat the same
time as ho@ti comes close to gaining this status. hoùs is no longer causal, purposive, or a complementiser; its use as a resultative is of uncertain origin, and may
well involve homonymy with he@oùs ÔuntilÕ.
The only function in which hoùs remains vigorous is as a temporal (independent of he@oùs) and a comparative. In these functions, hoùsÊ> os survives into
Modern Greek dialects, as does san < hoùs a@n, the CSMG word for ÔasÕÑalthough
the latter may be an independent innovation. This early retreat in functionality
of hoùs, and its explicit survival as a temporal, makes it unlikely that the functional ranges of hoùs and pu are causally relatedÑnotwithstanding the suggestive commonalities between the two.
5.4.5. Parataxis
A feature that comes to the fore in Middle Greek is the substantial use of
parataxis, with ka"Û ÔandÕ in particular but also zero-coordination replacing the
older subordinators (Ljungvik 1932:54Ð102).108 This use of parataxis expands
108Parataxis

is a salient feature of Middle and Modern Greek, and is typically remarked upon by
scholars as
the disinclination natural to popular speech for a periodic structure involving
mental strain, and the decided preference for parataxis (¤1930). In other words,
the leading peculiarity of popular Greek, as that of all popular languages, has been
to place in the simplest way of juxtaposition, that is in the form of little independent clauses, the several parts of a narrative which in the more reflective literary
style are generally subordinated either to a leading sentence or to each other by
means of conjunctions of more specific meaning, thus forming a complex whole
(Jannaris 1897 ¤1703).
That this is an overhasty conclusion should be clear to linguistically informed readers.
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on usage already in place in Classical Greek (Smyth 1959 [1920] ¤2169). The
post-classical usages of ka"Û are illustrated below:
(73a)

(90~99)
¨zütoyn oÇn a»t¯n piŒsai, kaç o»deçq ¨pªbalen ¨pÕ a»t¯n tîn xeÁra, Îti o{pv
¨lhl´uei ï øra a»to .
ezde@ùtoun ou^n auto$n pia@sai, ka"Ý oude"Ýs epe@balen ep auto$n te$ùn kHe"ßra, ho@ti ou@poù
eleùlu@tHei heù ho@ùra autou^.
So they sought to arrest him, but no one laid hands on him, for his hour had
not yet come. (NT Jo 7:30) (Contrast)

(73b)

(ivÊAD)
kaç toÁq do´loiq a»to ¨p¼steyen k½moç o»k ¨p¼steyen
ka"Ý to"ßs dou@lois autou^ ep"Ûsteuen k amo"Ý ouk ep"Ûsteuen
he trusted his slaves but would not trust me. (POxy 903.16) (Contrast)

(73c)

(~65)
Än dâ øra tr¼th kaç ¨sta´rvsan a»t¿n.
e^ùn de$ ho@ùra tr"Ûteù ka"Ý estau@roùsan auto@n.
And it was the third hour, when they crucified him. (NT Mc 15:25) (Temporal)

(73d)

(iiiÊAD)
pún oÇn pyüs‘q, kyre¼a moy mütrh, mî ½mel¶se t¶q uygatr¿q `soy«. ¸ g•r ½delf¿q
moy prosªreiceáceâ t¯n p©³l³on. deÁ se a»t¯n prosª•sˆxein, kâ o»áke³â k ¨dynüuhn
½nelueÁn.
pa^ùn ou^n pue@ùseùis, kure"Ûa mou me@ùtreù, me$ù amele^ùse te^ùs tHugatro@s sou. ho ga$r
adelpHo@s mou prose@reipse to$n po^ùlon. de"ß se auto$n prose@kHein, ke$ ouk edune@ùtHeùn
aneltHe"ßn.
Be sure, my lady mother, not to neglect your daughter; for my brother turned
the colt loose (?); you ought to beware of him, and (=as) I could not come.
(POxy 1678.11) (Causal)

(73e)

(70~79)
o»dâ ka¼oysin l´xnon kaç tiuªasin a»t¯n æp¯ t¯n m¿dion, ½llÕ ¨pç tîn lyxn¼an, kaç
lŒmpei púsin toÁq ¨n të oýk¼Q.
oude$ ka"Ûousin lu@kHnon ka"Ý titHe@asin auto$n hupo$ to$n mo@dion, all ep"Ý te$ùn lukHn"Ûan,
ka"Ý la@mpei pa^ùsin to"ßs en te^ùi oik"Ûaùi.
Nor do men light a lamp and put it under a bushel, but on a stand, and it
gives light to all in the house. (NT Mt 5:15) (Resultative)

(73f)

(iiÊAD)
kal©q ²poiü³seiq, ½delfª, mî ½melüsaq to² ³ klüroy to strathgiko ½ll²•³ ÷q Ôuoq
¨st¼ soi ½ntilab×n ôn ¨joys¼an Ôxeiq, kaç d´nasa²i³ t¯n merism¯n t¶q Fil²o³p³Œ³²to³roq
Ôxein
kalo^ùs poie@ùseis, adelpHe@, me$ù amele@ùsas tou^ kle@ùrou tou^ strateùgikou^ alla$ hoùs e@tHos
est"Û soi antilabo$ùn he$ùn eksous"Ûan e@kHeis, ka"Ý du@nasai to$n merismo$n te^ùs pHilopa@toros
e@kHein
You would do well, brother, not to neglect the GeneralÕs ballot, but as is your
wont claim the authority you have, and you can have PhilopatorÕs share.
You will do well, brother, not to neglect the ballot for strategus, but, as is your
custom, using all the influence you have and can get (?), take care to secure
the share of Philopator. (PFay CXXV) (Resultative)

(73g)

(iiÊBC)
kaç eµpa kaç Ôkleisan t•q p´laq, kaç eµpa øste mî ½noig¶nai a»t•q Õvq ¹p¼sv to
sabbŒtoy?
ka"Ý e"ßpa ka"Ý e@kleisan ta$s pu@las, ka"Ý e"ßpa ho@ùste me$ù anoige^ùnai auta$s he@oùs op"Ûsoù tou^
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sabba@tou;
I commanded that the doors should be shut and gave orders that they should
not be opened until after the sabbath. (LXX Neh 13:19=2Esd 23:19)
(Purposive) 109
(73h)

(70~79)
t¼ uªletª moi do nai, k½g× æmÁn paradÃsv a»t¿n;
t"Û tHe@lete@ moi dou^nai, k ago$ù hum"ßùn parado@ùsoù auto@n?
What will you give me if I deliver him to you? (NT Mt 26:15) (Purposive)

(73i)

(346)
Ôpita grŒfv të së xrhst¿thti, Îpvq spoydŒs‘q kaç symboyle´s‘q tö praipos¼tó
e@pita gra@pHoù te^ùi se^ùi kHreùsto@teùti, ho@poùs spouda@seùis ka"Ý sumbouleu@seùis to^ùi
praipos"Ûtoùi
Then I am writing to your excellency, that you should make haste and advise
the prefect (PLond II 409) (Phasal verb complement)

(73j)

(~65Ê AD)
kaç ~fuh a»toÁq \Hle¼aq sån MväseÁ, kaç Äsan synlalo nteq tö |Ihso .
ka"Ý o@ùpHtHeù auto"ßs heùle"Ûas su$n moùuse"ß, ka"Ý e^ùsan sunlalou^ntes to^ùi ieùsou^.
And Elijah with Moses were seen by them, and they were conversing with
Jesus.
And there appeared to them Elijah and Moses; and they were talking to Jesus.
(NT Mc 9:4) (Perception verb complement)

(73k)

(710?)
¨petrªcamen g•r tö par¿nti ½post¿ló ïm©n mî ½post¶nai ¨k so kaç Ôsti di• so t¼
pote t¯ kau¿loy ¨n loipŒdei
epetre@psamen ga$r to^ùi paro@nti aposto@loùi heùmo^ùn me$ù aposte^ùnai ek sou^ ka"Ý e@sti dia$
sou^ t"Û pote to$ katHo@lou en loipa@dei
for we have instructed the present messenger not to depart from you if you
are in arrears with even anything at all (PLond 1393) (Conditional)110

(73l)

(iiiÊAD)
Ôxv ¨n |Alej²a³ndre¼Q ½nagkaÁon f¼lon kaç t• pŒnta metadÃsi ïmÁn
e@kHoù en aleksandre"Ûaùi anagka"ßon pH"Ûlon ka"Ý ta$ pa@nta metado@ùsi heùm"ßùn
I have in Alexandria a friendly relative, and he will transfer everything to us
(BGU II 625) (Relativiser)

Parataxis is a prominent mechanism of clause combination through Middle and
Modern Greek, and indeed throughout the Balkans; its use is much more wideranging than, say, in EnglishÑparticularly in complementation, although its use
is still largely consistent with ÔandÕ (e.g. Telo ke to kano ÔI want [to] and I do it; I
want to do it (FACTIVE)Õ.) Nevertheless, parataxis belongs to a different paradigm than the subordination in which pu participates; so it is unlikely that there
was any direct influence between the two means of expression.
5.4.6.ÊDiachronic complementation systems
In conclusion, by way of comparison, I present in graphical form the complementation systems of Attic, Hellenistic Koine (as represented by the usage of
109Note

that ka"Û is used in the same way as the immediately ensuing classical purposive/resultative, ho@ùste.
110Ljungvik (1932:85) suspects Arabic influence here.
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the more vernacular authors of the New Testament), and Modern Greek, following the format of ¤4. A more detailed, statistical presentation of the complementation systems of various authors is beyond the scope of this work. Usage
which was only occasional, or which ranged over only some of the predicates in
a given class, is shown as light gray. Because of a relative paucity of examples,
Future Truth Information Modality has been omitted.
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¿
Weak Ass.
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¿
¿
Undet.
¿
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¿
¿
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Figure 11. Attic infinitive; Koine infinitive

The retreat of the infinitive from the predetermined cognitive and the linguistic
domains represents the beginning of the demise of the realis infinitive, supplanted by ho@ti. The irrealis infinitive is still healthy in Early Middle Koine, but
as the following figure shows, the particle that was eventually to displace it,
h"Ûna, was already encroaching on its territory:
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Figure 12. Attic h"Ûna/ho@poùs; Koine h"Ûna/ho@poùs

This process has run to completion in Modern Greek, with na largely covering
the domain of the Ancient/Middle irrealis infinitive:
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Figure 13. Modern na

While ho@ti was already established in Classical Greek as a realis complementiser, it spread at the expense of the realis infinitive in Early Middle Greek, taking over weak assertives and linguistic predicates. Its distribution has remained
basically the same since, except that it has been curtailed in the emotive predetermined domain by pu, and that it has become entrenched in Undetermined
Truth contexts.
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The retreat in the supplementary participle between Ancient and Early Middle
Greek is noticeable; its non-factive use has been dropped, and its non-Truth
usage curtailed.
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Figure 16. Ancient participle; Koine participle

If pu is taken as continuing the functionality of the supplementary participle,
this retreat can be said to have gone further: pu is restricted to Predetermined
Truth, and marked for all but Emotive complements. The use of ke, on the other
hand, is much closer to that of the Ancient participleÑalthough there can be no
question of continuation here, as participial and paratactic complementation
are quite distinct.
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Figure 17. Modern pu; Modern ke

Even for pu, it is by no means certain that one can speak of a continuity between
the general factive Middle participle and the Modern largely-true factive pu. The
dialectal data (¤6) is decisive in this regard: it shows some dialects in which the
participle has not died, and others in which there is no participleÑbut neither is
there complementiser-pu: oti does all realis complementation. This shows the
participle and pu to be unrelated and temporally separated developments.

5.5.ÊTzartzanosÕ internal reconstruction
Tzartzanos (1991 [1946, 1963]) lists not only the various meanings and functions of the Greek ÔintroductiveÕ particles, but also, in endnotes, how the particle
came to have that meaning. Tzartzanos elucidates the diachrony of these particles by internal reconstruction, based on cases where constructs in Modern
Greek are ambiguous between two meanings.
Such ambiguities are commonplace in Modern Greek, not only for pu, but also
for na. The boundaries between the various fields into which these particles
have grammaticalised are still very fluid. As a result, internal reconstruction is a
valid way to go about tracing the grammaticalisation process for these particlesÑparticularly since much of the reanalysis of (o)pu may have taken place
during the Dark Ages, for which we have no documentary evidence.
However, TzartzanosÕ account is not satisfactory, for several reasons. TzartzanosÕ analysis is not completeÑseveral meanings of pu and na are not given a
diachronic account, and many functions of pu discussed in ¤3 are not identified
by Tzartzanos. However much information Greek of the last century (the source
for most of TzartzanosÕ examples) gives us, internal reconstruction should be
based on texts that are as old as possibleÑand supplemented by direct
diachronic research where available. Finally, TzartzanosÕ account was not done
in the light of any cross-linguistic generalisations.
TzartzanosÕ account of the diachrony of pu may be summarised in the following diagram:
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Figure 18. TzartzanosÕ account of pu. Shaded functions are known to have been extant for ho@pou
in Classical and Early Middle Greek.

The initial meaning of Èopu (ho@pou), as Tzartzanos notes, was as a relative locative adverbÑfirst indefinite (¤3.1.1), then definite (¤3.1.2). Tzartzanos gives the
definite locative as a possible origin for the use of (o)pu as a textual connective
(¤3.5), noting the ambiguity in (74):
(74)

ArpŒzei ªna mpoyko´ni kai katªbhke. PŒei sto kal´bi thq. Opo´ se l¼go nŒ soy to
basil¿poylo mªsa.
arpazi ena bukuni ke katevike. pai sto kalivi tis. opu se liÄo Èna su to vasilopulo
mesa.
She grabbed some dough and got out. She went to her hut. But/Where [in the
hut], in a little while, in comes the prince. (MinA 428)

Tzartzanos slices up the domain of the relativiser pu (¤3.2) into a temporal/
locative relativiser (75a, 75b); a relative adverb denoting manner, cause or topic
(75c, 75d, 75e); and a relative pronoun (75f).
(75a) oblique (locative):

FtŒsame sto sp¼ti poy kau¿tan o poihtüq.
ftasame sto spiti pu kaTotan o piitis.
We reached the house in which/where the poet
stayed. (Mack 249)

(75b) oblique (temporal):

De zo´me pia sthn epoxü poy den mporo´seq na kŒneiq
mpŒnio gymn¿q.
De zume pia stin epoxi pu Den boruses na kanis banio
Äimnos.
We no longer live in the age when one couldnÕt go
swimming in the nude. (Mack 249)

(75c) oblique (manner):

O tr¿poq, poy ua th foro´sa thn esŒrpa, ua
symplürvne th shmas¼a toy xrÃmatoq.
o tropos, pu Ta ti forusa tin esarpa, Ta siblirone ti
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simasia tu xromatos.
The way [that] IÕd wear the shawl would complete
the colourÕs meaning. (Tz ¤282 LXXXIV i 3 b:
Drosinis)
(75d) oblique (causal):

Ua moy peiq thn ait¼a, poy egelo´seq.
Ta mu pis tin etia, pu eÄeluses.
You will tell me the reason why/for which you
were laughing.

(75e) oblique (topic):

E¼nai h d¿ja, poy toy e¼xan pei.
ine i Doksa, pu tu ixan pi.
That is the glory which they had told him about.
(Tz ¤282 LXXXIV i 3 b: Papantoniou)

(75f) subject:

O Œnurvpoq poy ürue e¼nai o ue¼oq moy.
o anTropos pu irTe ine o Tios mu.
The man who came is my uncle. (Mack 249)

Tzartzanos does not give an account for the temporal/locative relativiser (including the pseudo-relativeÑ¤3.2.2), but they are obviously intended to be
derived directly from the definite relative locative. Tzartzanos also derives the
temporal subordinator pu (¤3.4.6) from the temporal relativiser, based on the
following ambiguous examples:
(76a)

Ston kair¿ toy pappo´ moy, poy ümoyn mikr¿ kor¼tsiÉ
ston kero tu papu mu, pu imun mikro koritsiÉ
In my grandfatherÕs time, when/during which I was a little girlÉ (Tz ¤282
LXXXIV iii 1 a)

(76b)

Thn ekle¼dvne loip¿ pŒnta sto sp¼ti th gyna¼ka toy, ap¿ thn aygü, poy ªfeyge na
pŒh sth doyleiŒ toy, vq to brŒdy, poy eg´rize.
tin ekliDone lipo pada sto spiti ti Äineka tu, apo tin avÄi, pu efevÄe na pai sti Dulia
tu, os to vraDi, pu eÄirize.
So he always locked his wife up at home, from dawn, when/on which he
would leave to go to work, till the evening, when/on which he would return.
(MinB 450)

Tzartzanos likewise gives no account for the manner/cause/topic relativiser pu,
although it is reasonable to treat it as an extension of the temporal/locative
meaning.
The remainder of the uses of pu Tzartzanos considers to be derived from the
relative pronoun puÑnamely, pu-constructions where the head noun is not
oblique with respect to the relative clause. Of these, he considers it possible that
the complementiser use of pu (barring emotives, which he considers causal)
may have originated from the locative adverb Èopu, as well as the relativiser
proper. His examples, it is worth noting, are of perception predicates, which
with their raising are not characteristic of pu-complements overall:
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(77a)

Eme¼q ecªq
ton e¼dame ston Œmmo,
poy koim¿toyn.
emis epses
ton iDame
ston amo,
pu
kimotun.
we
last.night
him saw
on.the.sand
pu
he.was.sleeping
Last night we saw him sleeping on the sand.
(Last night we saw him on the sand, that he was sleeping/Last night we saw
him on the sand, where he was sleeping/Last night we saw him, who was
sleeping, on the sand.) (Tz ¤282 LXXXIV iii 6 c; Passow)

(77b)

E¼da
ton ülio poy ªlamce
iDa
ton ilio pu
elampse
I saw
the sun pu
it.shone
I saw the sun shine/I saw the sun, which shone. (Tz ¤282 LXXXIV iii 6 c)

(77c)

Eko¼tazan ton Karabªla poy emaso´se me per¼ssian ¿rejh
ekitazan ton karavela pu emasuse me perisian oreksi
They looked at Karavelas eating with appetite to spare/They looked at
Karavelas, who was eating with appetite to spare (Tz ¤282 LXXXIV iii 6 c)

For the remaining usages of pu considered, Tzartzanos gives the following ambiguous examples as derivations:
Complementiser after verbs of emotion (¤3.3.2) and causal subordinator
(¤3.4.1):
(78a)

H k¿rh,
poy ütan fr¿nimh, toyq krŒzei kai toyq lªei
i kori,
pu
itan fronimi,
tus krazi ke tus lei
the maiden pu
was prudent
calls them and tells them
The maiden, who was prudent, calls them and tells them/Because the maiden
was prudent, she calls them and tells them. (Tz ¤282 LXXXIV iii 2; Passow)

(78b)

Mia perdiko´la kŒuontan chlŒ sÕ ªna liuŒri? perigelŒei ton kynhg¿, poy den thn
ntoyfekŒei
mia perDikula kaTodan psila s ena liTari; periÄelai ton kiniÄo, pu Den tin dufekai.
A partridge sat high on a rock; she mocks the hunter, who does not shoot
her/she mocks the hunter for not shooting her. (Tz ¤282 LXXXIV iii 2)

Resultative subordinator (¤3.4.3) (derived from the generalising relativiser:
¤3.7.1):
(79a)

Ti ma´ra moirol¿gia ap¿ thn PŒrga bga¼noyne, poy ta boynŒ rag¼zoyn
ti mavra miroloÄia apo tin parÄa vÄenune, pu ta vuna raÄizun
Oh, the black plaints that come out of Parga, which are such that the mountains crack (relative clause)/so that the mountains crack (result clause) (Tz
¤282 LXXXIV iii 3)

(79b)

Moy Õdvse t¿sa xrümata, poy ua moy ftŒsoyn na perŒsv ¿lo to müna
mu Dose tosa xrimata, pu Ta mu ftasun na peraso olo to mina.
He gave me so much money, as much as would be enough to last me through
the entire month (relative clause)/He gave me so much money, that it will be
enough to last me through the entire month (result clause) (Tz ¤282 LXXXIV iii
3)

(79c)

Na ton pŒte se mian erhmiŒ, poy na mhn e´rh strŒta
na ton pate se mian erimia, pu na min evri strata
Take him to a wasteland, such that he will not be able to find a way out
(relative clause)/so that he will not be able to find a way out (result clause) (Tz
¤282 LXXXIV iii 3)
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Contrastive subordinator (¤3.4.4):
(80a)

Ayt¿ da to katalaba¼name vq kai meiq, poy ümaste paidiŒ
afto Da to katalavename os ke mis, pu imaste peDia
Even we, who were children, understood that/Even we understood that,
though we were children (Tz ¤282 LXXXIV iii 4)

(80b)

To lªne oi Œlloi, na to lªte kai seiq, k´rie Aggelü, poy me gnvr¼zete ap¿ t¿so da
koritsŒki;
to lene i ali, na to lete ke sis, kirie ageli, pu me Änorizete apo toso Da koritsaki?
The others say so, but for you to say so as well, Mr. Angelis, who have known
me since I was a little girl!/even though you have known me since I was a
little girl! (Tz ¤282 LXXXIV iii 4)

Optative subordinator (¤3.7.5), derived from optative relative clauses:
(81)

Na mpüjv to maxa¼ri sto laim¿ toy andr¿q moy, poy na tone pŒrh o diŒoloq!
na bikso to maxeri sto lemo tu anDros mu, pu na tone pari o Diaolos!
If I could only stick a knife in my husbandÕs throat, whom may the devil
take/If I could only stick I knife in my husbandÕs throatÑ[and] may the devil
take him! (Tz ¤282 LXXXIV iv)

Exclamatory subordinator (¤3.7.6), derived from relativisations of interrogatives:
(82a)

Ti
e¼nÕ to kak¿,
poy g¼netai sth mªsh sto Leb¼di
ti
in
to kako,
pu Äinete sti mesi sto leviDi?
what is
the bad thing
What is the disaster which is happening in the middle of Levidi? (PolÊ68)

(82b)

Ti e¼nÕ to kak¿, poy pŒuame oi ma´roi oi Laza¼oi!
ti in to kako, pu paTame i mavri i lazei!
What is the disaster which has befallen us poor members of the Lazos
clan?/What a disaster to have befallen us poor members of the Lazos clan!
(PolÊ212)

(82c)

Gia
idªq
kair¿ poy diŒleje o XŒroq na se pŒrh!
Äia
iDes
kero pu
Dialekse o xaros na se pari!
go on!
see (IMPER P) time pu
Death has chosen to take you
See a time which Death has chosen to taken you!/Look, what a time ∅ Death
has chosen to take you! (Tz ¤282 LXXXIV iv b)

Tzartzanos derives the typical exclamatory clauses in ¤3.7.6 from these clauses
by dropping, first the main verb, and then the ti, Òwithout the meaning of the
sentence changing at all, or the exclamatory intonation of the expression losing
anything.Ó (Tzartzanos 1991 [1946, 1963] ¤282 LXXXIV iv b): so in (82a), ti in to
kako pu paTame!Ê> ti kako pu paTame!Ê> kako pu paTame! So Tzartzanos derives
the exclamatory cleft from an interrogative (pseudo-)cleft.
One remaining issue arises from FigureÊ18. As is clear, the contrast adjunct
function was present in Early Middle Greek (30d), but is derived from the Late
Middle Greek relativiser by Tzartzanos. There is a way Tzartzanos could be
right; namely, that the contrastive connective was innovated twice in GreekÑ
once from ho@pou as a locative, and once from pu as a relativiser.
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Both pathways are plausible. The semantic enrichment characteristic of relativisation can be contrastive in nature; e.g. o Äianis, pu itan ftoxos, tora ine
plusios (John, who was poor, is now rich). As for a locative engendering a contrast marker, we need go no further than the reinforced Modern Greek locative
expression, the pseudo-relative eki pu Ôthere thatÕ:
(30d)

(100~125)
d¿jaq o» trªmoysin blasfhmo nteq, Îpoy Òggeloi ýsx´Ý kaç dynŒmei me¼zoneq Ïnteq
o» fªroysin katÕ a»t©n par• Kyr¼ó blŒsfhmon kr¼sin.
do@ksas ou tre@mousin blaspHeùmou^ntes, ho@pou a@ggeloi iskHu@i ka"Ý duna@mei
me"Ûzdones o@ntes ou pHe@rousin kat auto^ùn para$ kur"Ûoùi bla@spHeùmon kr"Ûsin.
they are not afraid to revile the glorious ones, whereas angels, though
greater in might and power, do not pronounce a reviling judgement upon
them before the Lord.
(CSMG: Den tremun na vlasfimun tis Dokses, eki pu i ageli, pu ine meÄaliteri stin
isxi ke ti Dinami, Den ekDilonun vlasfimi krisi Äi aftus ston kirio) (NT 2ÊPetr 2:11)

The consequence is noteworthy: different stages of a grammaticalisation,
bearing different meaning components, can generate the same grammatical
functions over time, with the latter instance overriding its predecessor. Indeed,
if divergence has occurred in the grammaticalisation, and the two stages are
synchronically distinct, the two instances may even coexist in the languageÑ
which is what seems to have happened with the use of both Èopu and pu as discourse connectives in Modern Greek (¤3.5).
This means that identifying early instances of novel functions of a grammaticalising word, as done in this chapter, is not sufficient. One must also ascertain
whether the grammaticalising word could at that time have engendered the
function now in current use. For example, identifying Attic temporal ho@pou is
not sufficient to account for Modern Greek temporal pu. One must also determine whether Modern Greek temporal pu can consitute a continuation of Attic
temporal ho@pou, or represents a novel development from, say, the Late Middle
Greek relativiser. The clues that can be conscripted to working this problem out
can involve either the syntactic behaviour of the two words (if the syntactic
scope of the etymon has changed over time), the lexical form of the words (given
lexical/phonological attenuation), or the connotational meaning of the words
(given semantic enrichment or blanching).

5.6.ÊConclusion
The findings in this chapter on the diachrony of ho@ p ou are summarised in
FigureÊ19.
The investigation of the diachrony of ho@pou, and the search for parallels of pu
in Ancient and Middle Greek, have yielded some interesting results:
¥ ho@pou does not originate in the reduction of a lexical form to grammatical, as
is typical of grammaticalisation. Indeed, in the strict sense, ho@pou did not
originate as a grammaticalisation at all; everything about the form is analogical:
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¥ The prefixing of ho- to *kwo words in Greek is an analogical development, imitating ho@stis; it is for this reason that ho- in these
words is indeclinable.
¥ The semantic shift of originally indirect interrogative *yoÊ+ *kwo
words to indefinite and thence definite relatives is also by analogy
to ho@stis.
¥ The genitive ending on ho@pou is a schematic innovation of ProtoIonic; it was applied to the hopo- stem by analogy with spatial partitive genitives in nominals.
¥ In the absence of a nominative *ho@pos in Proto-Ionic, the genitive
form ho@pou cannot have existed independently of this specific innovationÑwhich is why ho@pou is unattested in any function outside Attic-Ionic. The -ou ending of ho@pou thus exists only by virtue
of analogical extension.
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Figure 19. The diachrony of ho@pou

¥ The locative hou^, which is derived from a productive nominative
ho@s, is an innovation restricted to Attic, and thus subsequent to
ho@pou. So pace Monteil, ho@pou was not mechanically modelled on
hou^; the genitive ending has nothing to do with analogy with other
pronouns, and is purely an analogy with other o-nominalsÑ
namely, analogy on the most abstract, declensional level.
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These findings corroborate JosephÕs (1997) critique of grammaticalisation
theory: grammaticalisation has nothing to do with the origin of ho@ p ou.
However, pu is an uncharacteristic (ÔlateÕ) grammaticalistion, moving from
the grammatical to the more grammatical rather than from the content word
to the grammatical; so this need not rule out the role of grammaticalisation in
general in the origin of grammatical forms. And grammaticalisation has a lot
to do with what subsequently happened to ho@pou. So whatever the importance of grammaticalisation in accounting for the origin of grammatical
forms, what matters here is how it describes the further career of these forms,
as a process.
¥ Work on the diachrony of pu by Christidis (1982; 1986) and Papadopoulou
(1994a; 1994b) has placed much store on the contrast between stationary
ho@pou and directional h"Ûna; it is this contrast, they have argued, which determined the functional range of their modern reflexes, factive pu and irrealis
na. Closer inspection of the diachronic data shows that this contrast is illusory. It seems h"Ûna was originally not a locative at all, but an instrumental;
and h"Ûna was primarily stationary rather than directional in early Greek.
Directionality cannot be invoked as an explanatory parameter in accounting
for the career of h"Ûna; the particle was a purposive before it became a directional, and the development towards modern na can be explained solely in
terms of the purposive. Since na does not admit a localist account, the case
for a localist account of puÑinvolving paradigmatic contrastÑis weakened.
¥ A comparison between ho@ p ou and Ancient Cretan ho@paùi delivers further
counterevidence to a localist account. Both particles are derived from locatives; there is no evidence from Greek that the Proto-Greek locative was ever
directional as well as stationary. Yet while ho@pou has only held factive values
in Greek, ho@paùi developed into a purposive in Cretan. The distinction between the two lies, not in their etymology, but in the grammatical system
ho@paùi found itself in; thanks to phonological merger, ho@paùi was reanalysed
as an instrumental, giving rise to a manner reading. This manner reading led
to the purposive just as it did with h"Ûna.
TraugottÕs (1988; 1991 [1988]) research into grammaticalisation has emphasised that grammaticalisation involves not isolated words, but words in their
discourse context. The corollary established by ho@paùi may be obvious, but
bears telling anyway: grammaticalisation involves not isolated words, but
words in their grammatical context. The phonological merger of *±ı (locative) and *±° (instrumental) or *±eı (dative) in Proto-Greek was enough to
steer ho@paùi into territory the explicitly stationary ho@ p ou did not venture.
Ultimately, more important for the careers of h"Ûna and ho@paùi than their etymologies was their reanalysis to certain key functions. For both, the crucial
step was the reanalysis MANNER ADVERBÊ> PURPOSIVE. Once this took place,
the irrealis role of the particles was guaranteed. Although pu has some limited
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manner-relativiser use, this reanalysis has not taken place; and that has kept
it away from the irrealis sphere.
Some other Ancient Greek locativesÑnotably e^ù and ho@paùiÑemulate the developments in ho@ p ou. e^ù took the path INSTRUMENTALÊ> LOCATIVEÊ> TEMPORALÊ> CIRCUMSTANCE, while ho@paùi, reinterpreted as a manner adverb (and
also in use as a directional), became not only a temporal but also a purposive,
as already mentioned.
hoùs, like pu, seems to have been a linguistic factotum; however, by Late
Middle Greek, it was extinct in all but resultative and temporal usages. The
early attrition of hoùs means that it cannot have been continued in Modern
Greek.
The relativiser ho@s had a range of functional meanings comparable to that of
pu, and indeed of most relativisers. That these enriched relativisers are so
pervasive implies that these values for pu need not represent a continuation
of the values for ho@s, but may be independent innovations. The same holds
for the cross-linguistically less widespread use of modal relativisers, although
the parallel between Ancient and Modern optative relativisers, and intensional irrealis relativisation, is striking.
ho@ti had come to cover its current range of functions by the beginning of
Middle Greek. Although it is used to introduce realis complements and factive adjuncts, its main functional overlap with pu is in introducing collocations. The two most striking similarities date from Late Middle Greek: alla$
ho@ti, corresponding to Modern ala pu Ôbut thatÊ= butÕ, and mo@non ho@ti, corresponding to Modern mono pu ÔitÕs just thatÕ. In this case, there is a distinct
possibility of continuation, with pu analogically displacing oti by virtue of
being factive. Yet collocations are a minor facet of the general semantics of
pu; and overall, the links between ho@ t i and pu are tenuous; pu was more
prominent in displacing ho@ti (particularly in complementation) than in continuing on from ho@ti.
It is the participle that displays the greatest functional overlap with pu, as
first noted by Sofianos (1977 [1544]:244). The distribution of the participle
was largely factive in Ancient Greek (although this was a development which
largely crystallised in Attic, the Homeric participle being more functionally
restricted), and became consolidated in its factivity in Middle Greek. Thus,
the non-factive usages of the participle, the conditional and purposive adjuncts and the complement after verbs of effort, were amongst the first to go.
Still, the participle was clearly on the wane in Middle Greek, not only as an irrealis, but in the totality of its functions; between Early Middle and Early
Modern Greek, its textual frequency drops by a factor of three.
Priming between the participle and pu cannot be ruled out: the participle may
still have been extant in enough functions in Late Middle Greek to have facilitated the analogical extension of the relativiser opu, whose participial equivalent, the attributive participle, had survived into Middle Greek. Yet it is un-
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necessary to postulate this, as the semantic extension of the participle could
have been duplicated independently by the relativiser.
It should also be noted that the participle differs from pu in some crucial
ways: it allows as modal bindings modal solidarity and close association,
whereas pu only allows modal autonomy; and in close association, it does not
preserve its truth under negationÑso, under the prevalent definition, it is not
factive.
¥ The same semantic innovation can take part several times in the career of a
grammaticalising morpheme, particularly if it is a linguistic commonplace
(such as LOCATIVEÊ> TEMPORAL). So the innovations in Attic ho@pou may be
distinct in origin from corresponding innovations in Modern pu, and this distinction is evident in the linguistic behaviour of the respective morphemes.

